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Child care relocates again
()on

liNM's Child Care Co-op h moving today til its second temporary
;~t I 9 I <J L~~
Lomas while waiting for permanent
quarters to IX! b!lilt 011 Uniwr~ity
Boulevard ncar KNME and Carrie
Tin!!lcy.
The Co-op moved in June fmm
Mc~a Vista llall, its quancrs since
its founding in 1970, to the Man·
tanita Center where it has been
hou;cd until now.
Ocorgc O'Neil, Co-op director.
said the Co-op's new building is
•scheduled for completion sometime
between Scptemocr 3 and October
home this summer

I.

The University has given the Coop permission to stay at the Las
Lomas site, an old faculty house,
until they move to permanent quarters, O'Neil saki,
The last move, said O'Neil, went
smoothly. "This time W()'rc tired."
O'Neil said. ''It's not easy moving,
but we've got a temporary building
and a new building is being builL.
"We had a rough meeting last
night." O'Neil sai11, referring to
Wednesday night'~ Co-op parent
meeting. "Some people think the
Co-op hao; been here for :t long time
:md that it is a service provided by
the University ... actually it's a year
to yc:tr pnljcct."
The Co-op charges each family
$28 a week and requests that the

I
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the C'o·op. In :t recent survey of
Albuqcurque·~ child care centers,
conducted by UNM's Co-op,
O'Neil said the mean charge was
$40 a week and the top charge was
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$60,

"We try to keep the price at the
(Cover photo by Joe Cavaretta)
boUon1 of the market." he said, ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
"und the qu;~lity at the top of the
In:lrkct. We could save money if we
warehoused the kids. had them
watch TV. But we won't do that."

Aid available; deadline today

During this semester break,
O'Neil said the Co-op is C!!ring for
26 to 50 children daily. Last spring,
150 children were "on the list" with
more thun I00 at a time sometimes
staying in the Co-op.

Financial aid is still available for
the fall semester, but time for filing
is running out and qualifying for aid
is more difficult.
Today is the application deadline
for one of the most popular forms of
The permanent quarters will aid, the New Mexico Studc!ll Loan
house nearly that many children, but program. A .low-interest loan only
the tcmporury quarters can only available to New Mexico residents,
accomdate 50 children at a time, he the NMSL program allows students
said. "Some people will be on a to borrow money for long-term
waiting list," O'Neil ~aid.
financing of a college education.
Undergraduates may receive up to
One factor that will somewhat aid $2,500 a year and a grand total of
the crowding is the new policy rais- $12,500, to be repaid at 9 percent
ing the minimum age limit for Co-op interest beginning six months after
children from 18 months to 2 years. completion of studies. Graduate stuChildren under two. 0' Neil said. dents may receive even more, up to
will be cared for by a new program $5,000 a yearto a limit of $25,000.
that is being developed in conjuncStudents may qualify also for a
tion with Home Economics.
The upper age limit, O'Neil said, short-term Joan of up to $3.000 per
is generally nine or ten years old. undergraduate to a maximum of

UNM BOOKSTORE is glad to see you back!
We know you've already coped with
registration, campus maps, parking.
And now, the BOOKSTORE!
We want your experience with us to be pleasant.
Please ask us for late-listed courses, text location,
anything we can help you with.

BOOK RETURNS: Just about everybody
drops a class, changes schedules, etc.

PLEASE READ
POLICY!

OUR

RETURNS

1. You MUST have your sales receipt!
2. Last day to return fall texts is Sept 1S at 1prn
3. Books must be in original condition as
purchased.
4.. You must have your I.D.

OUR REGULAR HOURS are Sam to Spm
weekdays,
and 9am to lpm Saturdays, closed Sundays.

SPECIAL REGISTRATION HOURS
Monday, August 23 open Sam to 7pm
Tuesday, August 24 open Sam to 7pm
It really is easier to shop later if
you plan to be on campus in the evening.

UNM
BOOKSTORE

$15,000. However, the interest rate
on these loans is relatively high at 14
percent, however, repayment is required to begin within 60 days of
disbursement. Amounts allowed depend largely on the other fotms of
assistance being received.
The office of Financial Aid makes
a number of short-term loans to
qualified individuals, usually less
than $100, Repayment is required
within 90 days. These loans may be
in addition to other aid or independent arrangements.
Much better than a loan, since
they have to be repaid, is a grant.
Grants arc outright awards on the
basis of need and academic ability.
They come in three forms: Pell
Grants, Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grants (SEOGs) and
New Mexico Student Incentive
Grants <NMSIGs).

SEOGs and Pcll Grants arc
awarded on a need basis according
to a number assigned to individuals
by the information provided on the
financi;d aid form. The lower the
number, the more aid for which a
student qualifies. Getting a financial
aid form filed for the next deadline
well in advance is the most important step. Rules changes and a closer
examination of information means
more is required of students to
qualify.
Most lucrati vc of educational
grants is the Pcll Grant, named for
Sena(or Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island. Pell grant awards are a minimum of $200 to eligible students to a
maximum of $1800. Pell grants arc
intended to be the most basic form of
educational grant and often arc coupled with other forms of aid. Based
on need, these grants vary according
to the actual cost of education at the
institution of the student's choice.
Pcll grants arc only for undergraduates, who may reapply until completion of the first baccalaureate degree. subject to meeting the institution's guidelines on academic performance. Recent changes in Congress have fouled up the award process for Pcll grants. Most of these
grants will not be disbursed until
sometime in September. but award
letters will allow a tuition waiver.
For those of some academic abil·
ity, scholarships may be the answer.
Requirements are strict because
competition is so keen, but students
able to meet grade-point-average
standards usually have little trouble
requalifying. Scholarships arc for
full-time students only, and range
from $200 a semester to allexpenses paid.
The UNM Financial Aid and
Career Planning and Placement
officeis located on the first floor of
Mesa Vista Hall, phone 277-2041
for information.

Textbook Co-op
yields savings
Students who wish to save money
on textbooks this fall should check
into the ASUNM Textbook Co-op
which operates out of the SUB basement, said John Schoeppner. new
Co-op director.
The Co-op, which is run by students, opens at 9 a.m. today and will
oc open daily until 5 p.m. through
·the fifth week of school, Schoeppner
said. It will then reopen for the last
four weeks of school.
Schoeppner said the Co-op gives
students a chance to buy textbooks
less expensively than at the UNM
Bookstore and Student Bookstore.
In addition, students arc able to
re-sell books for highe•· prices than
other bookstores, he said, explain·
ing that students name their selling
price and are charged only a 25 cent
user fcc.
The Co-op has seen large growth
since it first opened. Schoeppner
said. ''We're hoping to double the
volUme of incoming and outgoing
books this year,'' he said.
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Across from
Johnson Gym·

Home of the latest in Broiled Food and the Homemade Sweetroll
(Served with whole wheat toast. morgerlne 6 jelly)
No.
No.
No.
No.

1 lWO EGGS, bacon, hom or sausage, hash browns 6 toast••••••.•.•.•..•...••...•... $2.65
2 ONE EGG, bacon, hom or sausage, hash browns 6 toast ••.•••..•••..•.••..•........ $2.15
3 lWO EGGS, hash browns 6 toast ....... ; ......................................... $1.80
4· ONE EGG, hash browns 6 toast •.••••••••..•...•.•.••••••••••••.•••••••••....•...• S1 .30

No. 5 PANCAKES (4)·. -· ••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••_••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• " ••. $1.45
No. 6 HUEVOS RANCHERO$, two eggs, beans, sauce, corn tortilla 6 toast •••••..••.•....••.• $2.15
No. 7 WESTERN OMLmE, ................................................................. $2.99
three eggs, green chili 6 cheddar cheese, ·served with tomato, hash browns 6 toast

I
I

I
1.-

free Cup of Coffee or Hot Teo With Any of The Above Breakfasts

SIDE ORDERS
French Fries •• ·••••• $.55 One Egg ••••• ~ •••• $.50
Hash Drowns ••••••••65 Pancake ••••••••••••40
Western Style ......99 Toast 6 Jelly.........45
Onion Rings •••••••••75 Jelly •••• : •••••••••••05
Deans ••••••••••••••35 Crackers ••••••••••••05
Ranchero Sauce (8 oz.) ••••••••••••••••••••••50

I.
.

I1
I1
1
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I.
I

Bacon. Ham, Sausage or Beef Pattie ••••...•••• $.85
Salad with choice of Dressiing ••••••••••.•••••••• 75
Extra Blue Cheese ...........................15
Tomatoes (3 slices) ••••••••••.•••.••••.•.•.•••• 15
American or Cheddar Cheese ••••••••••••.•.. " •• 20
Green Chili or Chili con Carne (1 oz.) •••••••••••• 20

ra:~~~:~:ms

II.

No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

I
I
1I

I
I
I
I
I

D~~~T

I
I
I
I
I

I
I.

•0550
7:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.

II
I

1
I
II

HAMBURGER salad dressing, tomato, pickles, onion 6 lettuce •••••••••••• $1.35
CHEESEBURGER same as above with cheddar cheese •••••••••••••••••••• 1.50
BONANZA d®I:H meat, American cheese, thousand Island, tomato, onion. lettuce 6 pickle ••••••• 2.29,
FIESTA QUR~Eil Ctilll con cam. or, green chll,. cMddar c:hNse, on.O~ 6leituc:e •••••••••••.•••.•• 1 ~.55 ·
FLAME· BURGER hickory smoke sauce. onion 6 lettuce ••••••••••••••••••• 1 :30
COPY CAT mustard, ketchup, pickle, 6 onion ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.30

1

~ '· i· '

~!!!~~2..

GRIWD CHEESE on whole wheal
leHuce & tomato •••••• $.90
HAM, LmuCE 6 TOMATO on whole wheat with salad dressing •••••••••••••••• 1.45
BACON. LmUCE 6 TOMATO same as above ................................. 1.45
EGG. LmuCE 6 TOMATO same as above •••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• 1.1 0

M~CANFOOD
No. 7 TACO meat. cheese. lettuce 6 tomato ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $.80
No. 8 CHALUPA beans, cheese. lettuce 6 tomato •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••70
No. 9 ENCHILADAS sewed With lettuce 6 tomato ••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.29
BEEF with Chili· Con Came. cheddar cheese 6 onion
CHEESE with GREEN CHILl STEW. cheddar ·cheese 6 onion
VEGETARIAN with GREEN CHILl, cheddar cheese 6 onion
MEXICAN COMBO enchilada. taco 6 beans •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• 2.19
GREEN CHILl STEW sma11 cs oz.> "*'· ce oz.> lrg. c12 o:i.> • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .59 .89 1 .39

I
I
II
I.
I1

1
1
1

P~~

I
6
TOP CHOP STEAK
$2.89
I
FRONTIER BURGER SPECIAL
2.39
.
5 oz. RID EYE STEAK-4JSDA Choice
4.29
CHEF SALAD
I1
VEGEI'ARIAN 5AIAQ DRiNKs"":::::-:~ ................................ 2.49
I
1 COFFEE. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $.29 .35 .45 SOFT DRINKS
$.40 .55 .65 I
HOT TEA. ••••••••••• ••••••
_ -••.•............29 .35 .45 ICE TEA ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••35 .50 .60
1.

I
I

OZ.

Ground ;ounct, Texas toast. FNMh fries or hosh .browns with salad • , ••••••••••••••••
Hlc:koly smoke sauc.. dleeH. 1000 Island• • • French tr1e$ c. sokld •••••••••••
TeltGIToast, F...nch fries or hasil brownswllh salad ••••••••••.••••••
wllh choice of dnlulng, letluce, tomoto, ciMMidar cheesll, ham Cr egg ••••.•••... • .••..• •.

2~69

coke, dr. pepper 6 7 up •• , .. , . , •...

Spiced or herbal tea •••••••••••••••••35 .40 .45
HOT CHOCOLATE or APPLE CIDER. • • • • • • .40 .50 .65
MILK •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••45 .80

LEMONADE ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 75
JUICE orange, oppr., tomato 6 grapefruit •••••••••• ~ ...50 .65 .95
SHAKES chocolate, strawberry 6 vanHia ..............55 .80 1.05
Fresh Squeezed Orange Juice. • • • • • • • .65 .85 1.25

1
.1

I .. ''f:' ; , .':··,,/ (') ~~:;)
~~LL .67
.
6-~ack froz.,. rolls 0.29
I
•----•~•·•·•~.~·.~... ~-.. ~~.~.!!I!..,!!!!.P!!~.~I

I'<Wl' A ·1. Ncu M"w" fJatf, /.r~ho. AU['ll"l Ill. IIJH2

Pa!!<: A-5, New Mnico Oailr l.o/>o, Aup.u~t I (l, ll)H2

All Rights Reserved

Letters

Congress tells a bad joke
It':, qotten trJ the place where
you cnn't hide out in coiiO\JC any·
mor<!. Gone am tho days when
B1ff and FlonnirJ sip their ice
c;r,<Hn !><Hl<w at tlw campus soda
founl<HII wilh the next football
q;111H! tlw h1!Jhpo1r1t of social
actiVIty .mel tho fmnch test the
yi'.Jrly Lilmax of llllflllrJctual
d<:t1v1ty. W1th tmnmploymrmt at
II!; l11qlwst ratB stnce 1941, nos!alcp;i for tlw rnturnin9 student
do.Hsn't mnan buying muyle
soc:ks but once agoin wondering
how in the heck to get a job upon
qwduation paying wages higher
thnn a soda jerk's,

proposed the largest budget,
with the largest deficits, in American history. The head of the
Federal Reserve is dropping the
rediscount rate half a percent a
week at a time, making the economy look better than it really is.
Senators are looking for
scapegoats to shoot down so no
one can lay the blame on them
come election time.

And with election time the
scapegoat hunt- "welfare
cheaters," the "wasteful Penta·
gon", Medicare, Social Security;
-wears thin. A U.S. senator
who has engendered in his con·
It might seem that our U.s. stituents the vague superstition
senators have taken the problem that ''nothing's getting any betin hand. Budget deficits have ter and it's about time to replace
pushed the national debt to more the politician" is especially
than 1 trillion. Interest charges sensitive and capable of voting
are nearly 100 billion a year. So for an amendment that. though it
our senators proposed an will not end the nation's econoamendment on August 4th that mic woes, will make him look
would make a balanced budget good. A whole senate up for elec·
mandatory. This resolution is tlon are going to throw caution to
now napping in the House sub· the winds and the budget solu·
committee on monopolies and· tion to the nation's most re·
spected document, its constitucommercial law.
tion.
But the amendment is really a
bad joke. It is not flexible. Natural
And can any voter really
disasters would have to be fore- blame them? Politicans are, after
told come budget· making time. all, responsible to their constiDeficit spending, allowed for war tuents. And no politican is going
itself, would not be allowed for to say, "OK. The hell with my
the expense of trying to avoid constituents' special interests.
war. And, because the amend- I'm going to get this economy
ment makes no provision for en- going." ft has gotten to the stage
forcement, there is a strong where it is an economic calumny
chance that chullen9es to it to place our senators in the posiwould end up in the Supreme tion of listening to their consti·
Court, makinn Supreme Court tuents yet forgetting their
judges the arbitrators of the careers to do the job no one
national budqct. Our representa· wants to but somebody has to
11vus would thus be evangelists do: balancing the budget.
extorting us all to follow a higher
law: our judqm; our hangmen.
Maybe the solution is with Biff
and
Bonnie after all. The AmerThe fact that there is already a
ican
Dream has become con·
eonstitutional balanced budgf't
amendment on the books should sumption for today rather than
stop the debate cold. Section 7 of saving for tomorrow. Biff and
Public Law 95·435, adopted in Bonnie didn't own credit cards;
October 1978 provides that! "Be· didn't look forward upon retireginning with Fiscal Year 1981, ment to reaping three to six
the total budget outlays of the times mare in benefits than they
federal government shall not ex- paid in; didn't receive an 11 perceed its receipts." That it does cent wage increase annually
not is proof that budget balanc· although production per worker
ing is not what this amendment rose only 1 percent. The solution
to our economic woes lies not
is all about.
with the constitution or with
Key to this issue is the ,politics thick-headed legislators; the
of politic's: The president has· problem lies with us.

DOONESBURY

DOONESBURY

-Readers respond to Navajo- Hopi editorial
Editor:
ment the Navajos have for their
The topic of the article entitled "ke'yah" ("that which is under
"Hopis have nothing to gain in their feet"),
Indian homeland dispute" (Daily
In an ironic reversal of the
Lobo, July 22, 1982) deserve.s a cold, unemotional dismissal of
more realistic analysis than that the Navajo attachment for the
given by the author. In addition, land in question, the author
the following inaccuracies asked on behalf of the Hopi:
should be corrected: (1) "The "How could someone care this
Navajo-Hopi land dispute is fast much for their land?" The vast
becoming a range war" - a majority of the former joint-use
statement quite inaccurate and area has never been used for
inappropriate for an opening
grazing by the Hopi - once the
sentence of a journalistic land is passed from the pastoral
attempt to disseminate news· . Navajo (at a government exworthy information. {2) Peter pense of up to $500 million) to
MacDonald Is seeking his fourth the village-oriented Hopi, it is
four-year term, not his third term true that, collectively, the Hopis
as the hastily written article have nothing to gain. Individual·
stated. (3) "The Navajos kept ly, however, the Hopi elite will
moving west (following the crea· undoubtedly graze cattle over
tion of the 1882 Executive Order traditional Navajo homeland.
Reservation) until they hap sur- The author stated that "no one
rounded their Hopi neighbors." talks about the Hopis- many of
this statement is in total disre· whom still live in tiny stone
gard of the western Navajos, houses without electricity or
whom Kit Carson and his plumbing." these The Hopis do
charges were unable to capture without these conveniences by
during the early 1860s and, con- choice - electricity and water
sequently, were not included in are available at all of the Hopi
the settlement of the 1868 Nava- villages. By choice also, the
jo reservation. (4) "The Navajos Hopis elected to capitalize on an
borrowed their mythology from
administrative blunder by a presother tribes." (5) The complete
denial, by claiming "that it is just
plain silly," of the deep attach·

Life and Related Subjects
---------------------------------------byDave8a"Y
You need a way to defend
yourself, because there is a lot of
violence these days. For example, recently a motorist drove
into one of the bushes on my
property in a violent manner. If I
had a gun, I could have gone out
and defended the bush, but as it
was I had to stand there helplessly, unarmed, while the motorist
offered to replace it. I turned
down the offer because I hate my
bushes, which spend their days
lunging out and scratching me
when I mow the lawn. I periodically go out with my chain saw
and prune them down to the size
of poinsettias, but that just an·
gers them, and within days they
are back, big9er and more hostile than before. To be honest, I
wouldn't be bothered in the least
if motorists lobbed grenades at
them as they drove by. But that is
not the point. The point is that we
all need some way to defend
ourselves.
The· main reason violence is
incresing, of course, is television. At one time, all the violence
was on television and the streets
were safe, because evervbody~
was home watching it. You had

shows like "Starsky and Hutch,"
where you didnt't dare go to the
bathroom for fear you would
miss some violence. Starsky and
Hutch were police officers who
believed that the only way to
stop a crime- robbery, jaywalk·
ing, tax evasion- was to drive
their car very fast through a
populated area while shooting
their guns out the window, They
were very effective, largely be·
cause people refused to go out
on the street for fear of being run
over and shot.
But these days they're not
allowed to show violence on
television except on Saturday
morning cartoon shows for chi I·
dren aged five and under. The
rest of us are stuck with shows
like "Phil Donahue" and "Dal·
las," in which people drone on
endlessly about sex but never
actually do anything on the
screen. After watching these
shows for a few hours, viewers
tend to get bored and go out on
the street and commit acts of vio·
lence.

creasing\is electronic arca?e
games. Arcade games cause VIO·
lance because they encourage
teenagers to shoot at alien
beings who are trying to destroy
the earth. The teenagers are get·
ting very good at this. A skill:d
teenager can defend the ent1rc
planet for a quarter; in contrast
the United States government
spends rou9hly 100 billion dol·
Iars just to defend the western
Europeans, all of whom hate us.
The problem is that the govern·
ment can get all the dollars that it
wants merely by threating to
throw taxpayers in jail, whereas
the teenagers must get the quar·
ters by badgering their pare~t~.
Eventually the parents get 1rn·
tated, especially if they have
been watching television, and
this leads to violence.

How can you defend yourself?
One excellent method is to get a
viscious dog. You don't want to
get a large dog, such as a Ger·
man shepherd, because large
dogs are so accustomed to getAnother reason violence is in· ting respect that they have completely .forgotten how to attack.
They rely ·entirely on deep
by Garry .Trudeau ·growls and snarls, .which are
useless lJgainstan intruder wearing earplugs or a Sony Walkman.
So what you want to get is a
small, insecure dog, such as a
miniature French poodle, which
knows how stupid it looks and
consequently hates everybody.
If you want to be really viscious,
you should give it a silly haircut.
and make it wear a fake-jewel
collar and sit in your lap. After a
few days ofthis, it will attack anything that moves, including you,
but this is a small price to pay for
peace of mind.

by Garry Trudeau

You can also defend yourself
with guns. The U.S, Constitution
says the government cannot
stop you from owning a gun. The
courts have interpreted this to
mean that the government can
stop you from ownin9 a gun, so
you'd better check your local
laws before you buy one. If you
do get a gun, you should join
your local Gun Fondlers Club
and learn the Rules of Gun Safe·
ty, which are:

1. Never load your gun.

2. Never clean your gun.
3. Never take your gun out of
the box.
4. Never point your gun at anything or anybody except your viscious little dog if it really gets
out of line.

ident of the last century who did
not have either the time or the
inclination to recognize the presence of the nomadic Navajo
families living within the 1882 re·
servation.
Finally, in response to the
judgemental claim, which in
actuality is valid, that "the big·
gest reservation in the country
isn't large enough for the Navajos," I offer the following
approximate figures on reserva·
tien land per capita for each tribe
following the completion of the
mandates of PL 93-531: 195
acres per Hopi and 106 acres per
Navajo. It is clear, then, that p<Jr·
ity is not the intended remedy of
PL93-531-especially in light of
the grazing economy of the
Navajos.
Sincerely,
Tacheeni Scott

Dear Editor;
Jn her editorial. on the Navajo.·
Hopi land dispute, Marcy McKin·
ley waxed poetic about Hopi feeling for the land and dismissed
Navajo protests about the

General,
not bandit

1'

Dear Editor,
In response to the ill-informed
Schiff, et al and their "gringo"
mentality, General Francisco Villa was not a bandit. He was a
famous general, a great hero and
an outstanding leader for the
American oppressed and American exploited Chicano and Mexican people. The real "bandidos''
were the American imperialist
government administration of
that era.
With respect to the Treaty of
Guadalupe-Hidalgo, it has yet to
be honored to the full extent of
the law.
Lastly, as far as the PLO/Israeli
conflict is concerned, we pray for
a speedy de-nazification of !he
powers at be who are causmg
the needless massacre of inno·
cent lives.
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hardship of forced relocation as
"just plain silly." If she had come
down off the Hopi mesas and
spent some time with the Navajos before heading back to the
Rio Grande, she might have had
a better sense of what relocating
several thousand traditional
Navajos is about.
Ms. McKinley's outlitw of the
history of the land dispute was
more accurate than many news
accounts have been. But when
she informed us that the Navajos
were seeking to bLJY back from
the Hopis the land from which
Navajos are being relocated, she
sounded as if she were writing
the first draft of a matinee mel ad·
rama.l'm surprised that after she
told us about the "political
saavy" of the "wily" Peter MacDonald trying to seduce the
Hopis, she didn't finish the job
and give him a black cape and
handlebar moustache,
I wonder if Ms. McKinley
thinks the government would
attempt to relocate any group of
non-Indians three times. I wonder if she thinks Congress would
have enacted relocation legislation if there were several

thousand non-Indians out on
that disputed high dasert rangeland in northeastern Arizona. I
wonder if she is aware that his·
torically there have been many
instances in which non-Indians
have settled on lands to which
Indians hava had legal rights.
and the persistent government
policy has been to compensate
the Indians fin<mcially and allow
the non-lndinns to stay put.
The movement toward Nava ·
jo·Hopi land rlxchanges to re·
duce relocation is a welcome de
velopment. But if it fails, don't be
surprised if the N<Jvajos do not
quietly accept the termination of
their way of life by congressional
fiat. The federal relocation proo·
ram could become a national dis·
grace and an international
scandal.
Relocation is wrong. It is a
senseless and cruel reinvocation
of the mean spirited times of the
Cherokee Trail of Tears and the
Navajos' own Long Walk. It
should be stopped. It can be
stopped by an accurately informed and aroused American
public.
Jerry Kammer
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Wire Report
Lebanon talks hit
a new Israeli snag
.JERUSALEM - Israel's unconditional
dl"nund that a captured pilot be released is a
k~y factor holding up agreement on a peaceful
wtthdrawal of Pabtinc Libcrntion Organizatum guerrillas from wc;t Beirut, a senior
hracl1 official said Sunday.
But Cabinet Secretary Dan Mcridor main·
tauwd lsro~el was still optimistic an agreement
L'lluld he reached by the end of the week,
dc\pite the last-minute snag, which came in
talks between Israeli leaders and U.S. envoy
l'h1lip H:~bib.
Another senior official said there were no
m·w obstacles and "the situation is still good.
We are still optimistic. We arc waiting to hc;tr
from Philip Hubib."
llubih said after the second oftwlt meetings
with Israeli Prime Minister Mcnachcm Begin,
hli'Ctgn Minister Yilllmk Shamir und Defense
Mini>tcr Ariel Sharon: "I've pretty much
done what I had to do,'' adding he nu1y return
to Beirut Monday.
A 'l'nior Israeli nffi<.:ial said the major stickmg poi nth were a Jist of departing guerrilla>.
)'IHintntccs no secret PLO cells would remain
Ill Beirut and tim demand litr the return of u
captured bracli pilot and nuw rni>sing soldic·r-., or their remain-..

Nun rescues 37 children
IIElRliT, Ll!lmnon - Mother Tcrcs;1,
st•nt hy Pope John Paul II on a mission of
mercy, took personal c:trc late Sunday of 37
l'ripplcd children she rescued from an Israelibombed mental hospital in west Beirut and
planned to cross again into the war zone to
save more ab;mdoncd youths.
"They arc so miserable, so retarded, so
beautiful," the 71-ycar-old nun said of the
children she bmuj.\ht Saturday through the battle lines drawn by the Palestine Liberation
Organization ;md Israeli forces.

By United Press International
"Tht'Y arc already smiling."
A source clm,c to Mother Teresa - recipient of the 1979 Nobel Peace Prize -said the
evacuation by Red Cross vehicles "was done
with the permission of the P:IIcstinians and
everyone-·-· the whole world."
The children. many of whom could not
walk, were rescued from the Islamic Home for
the Aged, a mental hospital, which was hit by
Israeli hombs.
Mother Teresa had arranged the rescue on
Friday, in a secret mission into the besieged
Moslem sector of the divided Lebanese capit·
al. She remained overnight in the Seed cl
Bachriye convent in MarTakla, caring for the
children she sped through Israeli and PLO
lines.

Ghotbzadeh denies treason
TEHRAN - Former Iranian Foreign
Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh, once one of
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomcini 's closest aides,
went on trial for treason Saturday and denied
plotting to murder the aging Islamic ruler he
helped put in power.
The trial before the Military Revolutionary
Tribunal in Tehran's Evin prison opened with
readings from the Koran, followed by the
reading of a long Jist of charges against Ghotbzadch, Iran's official news agency !RNA said.
Ghotbzudeh, who as foreign minister came
under fire from religious fundamentalists for
his efforts to free the hostages sci;ced at the
U.S. Emhassy in November 1979, faces death
if convktcd.
Thc.> dctai led indictment against Ghotbladch, 47, charged that he masterminded a
complex plot to acquire money and arms ovcrscns, collaborate with Khomcini's political
rivals and assassinate Khomeini by blowing
up his residence.
Ghotbzadch, arrested in April and confined
since then in Evin prison. testified he did not
intend to "martyr," or assassinate, Khomcini
or destroy the Islamic nature of his rule.
Rather, Ghotbzadeh said according to the
IRNA report, he wanted to depose the Islamic
fundamentalist leaders that had gradually become the powerful influence in Khomcini's
rule of the country.

National News

Joint committee
completes tax bill
WASHINGTON- Exhausted House and
Senate negotiators produced a record $98.3
billion tax increase package early Sunday and
President Reagan stepped up his efforts to win
the battle for final passage.
After days and nights of marathon session,,
the joint conference committee completed its
work at 2 a.m. Sunday with an agreement to
double federal cigarette taxes to 16 cents a pack.
Members also agreed to extend federal unemployment compensation up to an additional
I 0 weeks for those who have exhausted their
benefits.
They also approved more than $15 billion in
health and welfare spending cuts- nearly $2
billion less than had been written into the
Senate bilL
Reagan set a nationwide broadcast at 8 p.m.
EDT today to seck grass roots support for the
tax package.
The bulk of the bill's revenue increase
would come from stiffer taxpayer compliance
rules and from closing an array of business
loopholes.
Tax provisions affecting individuals include reduced writcoffs for medical expenses,
higher taxes on telephone services and airline
tickets, and the cigarette tax hike.
The ''three rnartini lunch" deduction was
!;pared at the expense of stiffer tip reporting
·requirements for waiters, bartenders and other
employees.
The bill also contains a requirement for
automatic withholding for tax purposes of 10
percent of all interest and dividends. However, the conferees agreed to delay the effective
date of withholding until July I, 1983, and to
exempt the poor, the elderly and those who
cam less than $150 a year in interest,
The conferees agreed to restrict ta1l deductions for medical expenses by boosting the
cllgibility trigger from 3 percent of adjusted

Heading Back to Class?--

DON'T

gross income to 5 percent, and they eliminated
the up-to-$150 a year deduction for medical
insurance premiums,
Other provisions <1ffecting individuals
would:
-Substantially reduce writeoffs for casualty losses not covered by insurance by boosting
the trigger from $100 to 10 percent of adjusted
gross income.
-Increase the telephone tal( from 1 percent
to 3 percent in each of the nel(t three years.
-Increase airline ticket taxes from 5 percent to 8 percent.
-Require federal workers to pay Medicare
taxes for the first time.

Only the Shadow knows
- if you can catch it
DETROIT- Two of car buyers' favorites
of I 982, GM's sleekly restyled Chevrolet
Camaro and Pontiac Firebird, are also high up
on another most-wanted list - the recall
announcements.
The redesigned autos, which carry sticker
prices of about $12,000, have turned into two
of the industry's best sellers in just eight
months on the market.
However, on Friday- the same day those
figures were announced- GM also acknowleged an estimated 100,000 of the cars with
rear window defrosters may have faulty hatchback windows which could shatter when shut
firmly or slammed.
Jim Sponseller, a spokesman for Fisher
. Body, said the problem seems to be caused by
an excessive number of small soldering points
used to connect the defogger wiring inside the
rear window.
That reJlOrl follows by two weeks a recall of
26,000 Camaro Z-28 and Firebird Trans Am
models to fix faulty fuel valves after reports
surfaced of drivers getting a face full of gas
when they removed gas caps to check on a
whistling sound.
In June, GM quietly recalled 10,000 Z-28s
because of water leaks in engines that could
cause stalling or engine damage.
No reports of injuries have been received.

Abortion & Pregnancy Testing Clinic's

Well Woman Clinic
Annual Exams, Family Planning, Pap
Smears, VD Screening, Referrals

Call For Appointment:
265-9511
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~~~"CRISIS CENTER

New Volunteer Orientation
Wednesday, September 8, 1982
7:30pm room 153 Ortega Hall
The U~M Crisis Center is the oldest student run crisis
<:enter tn the ~ountry. If you ore interested in receiving
para-professional experience in counseling, please
attend the volunteer orientation meeting 'this
Wednesday.
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also by United Press International

State and Local News

Clothes make
Creamcheese

_____

rate.

Bisti hearing set
SANT ~_FE- A district judge has issued a tem"porary restraan1ng order blocking plans to strip mine coal on
state. land near the Bisti Badlands in northwestern New ·
Mex1co.
.The order was issued Aug. 12 at the request of the
S1erra Club by Judge Tony Scarborough, who schedule.d a hearing on the matter for Friday,
. S1crra Club attorney John Tiwald said the state Minrng and Minerals Division should have consulted with
the federal. Bureau of Land Management about the mine
proposed for construction by the Sunbclt Mining Co.
Although the proposed mine would be on state land
it wil~ affe~t adjace.nt BLM land, requiring such con:
sultahon, TJwald sa rd. The Sierra Club also has said the
land cannot be properly reclaimed after the mining
~ Kelle~, dir~ctor of the state agency, approved r'he
proJect earher this week.

HOUSTON - Suzy Creamcheese is not only a boutique of
outrageous original clothes; she
is also a person,
Cre~mcheese, a 38-year-old
entrepreneur who owns three clothing stores in Houston and Las
Vegas, says she realizes the
clothes she designs are different
than most other fashions, "but
they are a reflection ofmy personality. I'm different."
Her real name is either Leslie
DeKeyser of Ohio or Tandalaya
Lipshitz of Hollywood. She
politely gives all three names
when asked.
Noticeably missing from Suzy
Creamchcese clothes are labels.
She says they arc not necessary.
"You should be able to walk
into a room and know just by
looking that someone is wearing
a Suzy Creamcheese, '' she says.
Creamcheese has not had any
fonnal education in fashion and
design, • 'but I used to get caught
rummaging through my grand·
mother's attic and wearing her
clothes and the kitchen cur-·
tains," she said. "I used to like
to play dress up and I still do. I'm
still a dreamer and my moods are
in what I design."
During an interview at her
Houston store, Creamchcese was
wearing one of her creations- a
black lace Victorian dress with a
high neck, but a bodice made
almost entirely of black netting,
revealing most of her chest. She
wore three-inch high-heel shoes
with flashy silver bolts of lightning made of glitter glued to the
sides.
''The women who wear my
clothes are self-assured of their
positions in life and like to get
into special moods. They are sensual. They are secure and have a
sense of style," she said.
But fashion e11pert Judy Lunn
calls the Suzy Creamcheese collection pretend clothes left over
from the 1970s.
"Her designs .are costumes or
pretend clothes with moods. Her
(clothes) are fashions - garments lovely and fun to wear,
rather than fashion - which is a
trendsetting idea or concept that
is innovative," Lunn said.
"Someone probably doesn't buy
a wardrobe there, but many peo·
pic think the clothes are magic."
The items designed by Creamcheese are sewn individually by
her staff of seamstresses in Las
Vegas. They range from lacy,
pearled wedding gowns for
$3 ,500 to a yellow and pink lace
westem-wcar outfit with long
white fringe.
She has items that fit the personality of a Mae West type, as well
as tailored suits with bustles,
evening gowns made of metal
and a rainbow of fonnal dresses
that arc one-of-a-kind. She's created garments with both Egyptian, Arabian and American Indian influence.
Beads, glitter and plumes accentuate many of the creations,
and some of the clothes were
made from fabric of clothes, tableclothes and curtains salvaged
from rummage sales.
Creamchecsc is the sole owner
of the multi-million dollar bouti"
qucs. She said she plans to open
stores in Los Angeles, New
Orleans, New York, Dallas and
possibly Monte Carlo and Aca•
pulco.
She lists as her clients Cher,
Shirley MacLaine, Ann·
Margret. Dolly Parton and even
Lillian Carter, the ftll111cr president's mother.
Creamchccsc says the clothes
she sells arc not exp~il~ivc.

-·--·-

the state are receiving payments, nut the unemployment
Plont said the figure represents an overage from the
13-week period ending July 30.
':fe said the rate must reach 4 percent for the state to he
clgtble for the extension.
New Mexico already has met a second rcquiremcm
for eligibility. by exceeding the unemployment. rate for
the same penod lltst year by 143 percent.

Ex-WNMU prexy will go on trial
SILVER CITY- The former prcsidCill of Western
New Mexico Unive~sity will go on trial at Deming Sept.
27 on charges of usmg WNMU purchase orders to huy
weapons and ammunitions and tax evasion.
The trial date for John Snedeker was scheduled
Thursday by Distric~ Judge Edmund Kasc of Socorro
who has jurisdiction in the case. An assistant districi
attorney said the tria.l woul~ take about five days.
Snedeker was preSident of the university for 18 years
before resigning under pressure from students and
faculty two years ago. He faces 22 counts of misusing
funds and one count of evading gross receipts ta"cs.

Jobless benefits may last longer
ALBUQUERQl!~ - The percentage of unemploy~d persons receivmg federal benefits in New Mc"IC?

.1s only . I percent away from making the state

ehg1~le f~r a 13-week payment extension, a state cco-

n.omist said.
Ro~er Plont, an analy~t wHh the state Employment
Secunty Department, sa1d the rate of those receiving
benefits has reached 3.9 percent.
Payment extension is based on how many jobless in

City chalks up another homicide

lobo

men's
shop

ALBUQU~RQUE- A 57-year-old woman Sunday
beca~e the. ctty's latest homicide victim, police said.

Pohce saJd officers found Jean M. Miller dead in her
apart":lent ar~und ~a.~. Sunday.
Pohce arc mvestrgatlng the death as a homicide, but
cause of death and a possible motive for the slaying have
not been released.
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u/t was phenomenal''

Moonie wedding
includes local pair

Joe Cavaretta

Mr. and Mrs. Donald J. Sardella

Local firm to make turbines
The N~w M.:xiL'n Enj:ineerin)!
Rt•search Institute <NMERil. the
full·time research divbion of the
College of Engineering. is pro\ iuing
tl luc11l J'irm with design work lor
prmluction of a model wind lllrbinc.
h1rceast Industries. u newly
li.nnled company in New Mexico,
hopes to market vertical nxi~ wind
turhmes for clccu'icily general ion by
late l <JH.~.
"NMERI b providin!! a preliminary dc~i)!ll for the turbine. alon!!
11 Jth a proposal for dcwlopmcn! of a
pwtntypc· machine." said Dr.

Clcrald Leigh. o,c1rior tcehnicalmlvisor al NMERJ.
l<esemhlin!! a huge eggbeater. the
vertical axis wind turbine is bas!'d on
the original design of a French aeronautical cnginec1' named Darrieus
who patented his concept in (he li.S.
in I!)JI. Proponent~ believe the vertical axis wind turbine is superior to
the horizontal axis wind turbine.
"Metal fatigue is the biggest design
problem assuciated with wind turbines," said Leigh. "and the vertic:\! axis turbine: by attaching the
hlmlcs to the axis ut both ends. result~ in les> metal fatigue than .is

experienced by the hori10ntal axi~
turbines."
forecast phms to dcvcl(lJ' turbines
that produce more than I00 kilowalls of electricity. "Wind turbines
have to be this larue to be costeffective." said Pau!'Vosburg. president of Forecast Industries.
Albuquerque was chosen as the
site for Forecast Industries because
of the wealth of technologieal in·
formation about vertical axis wind
turbilltls available here through Sandia National Laboratories and the
Department of Energy. Vosburg
said.

Important role in the church's plan
Th~v ar~ ..:alkd lv1ooni~s hy
some. ·nr tollnl\crs ol the Rl'l. lor the world.
"The family is the basic buildinl!
lvlonn. or lllc'lllhcro, nl tlw tlnili<:atrnn Chun:h. Som~trm~' l'lllilrowr· block for the kingdom or heaven 0;1
'iial. thcv arc often rrr the rw1". lll<"t cmth." Don sui d. "Children need to
recent Iv· for their leader's t;l x trial. in ·grow up in u stable family, where
the pa~t t'nr parent,· char!!c' thul there b room to Jove." The culture,
their childrc•n han: b•·en brain· Don said. will eventually follow suit
and produce an environment where
washed by tlw culL
citizens view their businesses and
Snmctinll'~ even their marriage'
arc new, wort ill. wch ao, when country us "an extended family."
4.150 or their illlmhcr took their Such a culture, Don S<lid, exists tonupti:rh in Madison S4uarc Garden. day in Japun.
Iris said that she believes this
The muss cc•rcmonv, officiated lw
Moun and his wife. ;,ccur~d July ., emphasis on family is important for
when nvcr two thousand couple;, her. because it provides a spiritual
fmm 70 countrie,, mtlfl\ of whom role model for women in the examhmJ been chosen for each lllher by ple of Mrs. Moon. The Reverend's
Moon. pledged to "establish an wife officiates, beside her husband.
eternal family with which God can at many of the Church's ccremoQies.
"Our church allows tbr a feminine
be happy ...
Most had been engaged for nearly spiritual path." Iris said.
Iris has been a member of the Uni·
two vem·~. Manv will not <:onsummate. their nwrriagc lor the same fication Church for H years. Don for
span of time. S.:vcrul marriages un- 5 and one half. Women must be 22to
ited couples from different countries marry in the church, men 23.
Both Don and Iris said they beund races. factors whkh the church
hopes will help to brill!! about world lieved the media coveral!c of the re·
peace.
cent wedding wa~ good: They said.
Among those taking their nuptials however. that they believed the
was Donald J. Sardella. 30. cuncnt press had at times not presented the
direct.or of the Unification Church in Church's side of more controversial
Albutjucrquc. "Jt wa~ phcnominal" stories. Referring to Moon's recent
he said. "When a couple marries. trial. Don said, ·~1 haven't seen any
there is a lot or cxcitmcnt ... ima- extensive coverage tcllin!! our side
gine that magnified over two of the story. Son;c arc just trying to
thousand times."
tell the story while others arc trying
His bride. Iris Sardc.lla. previous- to get in a little dig or cut."
ly Iris Walker. 28. agrees. "I'm
The church. Don said. consists of
very happy with Rev. Moon's the Rev. Moon (and his wife," Iris
choice," she said smiling. "And my added). 36 "core" couples who
!:unify really likes Don.·'
serve as elders. missionaries
When interviewed. Iris had ar- ( 10.000 in America)and home
rived the night before, July 25, and members(30.000 in America).
would be leaving within a month to There is an estimated 3 miII ion
return to school in Pennsvlv:~nia. members world-wide.
where she is studying nur;ing and
Don and Iris arc missionaries.
midwifery. while Don remains in Don said there arc home members
Albuquerque.
here in Albuquerque and several
Both Don and Iris said that the people in the University area have
separation is hard at times, but both shown an interest in the church.
believe it is a good thing for the Many people. he said. have stopped
mania!!e. "It gives me time to pre- by just lo talk about religion or phipare IllY heart for God. and for Don losophy.
also ... Iris said. Such separations
Such people arc surely welcome.
arc common in the church. Don Don said. He hopes to improve lines
said,until a man and wife bee in their of communication with the Unifmnilv.
'
versity faculty and students in the
Mtirriage and family plays a very future.
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Justiz receives post;
still needs senate nod
President Reagan has chosen
Manuel Justiz, director of the UNM
Latin American Programs in Education, to head the National Institute of
Education.
The appointment, at the request of
U.S. Sen. Harrison "Jack"
Schmitt, marks the first time a New
Mexican will direct the institute.
This is also the highest ranking post
awarded to a Hispanic under the
Reagan administration.
Manuel Justiz, 33, will be former-

UNM acquires
new geology lab
A new laboratory at UNM will
soon enable students and scientists
to study recent events - some as
recent as two million years ago.
·'Recent" has a different meaning to geologists, who think of recent events as those during and after
the last icc age, It was during the
most recent period of geologic time.
the Quaternary Period, that man first
made his appearance. The prospect
of being able to examine physical
and chemical changes during mankind'scarlydays ha~ the UNM geology depmtment excited.
Geology department Chairm:m
Rodney Ewing said that a laboratory
such as the one proposed would
greatly benefit the people of New
Mexico. With so many dramatic
geologic changes evident in the
landscape of the state, the capacity
for examining them would allow an
assessment of landscape reclamation, waste-disposal sites, potential
seismic risks and water resources.
Ewing said.
The laboratory is so advanced that
only two others like it .exist today.
Made possible by a $35.480 grant
from the UNM Foundation. Inc .. the
lab will make usc of the latest techniques and equipment in geological
analysis.
The UNM Foundation is a nonprofit public corporation that raises
funds on behalf of the university,
Most of the funds ate raised through
private donations. The lab is one of
15 projects funded by the foundation, which has allocated more than
$95,000 to university programs this
year.
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Now is the
Time to

Buy

Your
Bike!
15°/o off all bikes and framesets!
low prices on many parts and accessories and a

Free Public Workshop
Sale runs August 16 through September 4
106 Girard SE (In the Alternative Community Center) 265-5170
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UNM CHORALE - a selective mixed voice ensemble comprised of
~tu?ents from all o~ademic disciplines. Membership, too, . is not.
ilm1ted to music maJors! Membership is determined via auditions.
All types of music will be sung. Some activities for 1982-83 include
Han~e!'s Mes~ioh, lleethoven's Moss inC Major plus both individual
and JOint programs With other choral groups.
Rehearsal schedule: Tuesday and Thursday, 3:00p.m •• 5:30p.m.
UNIVERSITY C~ORUS - a large festival chorus that meets every
Tuesd?y evemng from 7:30- 9:30 p.m. This chorus is designed
espec~ally for people who wish to sing but have limited time and
expenence. Performance activities include Handel's Messiah in December ?nd Beethoven's Moss in C Major in the spring. Auditions
not req~~~red.

~ON-MAJORS ESPECIALLY WELCOME IN ALL GROUPS. Solo training
IS not nece.ssory. AUditions are not difficult; and chorus may be
added easily to your schedule for either 0 of 1 credit Graduate
credit Is also available for all choral ensembles.
·
AUDITION AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
.1 0:00a.m. ·Noon; 1:30 ·5:00p.m. (August 23, 24, and 25)
1n Room 1116, Fine Arts Center • Music Deportment.
Call 277·4202 or 277-2126 for further information. •

MAU

,p

Search begins
for alumni head
Aft~r a meeting todav of tlw
Alumni Director S<:>:n\'h C!immitl\.•c.
the numllt'r of Alumni Din:-,·tor applkanh. should be narrowed down
some from about 40-·50 applkant~.
':1 i d co n1m itt ~.·c Chairman
•·swede" .John~on.

By Scp. 15, the conHniUC<.' "l10uld
have funlwr n:uTmn'd the Iist down
t11 tho~e npplil:ant~ they wish to interview. Johnson ~aid.

The National Institute of Education was cstabli~hed by Congress in
1972 to examine special problems in
American education.

And. if cvcrythin~t goes aCClll'tilllg
to plan . .Johnson snid the new Alum·
ni Director will be chosen bv till'
second week of October and sil<lllld
begin work for tl'-'llniwr.~ity on .Jan.
I, 19X3. Until then, Ted Martine/,
who is the acting :tlumni director
will contimn: in that capadtv. Johnson >aid.
·

The Latin American Programs in
Edu()ation :1t UNM is the only such
organization in the country. EstubIished in 1965. it provides a Spanish
language program for Latin American education administrators, technical assistance to Latin American
countries and special research into
problems in Hispanic education.
Justiz has directed the program
since 1978. Previously he served as
an assistant professor in education
administration at UNM. l-Ie wns
born in Havana, Cuba, and came to
New Mexico at age 12. He holds a
bachelor's degree and a master's de·
grcc in political science and higher
education administration from
Emporia State University in EmporJop C,JV{)r('tl~l
ia, Kansas.
THE WAY WE WERE: Memorabilia from UNM's earlier days
surrounds former alumni director "Bub" Henry.

The nl'W Alumni director will replace Gwinn "Bub" Henry. who
had worked as Alumni director sinL·e
I 96H. Henry ht1s been appointed
director of Hodgin Hall and Memorial Chapel.
Hodgin Hall is undergoing more
than $600.00() worth of rcnovatiom
which will return the huildinl! into
its turn-(Jf-thc-ccnlury 1';1cadc:
Hodgin I-I all will then ben t'OII.f!C·
nial home I(Jr liNM'~ Alumni A~~o
ciation and Alumni Rdtltl<lll~ and
Development office.

I
Welcome Back
&
Good Luck!

Classes benefit
older students
For many UNM students the
school day does not end in the late
afternoon-it begins.
Last spring a record number of
students-more than 12,000-enrolled in classes scheduled for the
late afternoon or evening. Some
were students with full-time jobs
during the day. Others had family
responsibilities limiting when they
could take classes.
Because students such as these
older, non-traditional students are
increasing at UNM. the university
has created a special schedule of
classes to meet their needs and
accomodate their limitati6ns.
"We're a community institution ·
and l think that when you are in an
urban location you have a commit·
ment and a responsibiiiiy to address
just not the needs of traditional ISyear-old sttidents," said Robert M.
Weaver, dean of Admissions and
Records. "You need to provide
opportunities for potential part-time
or nontraditional students.''
This fall UNM is offering 808
classes scheduled for late afternoon
or evening. Represented arc classes
at all levels and in all acudcmic de·
partmcnts.
Through this scheduling, it is now
possible for students to fulfill the
requirements for some degree programs entirely through classes
offered in the late afternoon or
cveiifg. ·
· · · · · •' ·· · · · ·· · · •·

4

lv announced as the new director bv
Educntion Secretary Terrel H. Bell,
then hh name will be submitted to
the Scnt•tc for approval. Justit anticip~tcs leaving UNM in midSeptember, taking a leave of absence from the university for as long
as his open-ended term should run.

in the

UNM CONCERT CHOIR - UNM's finest choir is a highly selective
ensemble of mixed voices comprised ofstudents from all academic
discipli~":s. Memb~rship is not limited too music majors! The size of
!he cho1r IS determined following auditions and is variable dependIng upon the ability of auditioning students. Activities for 1982-83
Include a petformance of !loch's B minor Mass with orchestra in
October, Handel's Messiah in December. the Bach Festival with the
Orchestra of Santo Fe in February (to be televised nationally!), a
spring tour, petformance of Beethoven's Moss in C Major in the
spring plus other scheduled events.
Rehearsed schedule: Monday and Wednesday, 3:00p.m. - 5:30
p.m.

t

One bite of our mouth-watering
pizza and you'll agree that our
pizza has PIZZAZZ! We offer
both Neapolitan and Sicilian
styles, smothered with plenty
of your favorite garnish.

PIZZA BY THE SLICE
CALL AHEAD FOR
QUICK SERVICE.

!'_,'.,,;;.

•

107 Cornell S.E.
262·1555
11 030 Menaul Blvd. NE
298·5200
.. ·:. ..

·-·:~-.~-!-~,:

~

~·
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Summer builders busy;
campus prepped for fall

Michael A Gnllegos

MORE CONSTRUCTION; The ground is being readied east of Mesa Vista Hall for the new
Student Services Building. Returning students will notice numerous construction projects in
progress around campus.

Gameworld •.. Welcome Back Students!
30 Video Games
to Challenge You!!

Don L. Hart
While tlw majority nf ~tudcnts
haw been away for the summer. the
UNM campus has been undergoing
a good deal of construction und renovation.
"There has been more happening
thb summer than usual." said Yilll
Dorn Hooker, university llrchitcct."
Included in this summer\ pro·
jccts were new structures,. such ~IS
the Child Care Center. bemg built
ncar KNME·TY and scheduled to be
completed Sept. 3.
Most work, however, has been
devoted to repairing and renovating
existing buildings. "These small
projects take a lot of time in relation
to the money val uc allotted to them.
especially on the older buildings,"
Hooker said.
Such work is currently being done
on Zimmerman Library and Scholes
Hall, including new roofs, and replacing damaged wood, masonry
and gutters . Similar work. Hooker
said, has been completed this summer on Carlisle Gym.

Natural Sound's

Other projects include landscap·
ing ncar the Art building, remodeling Castctter Hall to provide more
laboratory space, remodeling the old
State Health Building which will be
used in the future by the Anthropolgy Department and remodeling and
adding a second tloor to the Art
Education building.
The price for the projects, Hooker
said. comes to about $1.67 million.
An additional $5 million estimate
had been placed on the new Student
Service Center, but the accepted bid
was less than $4.5 million, Hooker
said. The project was begun this
month.
Hooker said currently there is a lot
of competition among contractors
for work, hence bids arc being recicved which fall below estimates.
As for future projects, Hooker
said, remodeling is ·planned for the
food facility area at the Student Union Building. The project is currently being bid on by contractors,
Hooker said.

ALL REG. 7.67 LP's

Health insurance selection
requires careful consideration
Across from UNM
next to Don
Pancho's Theatre

Void 8-20-82 1 coupon per customer per day.

Largest Gameroom in the University Area!!

Mercado
Quick and Easy
Cashing
for any student

reg. price

with UNM ID

Posters
10% off

Candy
Priced lower
than anyone.
Bulk condy by

the ounce.
as low as a
discount store.
Photo
Services
No lower prices
in town.

GOODI
New Mexico Union

In the past decade, mcd ical costs
have risen about 84 percent with
hospital rates showing the highest
jump of almost 170 percent since
·1967, said Bennette Meyer. a registered nurse at UNM's Student
Health Center.
Most healthy people hope to never encounter a major illnesses. but
injuries do occur, Meyer said. But in
fact. one out of every seven people
will have a hospital stay averaging
6.4 days at a cost of ubout $1,7634.
These high costs exemplify the need
for insurance plans to deal with the
high hospitalization costs.
The cost of hospital care over the
past I 0 years has risen more than
twice as fast as the overall coht or
living and, Meyer predicts medical
costs will double every five years.
An example of costs charged at a
hospital for the cure and repair of
torn ligaments isS 1142.20 for a 24hour stay, $262.08 for anesthesia
services. $1066 for surgical costs.
With a $! 00 deductible, the total is
$2270.28. Minus 80 percent. the
total paid by an insurance policy holder is $540.
Individual or group policies can
be purchased to cover such costs.
Meyer said,
An individual policy is medically
undcrwri!tcn - meaning that the
prospective polic)l holder must

answer questions about his medical
history. It is the insurance company's option to reject policy holders on the basis of their medical
history, she said.
Group policies do not have to be
medically under~ritten, but a limited enrollment period is usually
enforced, Meyer said. This is done
to discourage consumers from being
crisis-oriented rather than prevention-oriented.
Because of its design. a group
plan will be the most affordable. The
specificity of individual policies will
offer more comprehensive coverage, but premiums will usally be
higher.
Meyer suggests that people familiarize themselves with the policy
they have chosen. There is no such
thing as a "free lunch," she said.
explaining that the extent of coverage directly correlates with the
amount of premiums a person pays.
Be aware of "effective" and
"termination" dates. shc cautioned.
Dcductibles vary with different circumstances so they should be defined as is appropriate for each policy-holder's situation.
Above all. Meyer said. ask about
the claim procedure. Identification
cards expedite this process and it is
the policy holder's responsibility to
acquire one.

•
Higher list LP's $1.00 off with purchase of two

"

Lowest Blank Tape Prices Ever!!!

-

Quanities limited so hurry!

UD 90 $2.50 each
UDXL2 90 $2.99 each
Hours:

1 0-9 Mon. - Sat.
11-6 Sunday

Make the most of your good looks
with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses 1
Eyeglass wearers ..• take your I
eyes out of hiding. Feel confident
again. Let your natural beauty
shine through. You'll love the way
Bausch & Lomb soft contact lenses
give you. a whole new look on life,
And they're Water·drop soft and
comfortable, too! Call for your fit·
ting appointment today.
More people wear Bausch &
Lomb soft contact lenses than all
other brands of soft contact lenses
combined!

CONTACT LENS FITI'ING FEES:
$210- So~ Spherical Contact LENS (Polymacon)•
.W- Soft Tone Contact Lens for Astigmatism (Bulfilcon)•

$380- Sort Extended We11r (Bulfllcon)•
. .

.

.

*Complete Price Includes:

V1sual Analysis • Glaucoma Testing • Fitting and Dispensing of
. . . Contact Lens •.Initial Chemical Care Regime
• Patient Care and Follow· up Care of Contact Lens • Sales Tax

:P<So~><~•o
lj(""

DR. ROBERT H. QUICK

O(.'.o~,.DR. DWIGHT THIBODEAUX,

'ii:tm3

Optometrists

1020-A Eubank NE • 2!!8•2020 • open Tuesday • Saturday 9 • 5
. ;._,:

.
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A $250.00 Value
No purchase required to enter. Winner need
not be present. Drawing August 22 at Holman's.

UP GRADE

Now is the time to get
all the calculator you need.
0

1J

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
:~1

V.r

INCORPORATED

-

-

fl!!ltrJ.If!IIP~
tjW9'

$34.95
Tl-5511

F••

FC

DMSOO

DRG•

regular $50.00
Scientific calculator with
programming
and statistics.
112 powerful burlt-rn Junctions including
loganthmic, tngonometric, hyperbolic, con·
vers1on and statistical funclions
Simple programmability with up to 56 steps
gives you added versatility. speed
Calculator Dec1slon-making source book
shows easy "how to" solutions

k"·
Calculator '~'-:i.
·'
Docislon·Making '!,.:~

Sourcebook

.1

'

T/"55-U:

~============:£~/

19.95
TI-35SP
regular $25.00
Student Math Kit
54-function scientific calculator designed for stu·
dents.
Performs roots, powers, reciprocals, logarithms, tri·
gonometric functions.
Student calculator Math Book contains 224 pages
of math facts and useful formulas.

Better grades require an investment. In time. In work. And in
the tools you use. Hewlett-Packard offer.s a range of such
tools: calculators and handheld computers with a unique
logic system that requires less time to get a more reliable
answer. Invest in one that matches your needs. And watch
your investment pay off.

HP-11C

Advanced Programmable Scientific.

HP-41C

200 program steps, subroutines, indirect addressing,
flags and conditional tests, inservdelete editing. Srede·
finable keys. ~· . n,, <1>© t,1 «it'~

Handheld Computer.

HP-12
,,·

Advanced Financial Programmable
with Special Functions.

NEW
HP-16C

Reg. $150.00

Performs numbetbase conversions and operations, as
well as extensive bit manipulation, Boolean operators-

Sale $135.00

Advanced Programmable Scientific
with Matrix Functions.
448 program lines, expanded function set including
matrix solutions, complex number operations, solve and
integrate- Reg.

$135.00

Sale $114.75

$39.95

Tl Business Analyst-11
regular 50.00
Executive
Calculator System

$187.50

Built·in formulas bring an ease of computing
lease/buy options, loan amortizations. rear
estate mortgages, sales and earnings forecasts.
Statistical functions let you compute mean,
standard deviation, linear regressions and trend
line analysis.

Handheld Computer with
SX Memory of HP-41 C.

All the features of the HP·41C plus 5 times more mem·
cry built in, allowing you to store a host of programs
continuously. Four free ports let you add the peripherals
of your choice to create a truly powerful, versatile
systemfit':

Reg. $325.ooSa~e

Sale $124.95

Programmable Calculator
ford>lgltal Electronics
and Computer Science.
Reg. $150.00

NEW
HP-15C

HP-41CV

Largest dedicated function set, bond functions, depreciation schedules, discounted cash flow analysis, 99
program lines, repetitive calculations with single key
stroke-

"'·

Reg. $25o.oo Sale

regular $115.00
Advanced programmable
caculator
with solid state
software library
Up to 480 program steps, up to 60 memories,
bright 1~-character LED display, 10 user de•
fined label keys.

Prompting and labeling allow easy solu1ion to complex
problems. User-definable keyboard provides access to
our large software library. Choice of peripherals and
HP·Ilinterfacing make this a true handheld computer-

Reg. $100.00 ,&[U~® C\1(Ql<c·.;u0

$85.95
TI-58C

$

244.~51

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

HEWLETT-PACKARD
List
HP-97 Desktop Fully
Programmable Calculator
§1750.00
HP-821 04A Card Reader
215.00
HP-82143A Printer/Plotter
385.00
HP-82153A Of2tical Wand
125.00
HP-82160A HP-IL
Interface Module
125.00
HP-82161 A Digital Cassette Drive 550.00
HP-82162A HP-IL
Thermal Printer/Plotter
495.00

List

Sale
m588.00
169.95
299.95
105.00
112.50
440.00
396.00

$187.50
Tl59
Rebate* $20.00
Your net cost

$167.50

Sale

Tl-1750-111 Slim-Line
LCD W/Memory
15.95
TI-PC-100C
Printer/Plotter For 58C/59
225.00
TI-LCD Programmer
Hexadecimal/Octal Converter
75.00
TI-BA-35 Student Business Analyst 35.00
Tl-5142 Plain Paper Printer/Display 140.00
75.00
Tl-5040-11 Printer/Display

regular 250.00
13.95
169.95
67.50
29.95
89.95
67.50

Advanced programmable
calculator with solid state
software library and
magnetic card storage
Up to 960 program steps, up to 100 memories.
magnetic cards to record you personal programs.
QPiional plug-In library modules available

Rebate from T.l.

·Rebate Is handfed by Texas· Instruments directly 1o lhe purchaser.

Ffl-::1
a!~

~ Ha:~~!LETT

PACKARD

Special Show August 21 and 22, 9:00-4:00
Hewlett-Packard representatives will be present
HOURS:
MON.-FRI. 8:00 to 5:30
SA i. 8:30 to 4:30
'~.

Holman's is the place for answers
and technical assistance.

HOLMAN·S~
401 WYOMING NE·285•7981

4P

Engineering 122 drafting kits
available at special package pricing.
Sale E!!nds September 30, 1982
Engineering & Drafting Supplies • Technical &
VISA
Medical Books • Complete Drafting kits for
MASTERCHARGE
Engineering 122 • Maps and more.
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Class learns little;
modern art fails
Mark Hlllzek
During the last week of summer
classes, the UNM campus was transformed into an eerie land of tinfoil. covered rocks. hands climbing out
of w<ttcr, and tic-dyed cloth "sailboats" streaming through the air
above the duekpond.
Instructor Mcika Albcrici churged
her Art 122 class (thrcc-ditncnsional
design) with the duty to "go into the
environment and alter or relate to a
chosen site... Wh ilc the exercise
obviously amused some of the passers-by. few of the students thought
much or the projects.
Steve Sedillo, a second-year art
student whose plaster hands could
be seen emerging from the duckBUT IS IT ART? Katrina Holder assembles her Art 122 project in the duckpond. "If you were pond. said the course was '·not what
I expected. I wouldn't take it over
born .and raised in Italy and came over and saw this, would you call this art?" she asks.
again. I expected face and figure
modeling with clay. Most of the
assignments I didn't really care
for. ..

Welch comes under fire
lhe l'ntver,lly ol Albuquerque
Studt•nt St•mtlt' will "probably be
lallnl'hlll).! a eommunity <:ampai!!n to
Pll\1 l'n•,J<knt han~ Welch."'
m·l'mlhnp to Studc•nt Senate l'rcsi·
dt•nt Neal C'amlt•laria.
Wckh. who hcmmc llniwrsity
ol Albuquerque'\ prcsi<.lent a year
:•go. has repeatedly angered and
alienated both !lw student and fa~:ul·
ty senate. C':uuh:lana said.
"l'restdent Wckh"s whole cnnL'CJll since he arrived has focused on

ftmu1<:ial stability.·· t'\plaincd Candl'laria. "and t>ecause of this, the
academics have Mtffercd. Currently
the moral among students is cxtn:mely low.'·
The students also oppose the current plans to take the school out of

the din.·et control of the Catholk
Church <llld turn ·11 owr t'o the Board
nf Trustees.
"The school is losin!! its Catholi<:
and Christian ima!!c on which it wm.
l(ntmlcd." cluimcd Cundclaria. He
~aid a group of students from the
llniver~ity recently talked with Pope
John Paul ll's apmtolic delegate in
W;1shington to forestall the neccs~ary papal approval needed fi:Jr this
Jransfcr.
Candelaria said he is also upset
because "it appcurs our aecounts
have been fro1e1L V>le tried to purch·
asc items in the bookstore and could
not. From what I understand. President Welch has closed our
account."
Several student leaders around
New Mexico have offered Candclar-

ia assistance. "We have gnllon
overwhelming support from UNM
student body president Mike Gallegos." said Candelaria. "He has
offered us an office to work out of
should we he forced to move olT of
University of Albuquerque property. We have also received the verbal
support of Charlie Hester. the prcsi·
dent of the Associated Students of
New Mexico.··
Candelaria said the Student Senate took a unanimous vote of no·
confidence in Welch about a month
ago. A written proposal i~ now be·
fore the Senate to determine whether
the body will call for Welch's rcsignatimi or termination. A decision
on what steps the Student Senate
will take next will be made later this
week. said Candclaria.

Sedillo expressed concern over
the $25 matcri;1ls fcc required for the
course. ''The only materials they
provided," said Sedillo. "were
plaster and wood - hardly $25
worth."
Sedillo's criticism of the course
was not the exception. Over half of
the 15 students enrolled said they
gained "little or nothing" out of the
four-week class.
Alberici, a tcaehin!! assistant, was
initially hesitant to &~cuss criticism
of the course by her students. She
felt reading student's negative re·
marks about the class "could not
help but have some effect on their
grade. That's why instructors don't
sec course evaluation sheets until after grades arc issued,"
She admitted "being only human.
of course a student's grade would to
some degree be affected if tpcy

continued on page 17

Answers revealed

Alexander is ''chic"
Alexander the Great is "chic"'
these days because of "The Search
for Alexander" television series.
said associntc professor of history
Rick Berthold.
Bccnuse of this. Berthold is offering History 320-02. "Life and
Times of Alexander the Great."
which will meet at 12:30 p.m. Tucs·
days and Thursdays this fall.
Berthold said this is an opportunity to find out the answers to: "Did
the CIA really have anything to do
wit-11 destabilizing the Persian
Empire'?" "Did Alexander never
really lose a battle or did he just have
a good PR man'?" and "Was Alex-

antler really gay'!''
Berthold said he hopes to teach
the influence of Alexander on the
Mediterranean world. In addition he
said he would like to show the
Richard Burton moyie, "simply be·
cause it" s so i naccuratc."
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Student Bookstore
opposite UNM

~122

Central Ave. SE
243-1777

Serving the University of New Mexico and the Albuquerque area
Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30 Sat 10:00-5:00

e've

emo

,a·nd changed our image
wit-h you i-n mind.

Specialists in Used Texts

The course will also provide some
introductory sessions on the history
of the Persian Empire, PhilliP of
Macedon. the unification of Greece.
all of Alexander's military affairs
and an examination of his character.
Berthold suggests this course
·'forms an excellent double bill with
Greek history at II (a.m.)."
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Did You Know?

WELCOME BACK I

'hours 9-6

SPECIALS I

. Perm, Cut.
Shampoo, Cut

1 out of every 7 Americans will
be hospitalized this year.*

I

& Style - $30.00
& Style- $10.00 1
Henna - $15.00

842-8300
I 2000 Central S.E.
Rcross from U.N.m.
I
Wolk-ms Welcome
~---- Coupon good through Oct. 31

*American Hospital Association

1
1
1

----..1

TRANSFER WOMEN!
Sorority women at UNM
are looking for
other sorority women
whose affiliations are
not established on
this campus.
Sorority women here
would like to include
you in UNM's Greek System.
Call the
Student Activities Center
at 277-4706 or
come by the Center,
Room 106
New Mexico Union Building.

Special Back-to-Class Hours: Sunday {8-22) 12-Spm
Monday (8·23) to Thursday {8-26) ·8:30am-7pm

It Could Happen to You!
Actual UNM case studies:

Pneumonia
Fractured Arm
Back SUI·gei'Y

Total cost without
Regular Plan
Insurance
Pays
$4769.35
$3113.48
2912.20
1619.82
7870.02
5000.00
The patient is responsible for any balance
not paid by the insurance

High Benefit
Plan Pays
$3621.48
2806.60
6012.50

Contact your Keystone representative for details on the new higher benefit plan.

Enroll Starting August 23rd at:
Cashier's Office, Scholes Hall
Student Health Center, the Keystone repi·esentative will be available 1"3pm MWP and 9-12
TTH (1st week only).
You may mail your application and payment to your local Keystone representative at the
address below:
Keystone Life
2625 Pennsylvania NE, Suite 300
Albuquerque, NM 87ll 0
884-6827

Used and new UNM Textbooks
School and Art supplies
Calculators (HP, Tl, Sharp)
UNM, New Mexico and Albuquerque
Sportswear,
Gifts, S9uvenirs and Stationery
Posters, Prints and Greeting Cards
Large selection of technical and reference books
as well as new titles and best sellers.
We can now imprint and personalize shirts

-.

Parking lot located
in the rear of store
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Border Patrol small, efficient ;
146,000 aliens netted annually
Karen Peterson
"lt was a good in vcstigution hecause they got the main person.··
said El Paso Border Patrol i\i!cnt
krry A!!an of the -'1-ycar opera'tinn
that icll to the arrest of S11l vador
Pincd<t Vergcra last nwnth <'n
dwrgcs or smuggling illegal aliens
1nto the United Stales.
Pineda's ·,vifc. living with her II
children at the l';unily's modest Villasana Hotel on a back street of
Ciudad Juarez. Mexico. claim'> Border Patrol plain-clothes men
arranged three smuggling trips frnrn
the hotel and paid her husband a
small amount for his role. certainlv
nothing like the 15 million dollars;,
vcar Pineda is allege<.! to have made
head of what is 'called the largest
operation ever.

as

The Border Patrol stution in El
Paso is the largest in the country,
employing 163 persons. EJ Paso
agents last year apprehended
146.000 illegal aliens. ull but2.294
were Mexieuns. Together with the
two Border Patrol stations in southern California, the El Paso station
accounts for Y.! of all apprehensions
in the United States in any given
year. according to Border Patrol Intelligence Officer Joe Aubin.
Aubin estimates the total number
of illcgals in the United States at any
one time as "between two and 12
million."
A visit to the border between
downtown El Paso and Ciudad
Juarez reveals how easy it is to get
into the country. At 9 a.m. in full
view of the Border Patrol helicopter
and patrol cars, several hundred
people are scattered along the short.

17-mile strl.'leh of Rio Grande tiWl
separates the• l'niled Stales from
Mexico. The riwr is onlv a lew kc•t
Wide and in many pla~cs shallm\
ennugh to \\<JUl.' <Jcrn". Its ma\imum depth is abnm 6 feet, and border agents .say more people drown in
the Fntnklin Canal on the li.S. side
of the boruer than in the river itself.
The crowds stand under t!Je shadv
cottonwoods ;rlong the river waiiing for a dear spriln aero" tl;e freeway and into downtown El Paso.
where thcv can bo;ml buses for the
suburbs ·,ir the rest nf the l'nited
St~Ms.

His frustration is eehned by other
agents. The "tortilla curtain.'' a 10!{Jot high. steel rnesh fence stretehing. through the immediate downtown El Paso area is full of neatlv
cut. randnmly spaced square holes.
lt,docsn't keep illcguls from crossing into the United States but Border Patrol agent .Jerry Agan says it is
easier for the Border Patrol to corral
people between downtown and the
river. in a "no man's land" of
fricghtyards, freeway overpasses
and rundown apartment buildings.
Agents prefer to wait until the
illegal immigrants have found their
way into these ''holding houses'' or
into central El Paso hefi1re arresting
them. Trying to apprehend them as
they cross through the fence is "too
much of a foot-race." according to
Agan. Immigrants can be
apprehended in small groups. or individually. once away from the
fence.
About 300 illegal immigrants can
be detained at the INS facility at one
of the four bridges connecting El
Paso and Juarez. Agan says most
apprehensions occur between 2 and

() a.m ..

i·H..'I.'~Ill~(.' llHht

hnnk1

the Living Batch
A Literary Bookstore
106 Cornell S.E.

1..:ro~

'>c'r' in till.' arc•a ar~ "c·ommutc•r, ..
11 ho 11 nr!. in tlw l' S, hut rclllrn to
Junrc'l i11 th~ c'lcnlll!!· :\anw. birth·
plac·c•, lll<ll'lt~li -.Ialli' and "' on arc•
rc-cordeu for each detainee. One
eopy of the information i'> .sent to llw
INS in \\'ashmgton. and <Ill~'' kept
in lo~al fil~s on rlimsv. barelY k~i
bk carbons. Sonw dc;tainees · tre~lv
admit they hav,• he~n apprd1cnde~l
bdorc and are v.ell J..mmn lo the
border agcnh.
About one-third of the
apprehended are repeat offenders.
accordinl; to Aubin. Officiallv. repeated attempts tn (Toss the !;order
die ply arc grounds for dcpnrtutinn.
hut agents ngree l(mnal ueru11ation
is rare. It is too exrensive and timeconsuming a procedure for the
und<!rfunded. unden;ta!Ted Border
Patrol. Aubin adds the Border Patrol
needs ··more manpower. more
equipment • from Helicopters to
typewriter;," to begin to do a better
job.
"Once they get outside !the immediate downlOwn border area)
they're gone," said Jennings. He
added he thought the motivation for
border crossers was "a job because
they've got families to support."
But like formal deportation. raids on
large employers of illcgals in the El
Paso area arc too time-consuming
for the Border Patrol. Aubin smu it
could occupy up to one-third of the
El Paso station total manpower to
raid a large factory in the area, leaving the border even more understaffed than it already is. All ugcnts
agreed the current immigration bill
in Congress. which provides for employer sanctions. would make their
jobs easier.
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262-1619
New and Used Bool<s
Bought and Sold

FUTURE COLLEGE
GRADUATES
The Department of the Navy is now accepting applications for
entry-/eve/ management positions. Qualified individuals will
be guaranteed appointment to a paid 16-week training program and assignment to management duties in operations,
personnel. finance, logistics and communications. Starting
salary $20,000 after training with guaranteed raises to
$31,500 in four years. Requirements for application include
BS/BA degree (any major), 19-31 years old, U.S. citizen,
willing to relocate and qualification test.
Contact:

DEPT OF THE NAVY
505-766-3895 (collect)

Art students
continued from page 14

heavily criticized my course."
Katrina Holder agreed her grade
-an 'A' until the final week of
classes - was in jeopardy because
of her outspoken criticism of the
course during the last two weeks of
class.
"Everything is political."
claimed Holder. "When people
have to ask if these are sculptures.
there is something wrong. We're
supposed to be learning the basics of
sculpture, but I haven't learned anything. The art department needs
some definite shaking up."
While assembling her sculpture
called "Ten Little Indians" {a lastminute choice borrowed from some

children who walked by and applied simply not enough time to study
the phrase to the sculpture), Holder three-dimensional design. He said,
saw a pair of rubber gloves float by "Some of the ideas presented you
and said, "I could probably put have to mull over for 5 or 6 days.
them in the middle of my sticks and There isn't enough time to think abtell the instructor they were part of out ideas in this 4-wcck setup.' •
the sculpture and receive high
The classes general attitude about
praise."
Elizabeth Dabbs. another dis- the summer Art 122 class was,
satisfied class member. said, "Note perhaps. reflected in an incident durthe title of this class. You 'II sec ing the critiques of the student's outsomething that has never been an door projects. Alberici mistook one
of the student's projects for "someissue here at all - design."
Albcrici explained, "Most of the thing the physical plant is up to."
problems with this class arc the reAfter the e:otpericnce. one dissult of it being crammed into a fourgruntled
student sighed, "What is
week period. The class is designed
art? If I go out and drop a cloth over a
for 16 weeks."
One student agreed four weeks is tree. she calls it art.

Was your last $6.00 schlepp-cut
(/jrtlt about six cents??
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\IOU special"
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our regUlar price on hair design
(u:lth coupon thru Sept~ ?. 1982.}
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7804 Central SE•Bet. Wyo. & Louis.
255-0166 • 262-1010
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Photos by Joe Cavaretta
ON THE BORDER (clockwise from above): An alien peers
through the "tortilla curtain;" Border Patrol pilot Jim Jennings banks his chopper over Chamizal National Memorial;
Agent Ben Johnson in pursuit in El Paso's second ward; the
Rio Grande snakes between Juarez and Texas at one of the
most popular crossing areas; waiting for the Border Patrol car
to pass by,
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Leslie Donovan
Because of dance chaii'Olan Jennifer Predock's management,
"There is a wonderful sense of
hope and growth and development" in the dance division this
Fall, dance professor Judith Bennahum said.
In fact, despite continuing problems of adequate dance space,
UNM's dance division is one of the
few university departments in
which the enrollment has increased
in the last year.
"We're so diverse," Predock
said. "We have three strong areas
that we really have developed and
that draws the students."
One reason for the dance division's recent success might be Predock's belief concerning student
productions that "it is important
for students to be involved specifically in their own productions
separate from our annual faculty
choreographed productions," she
said.
Though one of the division's
mainstays, modern dance profcs~or Lorn MacDougal, left last Fall
to concentrate on her own work,
Predoek is enthusiastic about new
faculty members and plans to have
guest artists teach Spring courses.

University of New Mexico
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Students
Sandwiches
Nobody Offers Better quality At A Better Price

Hamburger •• , .••• 1.25
Cheeseburger .•••. 1.35
(!1<-Jb. patty, mustard,
pickle, lettuce, tomato,
onion, on a sesame bun)
Cheese burger basket
with fries ........... 1.69

Hamburger Specials (100 1h beef, 'A lb. pattys)
Monday-Swills Cheeseburger with bacon ...••...•• , St. 79
Tuesday-Green Chill Cheese burger ...••••••........ 1, 71)
Wednesday-Monterey jack with sauteed onions ...•..• 1.79
Thursday-Cheeseburger with chUI<on came .•••..•.• 1.79
Jo'rlday-Pizza burger .............. , ............... 1.711
t.•<•rvccl with Kilclum Fries, Onion Ring.~.
gilr11isl1 011 11 Frcllcll flnrcl RoiiJ

Club Sandwich .............. 1.59
Club Sandwich w/fries ....•.. 1.89
Chicken basket ....... , ...... 1.89
Fish basket ............... , , 1.89
(Basket incl!ldesfries)
Fries ................49
.99

Patty Melt, V.. lb. patty ...... $1.49
GrUJed Cheese .............. , .. 75
Grilled II am & Cheese .....•.. 1.25
Fisb Sandwlcb ... , , .......... 1.29
Grilled chile & cbeese .••.•.•••..89

Pastries

Breakfast
You Can Spend More Elsewhere,
But You Will Probably Get Less,
Omelette; 3 egg, choice of hashbrowns or toast ••••99
Urcakfast sandwich-muffin with ham and cheese ••• 99
CASA DEI, SOL
Egg burrito with be~tns ............................ 51.50
Papilas with Eggs ........ , ........................ 1,50
Huevos Rantheros wilh beans ....................... 1.50
(Includes choice of cl:i!• plus garnish)

Would You Like To Get What You Paid For? Here It lsi
EacbDoz.
Cake donut ............... $ .20 $1.00
Raised donut ............... ,25 1,25
Bear Oaw ...................35 3.25
Jelly-filled donuts •.••.... , • , .35 3.25
Donut holes ................. 05
.50

Each Doz.
Maple bars ................... 35 3.25
Brownies ..................... 25 2.25
Cookies, large ... 1 each.25,&2each,SO
Bagels, large .......................49
-

All pastries bakedfresh daily by our own baker

What Makes Our Mexican Food The Best? We Carel

Salads

Lunch

Enchilada .................. $.89
Tamule ...................... .89
Dean burrilo ................ 1.00
Bed burrito ................. 1.89
·r..stado ..................... .59
T~co .........................79
(served with choice ofchile plus garnish)

Mexlcanchef'ssalad ...... ;, $1.50
Guacomole Salad ..•........•.. 95

Enthilada plate .. , .... , , , . , .................. , , , ... .- . , , , .... $2,35
Taco plate .......................................... , , ...... 1.35
Bean Burrito plate .................................. · • ...... • 1.90
Posole , .................... 1.25
Combination plate-enchilada, taco, tamale •••••• • .••.•••.•• , ..... 2.95
Chile& beans , ••.. , ......... 1.15
(above served with chile, beans, rice, garnish, tortilla or sopoipi/la)
Beans • , , .•• , .• , •.. , •• _•.•.••.•65
PLUS: Salsa& Chips .... 5.75, lg, $1.25
HotSopaiplllas w/honey .... S.3S Nachos .... 51.00, lg. Sl.SO

Bowls

Ice Cream &. Yogurt

DeU
How Do We Make A Better Dell Sandwich Than
Anyone Else? We Make It Your' Way•
Watch
for
our
Free
Coffee

ad
In

next
Monday's
Daily
Lobo

Choice of 9 meals
Choice or 8 cheeses
turkey
American
jalapeno
ham
salami
Swiss
mozzarella
roast beef
polish sausage
cheddar
cream
pastrami
canadian bacon
provalone
monterey jack
corned beef
braunschweiger
Meat, Sl ,95-or-meat with cheese, $2.25
(Served hot or cold)

Beverages
Can You Say Nolo These Prices?
Coffee ••••••• ·- ............................. ·-. -. ............ 2S .40
Soft drinks ••• ~ .•••• , , ............................... 40 .SO .60
Whipped spa (orange or pina colada} .................. 49 .59 .69
Ic~ tea ...................... , •••.•.••...••.••.••••.• 39 .49 ·~!
Juice ................................. -.• -. •••..•••••••. 30 .45 .60
(tomato, orange, cranberry, grape, apple)

Who Can Say No?
ICE CREAM

YOGURT

single .•.••••.•••••• S .39
double •••.•••••.•.•.•65
shake (all Davors) ••• 95

cone - , ••...
S .45
dish ..•..•.•.••••65
shake .••••••...•• 90

Pita

1 Sandwich ............ , , .. , ...................... , , ........ $,99
turkey
avocado
alfalfa sprouts
green chill
h110
tomatoes
cucumbers
bell peppers
roast beef
bean sprouts
cheesr
mushrooms
(Choice. of whole wheat or reg. pita bread}

Create An Original
What's your f1rorite? we ofrer 22 to 34 dltrerent topplnast

Predock said the dance. division
will be offering several new classes
including "Movement Analysis,"
a class in which Connor will teach
the "effort/shape'' technique.
For his second year of teaching
at UNM, ballet professor Eric Nesbitt, formerly of the American Ballet Theatre, will be offering a new
class called "20th Century
Choreography and Choreog~
raphers," which will concentrate
primarily on ballet choreographers, many of whom Nesbitt has
worked with personally.
A new course in period dancing
titled "Renaissance and Baroque

$.15 per Ot.

ad
In

BOOTS
Ladies' Men's

Monday's
Dally
Lobo

20°/o
Off

A note from our executl"e chef (PbU Watts): AU

our food Is prepared fresh dally in our kitchen.

Sat 8:00 :ml In 4:00 pnt (Country Store only)

l

GOODI

New Mexico Union Food

joint production with the New
Mexico Symphony Orchestra
(NMSO) called Stravinskv Scenes.
This production, in honor of the
composer's centennial celebration,
will present several of Stravinsky's
cabaret pieces played by an NMSO
Chamber Orchestra of about 30
musicians with choreography by
UNM faculty. danced by UNM
students and faculty.
The Stravinsky program will
also include a presentation of what
Bennahum described as Stravinsky's "easy, gentle, unpeopled
short opera," L' H istoire de Soldat,
choreographed by Nesbitt.
In April, the Theatre Arts and
Music departments will be presenting UNM's first full-fledged popular musical Candide with extensive
choreography developed and
danced by UNM dance faculty and
students.
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Thurnb·lndexed Random House

College Dictionary dt tlw r•'qll·
f.H $ 14 .q•; rm t•·- gel absolutely
free r•rtlwr tlw 6ad Sf>t'iler's

Dictionary or llw Pocket The·
saurus-tltlch u $i.95 "'"lut~
• The most

complete.~

authorHa·

tive, up·lo·datc desk dictionary

available
• Mote than 170,000 entries-more
than any comparable dictionary
• Prepared and verified by more
than 400 experts

UNM Bookstore
on campus

Continental Shows, Ltd.

ANTIQUE

Fri. - 12 noon to 9 p.m.
Sat. - 12 noon to 8 p.m.
Sun- 12 noon lo 5 p.m.

SHOW & SALE

Albuquerque
N.Mex.
AUG. 20·21·22

This ad admits
2 for price pf one
with student
ID card.

CONVENTION CENTER
-

2nd & Marquette
EVERYTHING IS FOR SALE One Paid Adm. Is Good All Th1ee .Qays

The answer to
rising health care costs ...

Lovelace Health Plan
.

..

-

.__ :

-.

.

More.andrnore J.\)buquerQue residents are
choosingtheJowcosthealth <=are alternative,
Lovelace Health Plan, a federallyqualiffed
HMO <Health Maintenance Organization>~
• 10-25 o/o savings in costs

Available to all UNM Faculty and Staff
for details call LHP office 842-7576 or 277-4701

&

Includes ~boice or:
Price
le1. of 3 entrees
2 elh of 3 veget1bles
with roll & buller .•.•• from 2.50 to 2.95

u

·

• No claim forms, no deductibles
• Convenient quality care
• Worldwide emergency care

Hot Entrees

SOUPS DAIL\' choice of 3 ••••••• 95

Dance,'' taught by Bennahum will
"work on styles of the past with an
emphasis 011 manners, comportment, music and even some literary
reference." Bennahum said.
Bennahum's two credit course,
dealing with the historical traditions of dance between 1400 and
the early 1800s, will entail learning
period dances such as the galliard
and possibly 19th century social
dances like the waltz.
Connor and Predock will also
teach a new six credit leclure/lab
class on the theory and practice of
teaching dance called "Theatre In
Practice; Teaching Dance As A
Pedagogy," in which students will
be practice teaching dance in the
public schools.
Also, last year the dance division began a lecture/demonstation
program which they presented to
local elementary and middle
schools with great success.
This year, Predock said the
dance division intends to pursue
this program with "more structure
and if possible more support from
the College of Fine Arts."
The dance division will also be
offering several new classes for the
Spring semester, including kinesiology and jazz taught by an unnamed guest artist and a philosophy class called "Aesthetics of the
Dance" taught by Bennahum.
Bennahum said "Aesthetics"
will consist of reading and discussing not only dance criticism but
also works by philosophers such as
Plato and Lucian in an attempt to
define "what is the good, the true
and the beautiful in dance and if
there is such a thing, how people
have approached it throughout history."
But aside from the dance division's enthusiasm for increased enrollment, new classes, new professors, the returning Connor's new
input and the annual Fall and
Spring dance productions, the
dance division is also extremely
excited about three productions
presented in conjunction with the
Theatre Arts Dept.
The first production, Theatre
Arts' October presentation of
Death' ·• Ca111i11a. theatre professor
James Linnell's sequel to his highly lauded Deatil's Nose, will include a stilt dance choreographed
bv Prcdock and a cantina dance
choreographed by flamenco pro·
fessor Eva Encinias.
October 10, the dance division
will participate in a long-wanted

for
our
Free
Coffee

next

Salad Bar

Nobody Does ft Better

Hours: M.on. - l"rl,, 6:30 a.m. to 8:00p.m.

•••

SUNDAES ......... S .85
chocolate
cherry
butterscotch
strawberry
Watch
pineapple

Who Else Offers 12 Different Pita Flllfngs?

Soup
Chile Con Carne •••••••• ·• •••• , •• 99
Cup of Soup .................... S5
Homemade With fresh ingredients daily!

i

Though the guest artists have not
been officially confirmed, Predock
said she hopes to have nationally
recognized dancer Robert Dunn
teach a one day workshop.
Modern dance professor and
MacDougal's frequent partner.
Lee Connor, who also left last Fall
to work at the Laban Notation Center .in New York, will be returning
to the dance division this Fall and
Predock hopes what he learned in
· N, Y. will provide the department
with valuable new ideas.

New
Mexico Food (Casa del Sol)
Open 9:110-HI: 15 I(Jr Breakfast and 10:30-2:00 for Lunch i\Jon-.Fri.

A Ia Carte
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Danc_e dept. leaps forward

I

Welcome.
We are glad you are here.

·

All!!ll~t J(l,

Open House and Tours
Refreshments Served
August 30 and September 1
4:30-6:30
Lovelace Medical Center
4th Floor Clinic
5400 Gibson Blvd.

842-7576

\
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Theatre dept. excited despite bad suminer

Para-musicians create
New Music genre

. Leslie Donovan

After a spring of disappointments and a summer of mi>t~d re·
views, UNM's Theatre Arts ])ept.
faces the 1982-83 academic year
with a. lot of high hopes and promising productions.
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Brian Hansen, Theatre Arts
chairman, said the department is
"trying a number of new things
this year- if anything, we're
having more variety than we've
had in previous years."

Rnlwlt :Vl.l'lc'r"llt. tlw hand ''

thlll~'

fhe first production of the
Theatre Arts Dept.'s major season,
opening Oct. 7, is Death's Cantina, t!teatre professor James L,innell's sequel to his highly
acclaimed Death' s Nose, first produced at UNM two years ago and
presented last year as UNM's entry
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'(\ lcs."
. Ra1 i\hc\·ta. Bill'' hi end''
~UitaJ: play nip, artist' vm;alist h;ts
ddu11tc 1dcas ••bout art and music,
Masterson con,ider' hin•sclf more
a pill'! than a musician and Debby
Spc<:lor b il fiJrn.makcr and allaround vJ,u;d artht.
"l'nr in,:ancc, when Debby
docs a film, .she isn't illustrating
the lyric' or anythin)!. She's creatmg another part of the piece. Other
J(mm may be anulagous !(> musk.
but !hey arc somcthinj! diftcrcnt.
to\>," Musterson said.
Salmen said this blend of art and
1111"ic hn't JUst dilcttantbm or a
matter of covcrin)! up mediocre
musicianship with ni<:e visual im-

Joe Cavaretta

BILL'S FRIENDS
·'We arc a serious configurn·
tion or anists - a group of very
ditTcrcnt people with different
;tyles. We agree on methodology,
but u IN of musicians couldn't
work the way we do. They can't
sec the value of crossing over." he
said.
The group's composing b
shared fairly equally among the
members. According to Masterson, it involves setting up musical
parameters to work with, and can
work in different directions, from
lyric to music, or visual to lyric, or

aJ!CS.

can develop out of a live perform·
ancc.

Josephine Rundle, ;1 seasoned
musician who provides saxophone,
vocals and percussion. says it b
important for !he group to keep
changing. "We don't w;mt to get
up and do the exact same thing we
did two weeks ago- that get's
boring fast."
Boring is not among the many
words that have been used to describe Bill's Friends. To date, they
have reportedly not given the same

performance twice. or even performed two similar song~ back-tohack in one performance.
"The best thing." according to
Sahncn, "is if the audience has no
expectations except a continuous
level of quality."
Other members of whal Salmen
terms "the present manifestation
of Bill's Friends," appearing in
Thursday's performance arc; William Mudd, percussion: Carl
Petersen, bass: and Peggy Hessing.
sound engineer.

DAI·LY LOBO
STAFF POSITIONS OPEN
LAYOUT EDITOR
REPORTERS
STRINGERS

JOURNALISM EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED
APPLY ROOM 132 Marron Hall
BY AUGUST 27

1982·83
Student Directory
NT Gt-eck fot Beginners
The Life and Teachings of Jesus
The General Epistles
llook of Hebrews
Old Testament Survey

MW
MW

9-10:30 a.m.
10:30-12 noon
TTh
11-12:30 p.m.
Tues. 6:30-9:30 p.m.
To Be Arranged

Fees 10.00 per course
Registration at Christian Student Center
or at first class me~ting

Christian Student Center
130 Girard NE

Deletion of Names and Addresses
Any student wishing to have her/his name
deleted from the Student Directory needs to
· stop by the Student Activities Center lo· •
cated on the first floor of the New Mexico
Union Building (SUB) before Friday
September 3, 1982 and fill out the appropri:
ate form.
The Student Directory will be published and
available during the first week In October
and will be on sale at the Student lnforma·
tlon Center In the SUB and several other
places on campus for $1.

in the American College Theatre
Festival.
. "Linnell has got a very strong
script which uses all the techniques
from Death' s Nose plus a couple of
new ones,'' flansen said of
Death' s Cantina.
The old techniques included
gigantic puppet figures and characlet'S with tr~ditional and soft sculpture masks ancl costumes, while the
new ones il;clude characters who
move on stilts and a death squad
called the "r<!g heads," flanseu
said.
"In fact, I think audiences will
Jlnd the same sort of whimsical
quality and the same sort of im·
agination, but I think they'll find a
lot more social comment," Hansen
said comparing Death' s Nose to
Death' s Canti11a.
flansen said Death's Cantina,

Triad finds poetry
more than words
Gayle M. Krueger
Lit Dog Triad is a .painter, a paralegal and an adobe builder with a
common bond; what they do is a
miKture of theatre, music and literature held firmly .together with
poetry.
"Our performances aren't 'poetry readings','' Michelle Miller, the
poet/paralegal/novelist of the
!;!roup, says, "That usually draws a
limited audience - those who arc
already dedicated to poetry. We're
trying to reach those who think
they can't stand it also."
Murk Funk, whose paintings can
be seen at the Camino Real Restaurant, calls the Triad's performances "a large combination plate"
of creative clements.
Lit Dog Triad grew out ofa writers· workshop begun in Albuquerque in 1979. Since then, Miller,
Funk and Ray Sipc have combined
forces to create perfonnance pieces
staged in Albuquerque, Santa Fe
and most recently at the Taos
Annual Poetry Circus.
The group inaugurated Oliver
Stone's "Poetry Program" on
KUNM-FM in September 1980,
and returned io the airwaves this
July to perform "Concerto Grosso," a series of poems blending
eerie background voices, sound
effects and lyric rhythms of a
crowd in three-part hannony.
"Live" performances, like "3
Red Plastic," staged at the Albuquerque United Anists gallery.,
combine poetry With elabCirate
visual environments, including
costumes, props and sets.
''Our work deals with a lot of the
current day neuroses, with the
effects of the family on the individual, with th~ struggles between
sexes, with the displaced citizens
you see wandering Central Avenue - and with the hope and the
high we find through common ian·
~ow age." Miller says.
While language is the common
denominator which allows the
group to achieve what Sipe calls
"one voice at certain times." Lit
Dog Triad is a creature with three
heads.
Funk contributes a distinctive
and bizarre syncopation to the
work and Sipe, a builder by trade,
says some of his poetry "comes
from the site, from the rhythms of
building and the beat of the hammer" while Miller brings !he group
a fascination with the cleanness of
oriental art.
These disparate parts are
brought together once a week when
the group meets to write and rc·
hearse pieces and to critique indi,vidual work.
Lit Dog Triad is
!'<Jetry for publication
issue of Santa Pe Po~try
'CcmcJ:rtilna Wire" to be perin ~lbuqucrque this Fall.

which, according to Miller will include a repeating chorus, the drama
of a 3-act play and will hopefully
prove a cathartic experience for the
audience and Triad.

like its predecessor which went to
the national competition at Kennedy Center, will be UNM's entry
in the American College Theatre
Festival this Fall,
.
Hansen said the depal'tmcnl has
also decided to explore the theatrical technique of staged readings this
Fall with their second produclion
of a play to be announced, opening
Oct, 28.
"We want to stage <treading of a
new play with all the excitement of
a performance and wilhout all the
expense of a major production.
In November, theatre professor
Denise Schultz will direct Eugene
Ionesco's The Killer, a play Hansen said concerns ''a utopian society in which everything works very
nicely, e)tccpt the fact that people
keep mysteriously dying."
The Killer is the "writer's view
of the flaws inherent in a perfect
society," flansen said.
February 24 marks the opening
of the Spring semester bill with the
annual faculty choreographed
dance production Sprin8timespace.
Next in March, theatre professor
Lou Criss will present a new version of what flansen calls "one of
the classics of 20th century Spanish
theatre," House of Bernardo Alba
by Frederico Garcia-Lorca.
Hansen said Criss has "an ex'traordinary concept ln which he

sees flamenco movement as being
part of the context of the play."
The piece de resislmJci' of the
Theatre Arts Dept.'s major bill
comes in April with the UNM's
first producJion of a major musical,
Candide,
i\ project director Robert Hartung has been wanting to work on
for many years, Candide will he a
collaborative effort between the
theatre, dance and music dcpmtments.
Music professor DatTcll Randall
will be the musical direetqr for
Candide, the only musical ever
presented by UNM's Theatre Arts
Dept. with the cxccplion of James
Galloway's locally written small
musical Travelin' Show presented
at UNM a few ye&rs ago.
Tickets for all shows except
Candide arc $4, $3 for UNM students, staff and seniors. Prices for
Candide are $7, $5 for UNM students, staff and seniors,which
makes season tickets at $16 for the
general public, $12 for UNM students, staff and seniors an especially good buy this year.
But apart from the exciting new
season Theatre Arts has planned,
the department also has three other
reasons to be optimistic about the
1982-83 school year.
The three reasons are new
Theatre Arts faculty members:
Susan Pearson-Davis, from the

University of Wn~hin)!!On, who
will IC~1ch sophomore acting classes and help coordinate the theatre
education program; John Bahl!.,
also on the lnstruclional Media
Service fiMS) staff, who will
as:-.umc Theatre i\rt.l' tclcvison
production classc' fmmerly tau!,!ht
by Ahm Buker; and Wolf Mr111"
kowitz, mt internationally famotl!.
Britbh novelist/playwright, who
will commute from Sant;t F~ t<•
teach a 'criptwritin~ couro,c.
Of llala;' appointm~nt. Hansen
st1id "1mc of the thing~ WL' find ~o
very promising is thnt for the firo,t
time Thcwc AI'!~ and IMS will be
working very closely in televisiotl
production."
Mankowit7.'s class, offered in
conjunction with the Creative
Writing Dept. will focus on the
adapt~tion of previously existing
work, probably 0. Henry's, for
film or television.
In addition, Hanscu s~id he
hopes that thes'< adaptations will be
produced by the Spring television
production classes and possibly
broadcast on UNM's cable
channel.

Enrollment in Mankowitz's
class is limited to .)5 qualified silldents and is with instructor permission only, Interested students must
also meet Sal. Aug. 21 ill 9:00a.m.
in the Experimental Theatre.

Presented by the
ALBUQUERQUE CMC LIGHT OPERA

_LIVE· AT POPEJOY 'HALL·
..

UNMCAMPUS

'S!OP.THE WORLD-I'WJ\NT TO GET OFF
Book, music -and lyrics by Leslie Bricusse & Anthony Newley

AUGUST 20-21-22•-27-28·29•

SEPTEMBER3-4
CURTAIN TIME 8:15PM

• Sunday Matinee Only 2:15

TICKETS $3·$10 from TIC:KETMASTER or CAll345-6577
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Price Student·
Discount Coupon
1/2

Student Tickets $5.00 with coupon (reg. price 10.00)
Present Coupon at PopeJOy Hall. Must have a valid student ID.
coupon valid for "Stop The World I Want To Get Off."
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1k101Jt Enter~~~:meqt jr
Performing Upstairs--"Suspenders"

DRINK
SPECIAL·
Tue. & Thur. 25¢ Well, Draft & Wine
Wed. Men • $4.95 & Women - $3.50
with 10¢ Well, Draft & Wine

San Mateo at Montgomery Mall • 883·8176

"The whole earth will be
filled with the glory of God. "
Maranatho Christian Center
1806 Sigma Chi NE
247-9999
• Full Gospel

• Intensive Dible training

Wednesday 7:OOpm Bible Study
Saturday 7:OOpm Celebration

All Summer Clothing

50°/o off
Full Line of Fall Fashions
Lay Away Early For Fall
Open 10·6 Mon-Sat
2116 Central SE
Phone: 642-6676

Across From UNM

FroiD seeds to flower
.Gayle M. Krueger

In the fall of 1977. when the
seed~ which were to produce Conceprions Sourhwesr were being
pl~nted. it~ small staff was motivated by :1 vag.uc wish to establish a
ma1,wzinc that would publish and
distribute poetry in the UNM community.
Over the past five years. the
ma11azinc has published the work
of over I 00 local poets: but it has
also become a showcase for visual
arts. performing arts and nearly every form of creative expression
falling under (or ncar) the category
or "art."
The magazine's ability to
change with the times may account
for its success and the acclaim it
has received from the university
community.
The magazine's fourth issue,
edited by Leslie Donovan, received an award from the Coordinating Council of Literary Magazines, while the fifth. and most recent issue has sold very well since
it was published in May.
The Conceprions Soutlnvesr Performance Series was begun in 1980
under the direction of Robert Musterson with the idea of expanding
the magazine focus to include film.
video, dance, theatre and music.
Last Spring. the series provided
three evenings of contemporary
dance, music and theatrics, as well
us a film festival and poetry readings.
Concep1ion.1· Southwest has also
organized line art exhibits through
the ASA GAllery,
According to Donovan, these
shows were created so that the
works of visual arts reproduced in
the magazine could also be seen in
their original form.
Donovan. who has been involved with COI!£'eptions Southwest since its inception, said the

Ned Sublette and the Southwesterners
We.lfertl Classics
Lovely Music
Robert Masterson
You may remember Ned Sublet-

106 Vassar S.E.
268-6547
(across from
Bell Gas station)

FUJI
SEKAI
KHS

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIALS
Bicycle tune up $13
Overhaul $25
Thorn resistant tubes $4.50 each installed
Kryptonite long shackle U-shaped lock $32.95
!!!!Master U-shaped lock ($300 Guarantee) $19.99 -this week only-never again
Plus many more savings

~xpert repairs on all makes of bicycles

SALE

•

Come in and compare

Richard Porter

UNTITLED SILVER PRINT
organization has expanded under
the same inspiration which sparked
the magazine in 1977.
"Since C011ceptions Soutluvesr
was an organization that fostered
UNM artists, we felt the performing and visual arts were no less
important than literature, and had,
if possible, even fewer outlets in
the community," Donovan said.
According to App, the last issues
have included "the best of everything in terms of both literature and
fine arts."
Elizabeth Cohen. editor of last
Spring's issue, recently turned the
magazine over to a new staff which
she said was a mix of artists and
writers. about half of whom have

SALE

te from his various performances
and radio projects done here in
Albuquerque a ~ew yeats ago.
Though he was working with art
and artists of the conceptual type,
Ned exh-ibited a pronounced
tendency to drink bourbon whiskey
from small bottles and sing cowboy
songs in a voice that can only be
described as unique.
While here in town Working at
KUNM in 1980, Ned assembled a
group of musicians from his home
town of Portales to accompany him
in his favorite pastime. The resulting album is a clear, hearfelt.
almost anthropological capturing
of classic cowboy music.
And this is Cowboy Music, not
country/western or country rock.
but essential western songs that in
years gone by were sung by essential western men. Cowboys of the
working, not drugstore, variety.
Bouncy. cheerful sounding songs
about hardship, danger and death
like Gp/den Slippers. Lillie Sod

Shanley and the ever popular Buffalo Skinners.
Lovely Music is a record com·
pariy in New York that handles
what is commonly called New
Music and performers such as
Robert Ashcly, Peter dordon and
Meridith Monk. That they have in. eluded Ned Sublette and the South. westerners in their catologue is a
delightful mystery. Ned must have
pull.
Western Classics is in some
ways a little like the early seventies
standard Will the Circle be Unbroken which combined the talent

Top Cash Paid
Diamonds·Gold·Silver

Fine Jewelry

Sale ends Sept. lOth

been involved with Conceptions
Sour!zwesl in past years,
She said new members will give
the organization fresh energy and
ideas.
"Every staff will have a different approach." assistant professor
of art at UNM. and one of the
magazine's advisors, Timothy App
said, "according to personal preferences."
App said C oncepti01z.1· Southwest
is moving "in a very healthy direc-

tion.,,

David Johnson. former chairman of the Creative Writing program. and Jim Jacob. a member of
the Fine Arts faculty. also serve as
advisors for the staff.

LP captures cowboy essence

CAMPUS BICYCLE

All items are on sale

Ex-students translate
UNM arts experience

Conceptions Southwest:

Phone Bernie 881-41100
5109 Menaul Blvd.
(Naxt to Taco Belt)"

Leslie Donovan

with surfaces and light."

At the same time most of us are
getting ready to come back to
school, others, having broken
away from UNM's nurturing
womb of artistic utopia, are learning how to Jive in the real world.
Two such former students, Sandy Garritano and Lane Lucas, have
managed to translate their
academic experiences into the real
world with their own independently produced and Jinanced presentation of dance and film to be presented August 27 and 28 in a new
performance space at 500 2nd SE,
This presentation of original
choreography by Lucas and film by
Garritano is partly an attempt "to
synthesize all the experiences we
had in the arts at UNM" as well as
an "opportunity to freely establish
our own artistic values and
methods of presenting what we
leamed at UNM." Garritano said.
The major collaborative work of
the Lucas/Garritano dance/film
production will be a piece called
"The Bathers" which Lucas said
was inspired by Cezanne's paintings and by Greek sculpture.
Lucas said she was "fascinated" and "moved" by the "more
sensual relaxed way Old World
painters and sculptors viewed the
human body."
Garritano said "The Bathers' "
choreography, built around ''slow.
sustained movement," is "contemplative and almost classical in

Though initially Garritano was
concerned about the possible
awkwardness, she said the nudity
is "obscured by the film's fragmented process and the effect is
kind of impressionistic."

nature."
In conjunction with the dance,
Garritano created a film for "The
Bathers" by a process in which she
video-taped Lucas bathing and
then filmed the video,
The result is a film that Garritano
said ''emphasizes the grainy quality of the image, making it look
almost painterly and is reminiscent
of Cezanne's interest in playing

and direction of popular performers with the seasoned traditional
sound of veteran musicians. Ned

Sub/eue and the Somhwestemers

Alliance Francalse orlers conversational French and business das·
ses beginning September 13th.
For schedule
please tall (SOS) 821-5788
D
a
I
D
D. .

Jo" Cavaroua

Performances are at 8 p.m ..
Tickets are $2 at the door. The performance space is located on the
southeast comer of coal and 2nd,

THE BATHERS, a dance choreographed by Lane Lucas (front) will b_e part of a presentation
with film by Sandy Garritano August 28·29 at 8 p.m. at 500 2nd Street S.E.

Welcome ..•

there's room for you

At
ASUN

Applications
are now being
accepted for the
following
positions:

On the "Buffalo Skinners", last
cut on side I , the voice of a monotonously droning guitar speaks of
Sublette's involvement With the
current avant garde New York
school of noise, but the effect is not
one of referral to a modern style but
instead compliments and high•
lights the theme of the song.

f.all Session 1982

The other works arc:· .. Back," a
short introductory solo about
Lucas' return to N.M.; ~'Ribs," a
dance on the struggle between the
sexes as begun by Adam and Eve;
"Illness," a study based on an
actual woman's fear of confinement; and "Gender Strut," a
jazz satire of our sports-minded
era, complete with boxing gloves
and baseball bats.

(Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico)

has the same sort of collaborative
theme to it. The musicianship is
solid and completely grounded in
traditional styles. The vocal movements of Sublette, however, with
their strange modulations often
rather off-key., add surprising and
pleasant ambiguity to many of the
cuts. They could be faithful renderings of drunken revelry. They
could be accurate representations
of Western singing skill. They
could be as tongue-in-cheek as the
cover. Whatever the motive, the
result is interesting and often provoking.

Basically this album is a fine little collection of old-timey songs.
Sublette, though, has injected
enough complex personality into
the record to t~ke it out of the purely countryl!owestem category and
place it a category of its own. If it is
not now, this record may be the
first chart-crosser of its kind and
deserVes to be recognized as an
homage to American music's origins and the craftsmanship and
creativity of American musicians.

But "The Bathers" is only one
of five solo, duet or ensemble
pieces Lucas has choreographed to
live music composed and performed by Donald Encinias
(guitar, castenets), Brian Folkins
(guitar)and Josephine Randle (saxophone). "The Bathers" also uses
water sounds as part of the score.

~-H.

MPUIN
Educatlanlll center

Calf oa,s Eventncs I Weekends

Fall Classes

Forming
Enroll Now

265-2524
Centers In More than
IDS Major U.S. Cities,
Puerto Rico and Toronto, Canada
outside NY State
CALL TOLl fREE: 800·223•1 782

Assistant Attorney Generals
Student Standards and Grievances
Comm.
Lobby Comm.
Voter Registration Comm.
Elections Commission
Budget Inquiry Board
Film Committee
Speakers Committee
Popular Entertainment Comm.
Fiesta Committee
Cultural Committee
NM Union Board
Student PubHoaiions soard

ASUNM Textbook Co-op
Child Care Co-op
Homecoming Comm.
International Affairs Comm.
Intramural and Recreation Board
University Radio Comm.
Travel Comm.
Crafts Area

Undergraduate students are
also needed on the following
faculty committees:
Athletic Council
Campus Planning Comm.
Computer Use Comm.
Continuing Education Comm.
Curricular Comm.
Admission and Registration Comm.
General Honors Council
Human Subjects Comm.
Library Committee
Scholarship, Loans and
Prizes Comm.
Faculty Senate Representatives

Please apply in person
at the ASUNM Offices,
2nd floor SUB
(southwest corner, Suite 242)
277-5528
Thank you,

I.Aiehaei Gallegos
ASUNM President
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t("tJron;hlo~

hn

.~ or1t: flllll'

tn -.1 ht.•f \1. L'l..'ll an

tn\;.tltd.II~~IJ~l·l piltll Jlld a n•lth,Jtt~
lllll"l' Bil"l'd on ttw llu\c..'/ h\ .John
I! \ 111.~~ I [ .nil! ~.J,III.t I
.

l'tulllg Doctor_\ lu /,m'£1 The pn.•~
\ IL'\\"' l!.".a! vm1 In think vour l a vonll'
"oap -.t;u·-. o.til" in tlu.., htJ'IPital~.:onwdy.

hw dor(t he o,m:kcd in lx•l·;tu ... e thev
nnl) app!.!ar in l"~lll1l'O "_poto., thm :oll
lh!Vc to

Cwclllil Ll't I

'1\.'ilTL'"' \OU. (\\'\'Oillllll.! ~1itiJJ

U11t'k.l' '111 Rocky's 'tatc't <'ltallcngc;
;.arc ~• hrutill ,t..,,a~'in and kt.!cp1ug.
tno\ ic!!ocr., intcrct..lcJ tn c..·hap ..~ -ol" hb

nng sa~a. Starting Sly Stall<>rl<,, TuHa
Shu·c, llur~c" Mcrc•dith <i' 1\!Jc"ey and

!\1r T a' the

!\lulL J\1 i'laJotJ

cf1HIIcn~t'r. I \Vyumin&

m ' pm

T!lc..,_~f . ri

.

\·1eridhm Galler) 1~~tJ ( \•niral S\V J
Pn:..,~mly .,Jumm.L! lilt' \HJrJ....., oJ M~.·n·
dJ.tn member' Kun ;\rthun. 1:\J IJadd·

""a>. M,•r; S\\ect.!liL·k Knapp. Soledad Carnllo Shoat,, TUJIIrnJe Findlc\,
lim C'opw.cll. 1\lary Caird ami Su,an
R1ckcr l·lou" arc II a m.-4 p m.
Tue;. Sat.; 1·4 p.m. Su11. The 'hoi\
will run thrtJ lull 21J
Jlu,hour G:•ll~r~·i417 2nd SWt In·
an·Ji.um ..·tl J·nmch a11i..,l
D<.lllH..'I Bu;cn v.Jll pre-,.:nt ··uruhl.:"n
<ilt.l'l" CohJf'l in SHU-·· Hour'-1 arc 12
~ .10 p.nt. Tuc' -Sat and hy "PJ10illt·
tL'rthtllonallv

The Fir'( Annual South\\est All·
\\'omL1 n'~ Art''-! nnd Craft~o~ Shu\\' \\ill
11~,.• ;tl thL~ Hcipl1t<. Communi!)' Center.
X23 Buena Vi,ta SL. Sat Sept II.
unnn to 7 p.m. J·or morl' infmmalion
"'II 24.1-41107.
Mountain Road Gallcrie.s t I Sill

Mountain Rd. ~WI - ()JI, nude' and
land,care' by Gneg I Jm,cp Clwpran:

hmntc~

hv Norman Bo'v Jc..,; \\ill

'lho\.\

thru Scpt.'5. Jtou" arc '11 ,.. m.-5 p.m.
Wcu.-Sat.; 1-5 p.m. Sun.

~,.·ciHkntal

Pltlnting. Ciroup- 19JM to

l'J-tl'" ,.., thl'" \\ork of the arti~h. \\!Jo
... culcd lTl Tuo"' und dw ... c~ viu their
p<.llntirt~''~·lu n...,~

ahnvc the limit.., ol thL'

pll\ 'Iii..' a! \\ nrld. :\ ho 'IIHm ing arc k.inc~
h} ( 'h,trh,.· .. MadLin\ ill HI a
Pf.'tmancnl hi-.lcll"l!.:'al l''<hihil "Se\\
I"O\\Jl and thl" n~tilromi BIIOill Yc-;u ... _..
til',~,. ulptun.''

flour., an.• JO a.m -5 p.m.

'flll'~.-S\111.

'\lax11cll l\luseum of Authropulo·
. 'l·lc'ita"i ol s.m Juan NUCHl: ('ere~
monwl Art from ~:fl~o.·houcan. M!!Xh:o"'

.._ook" <Ire the.: ft;..:u'

,,t

··cui...,iw: Art."

p m. Sun

Art

Image., f-rom

l·'\~l
l\luscmn ..
~C\\ ~1~xicu' · in tlu: upper ~aiJcry

.. ur~
n.'""" a t.·cntur\' nf "rcatl\" vi,ual rc-·
. . p;,n . . e lo the Lmd ur Enchantment fn
the lo\\cr gallery •• Lattn American At1
frum L"ni\.'el'\it}' Cnllcctiun:-.'' rcprc'~Cill"~ the tlivcrsc arti,tic current~ that
hi.I\'C exi"'lcd from dw coJoniul pcnod

through the Jno,. ,\J,o ;h!lwing tlm1
Sept. 12 arc hand-colored and collage

hour I I u.m.· 7

p.m. with t\\n-for-one drink,.
'led's 1~1 Port;!l t-1200 Central ShJf\lbuqucryue's lamrite rnck'n roll
hand Ok Scrulch play' Tue\.·S.,I. All

drink"' di\t.'oumr:U durinf! happ)· hour.

Mon.-Fri. 5-7 p.m. Mu;ic \tUrt' at Y
p. rn.

Chelsen Street l'ub tCnronauo C'enlcrl-· Thru Au~ 28.the sounlh ot'Rccd
and Winston. Mu,ic. beer-chugging
t:ontc\['-,. t.lrink !oopcchtb

~tart

m l) p.m.

Ta,·erna Lounge tHOO Rio Grande
N. W. 1 Jan from Keith Grcko ami the
Kc1th Grc"" Trio 1\ ill appcarunttl Aug.
2~. No ~over chnl'gc but a two-Urinh.
lllllllnlUI11,

The Hungry Bc;trt 1200 Wyonun)!
NEJ- Bavb<lh from Soill Fraw:L. . co
play . . U \'ariety of danLC lllU\k \Wrting
at tJ p.m .. '!,,?: cov~rchargl' hi. anJ Sat.

Theatre
nic Flcdcrmaus ·-The S;mtot Fe Opcm
open.., it-. l ()X:! '-ICU~(l!l \\ ith thh. cmnic
opera about mayhem un the ~trccl~ of
Vienna. Tit:ket!-1 li'lun $7 to $32. For
inl<mnation call the Sotnta Fe Opera
9H2-.1R51.
O.K,~Venc7uelotn

playwright 1\aac

lation.,hip\. The play. al La Corn·

~pccial

Mon. Au!!. lo;~l Xp.m. Ticket' arc ~5.
Otant Tk•kct outlets.
Pct~r Tosh and .limm~· Clitl'--Rcpg:Jc
mu,ic

from {\\O of it\ cvnlutiom.H'Ic\
lind' 1t~o, \Hl} tu lhL' Pilnlo Solcri Au!!.

24.

Ticket\ arc

~14.$0.

Giant Tlc'"ct

Olltf~h.

The Duuhic Brother.; -Thi' Ja,t ,·on-

pania·~

NE.

Nues1ro Temro 32.11 Central

will alternate thru Aug. with the

highly m:clrtillled '"Nuc\o Mexico Si. ••

Fnr infertnation ""II 256· 7164 or 2663770 .

<:ood t:vcning -·Written by Peter

Cook and Dudlcv Moore. offer' a de·
lightful evening ;,r Monty Python· like

..,kctdtL'',. Prc<.,cntcd in Aug. ilt the Vor~
tc~ Theatre. 200-1 Central SE. For tn·

c~.."'ntour \\ iJJ mark_ tiW Clld nf Olll' Of the
lJlll'lt 'un·cv·.ful Ann.''fkitn }!WUJ1\ tlf thl!
wd:n rnll era. The t·un~..·ccr1 \\ill he at
Tingk·)- Ctlll">i.!Um .-'\u~. 31 Ti1.:kct., .m.~
"d 2. (Hant Tlt:J...t.'t outl~t...

formation call 247·H6tlll.
Special Occasion• Bill Daily 'tar' in
th1' play by Bemard Slade. author of
Same Time. Nnt Year, and Tri/JIII<'. At
the Albuquerque Little Theatre Sept.
.l. I<J T1~kel\ arc SJ2. $6 for >IUdcnl' a

Clubs
l>anbi's

half ht1Ur hcfore

g,\

.m L'Xiuhltton t'i .~4 :\na~ult.allll ~1l)t!ni
Jon hmvl-, Hour' arc l1 ;.t.m.-..J. p~.m.
\1nn. ht.. 10 am.-4 pm. S.tt.. 1-S

H<~ppy

pnrary look at modern man/woman rc:

gue\t'. \\-ill
play the Pa{)]o Solcri outJoor thc;Hrc

Galleries

'month ja7l.

Chan:on takch a ~nphi!iticate<.I. contcm·
Gregor~·

\\an:o">u..,ed hy prdll"tlonc '\t1Uth\\-C:"olcrn

.1hout llll' hl/iiill' thmp•. that llilpf1L'Il 11.1
kid., \\ho \\iltl'h IL'k\-1\iPH .. \ O.,Ci.'OIHI
dltllli.C' hl \CC lht..• him Ihit! J..1Hl\\'\ \\hill

htchcr ;tnd ll arnld Jonc,. Hour' arc l tl
<t

Concerts
lsaHC.'s und

\\ 11l ... tHm till Ill Scrt. AilL'It.mt ,,:ulinur)

111 lhl' ... unlllll'r lllU,h.• tlt.lkt..•n Irom
thL-' Blll,Hl\\;t\ hll n ot/',n-,lll<i
f( 'oronadtl. \(Pia/a I
l'rdtrrm·i1t Stephen Sptclbct~·, 111m

r"rith. h.!lir.:l!
ilL'illo. Robert Hcincc·kcn. Ruben

look do-,L' to we. tLoui"'iitn<l:

1\n··t\ \k._,r,IJoJ,

Tilt• /'irate 1/orir•

l·r.ancc~o,

llK"Ilt

o.111d { 'lll"hlrtphl·t ·\lJ..u~o, ~ B!Ut.' Ll~tltHll

.,,,u

I' mill\' tlu· J.ltil l'rtrl J ·\not)H'I
.ldnlt·-.~ t"fl! h11rruJ ··l~~f\ t'lu., lllth' 111 ~

tl Jt \1.111

hnr,lll

11 \our in

Alhu<Juerquc Mus~mu "The Tran'·
\

1 lou u \tt"<l\•-''• rh.1·-,~· ··u.'lh'"'· hn!ll lcdt
,tlul I ,Jflf,•lllJ,J '•ol(ltt·JH(tl lhi••\'llki!.JIII

l•·.u

lul;uwu-..

"- uJ oll.u \ ol

J..ohul

\i;:ht .\!tijl

I lun !PI \""~h"pht·n \ph.·ilwl!~

/. ,/.

FIJt· ffnl .tmnh·an \ itgin .\ lit'\\
liiH•n!ob"Jou-. c,uhwd m.tl!t'f IL',ttunn~
li111lli.dll\ llll)•,h h\ Bl•Hidlt• .tlld J)t'\U

lltr• llorltl .lt'<'<mfinx to (iarp I he
UILt..,l human ol human .. (i,up. ;~n
ulua-.t.·n-.111\t' tHHhllr •.ual lather. 1-. t/1~

IWJ<>t'll

You dnn 1 m,'\.'tl In t,1fh to

/Jrnc'l'

td

lllllltiJ {'IJJI ,( \;t\., IIll"

lin· .,_,uupnl' hun
tlluu P.uttlln ' !\u~· I X JIJ 1

h"1

I rau~·'" ;md ,\In { imnu.._...,, .1 • Popl' In
n,,,rnt •l>tm J',lthll<•·, -\u~· l"'i 17•

1'.tll!':,fl'r li/11\"Jl; '>llh.t'

",IIJIIITh'

!·;tar Wor\hf oriuilwl £'ome\· back. to
make• m11re huck\ {or the alread1· weal.
thy /,lf<'l/\ '. Still, you k11o~· what
you're J:ftfin,g. t.ll 1'/u:.a: Coronado)
Thi111:1 Arc rouJ:h ..\II fJo·er t ·11,.,_., h
,tiJd ("itllfii.! . ._Jiih:">l IIJ!ll L'\.l'(I['.,]OJI lllhl
-.,~._. ..__ tltlll-'"' and tor~ ·n mll ( "uuld tw

,Jf111111 ,I

hllllld •.u~J..~·• .wd

'tL'\\
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i
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·

.uul rL'ill'ltHI'-1 Janat1..- ....111 at tht· .,,utw
llllW 'I Ill' lnnm:r ... tal.., ( Jll\ Iii lfu..,-.L'\.
{_cu!ldl"d Whhlln' ;HUI \.11~ llild Yud..
I h~· li.IUL'J ,.., t!H' . . tul ~· ol ~~ l r .mu-. ul
.-\·,·.1..,1 ~I.Hlltlt' Cir.dw111 hlllikllt'l •''•

I\\ 111111d..
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by

t~'lOO

C'<'<'i'' :->WI

-Cal·,

~:ahl ()ut fwm Dl.!llVI!r lli7/C'o th~:

'mal1

club thh \\Cck. Sund;ty. Bill~ ~lorri'
and the Red Hnt Chili Band piny IJr\lelanu Ja/1. !\lu"c ''""' <II X:Jtl.
Frior's 'inrlh t-1410 W)<lrtlln~ Nl.i
Top40 nlu,ic \\ ith Coo"ic. Happ) hour
.1-X p.m. Mon.-Fn. lciitunn~ two-torone well drink,, :-tu;ic ;tart> ;tl'l p.m.
Friar's l'uh < 6X2S Lnma' NEt
Rock'n roll l'mm Tmublc huunL'C' oll
the wotlh at Lomas and l.<luisrana. H:tp·
py hour 4-7 p.m. Mon.•Fri. with dh·
count\

(.ln

cvcnthinf!.

Gibraltar's (4HOO San Mateo NEJSas~o,)-Jone' melt~

dtmn the plm:c \\ith

Thur..,.

s~·i.l..,un

~ho\\limc- Tuc"t.~

tid,et-. arc 525 for Jhc

\hOW'\

Another l'arl of the Forest Lilli;m
Hellman·, prequel In /.i/1/r• !'ow\
.,lhl\\ ~the charm: leT" l\\·cnty year"! prior
to thl! Ur.unatic .. ltuaOnn of hcr~rilit.:all\

acclaimed work. At the Corrub Adohc
Theatre. Aug. I 9-Scpt. 5: Thu" .. Fri.
and Sat. at X p.m. Ticket' me $4.
Stop the World - I Want to Get
Of--Albuquerque Civic Li1;ht Opcr:t
prc,cnt' thi' mu,ical by Anthony Nc"·
Jv and Lc;Jic Bricu"c. Includes the
l~tmnu' number "What Kind of Fool
Am I." Open' Aug. 20 m Popejoy
Hall. For information call ACLOA at
277-6577.

Your li~tyle m~y
soon be 1n transit.
How much are you spending for commuting to school?
As a full-time student, you could pay as little as $ 50.00
per semester. That's the price of Sun·Tran's Semester*
Pass. And you don't have to stop at school, the
Semester* Pass is good for unlimited rides during the
week and weekend.
Sun·Tran will be selling passes at UNM in the SOB (main
floor, north end) from 9AM to 3PM on August 20, 23,
24, and 25. Come by and see if Transit is the answer for
you.
Semester* Pass .......................... $50.00
good through December 31st

Commuter Pass ................. , .... $ 16.00

l

one calendar month

Punch Pass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 8.00
·;

'"1.~
1

i

twenty rides
•available only to full·time s.tudents of accredited post high school educational
institutions ln Albuquerque. A full·time student at ONM is registered for 12

~;;g:;u~~h~~~;~:~:duate hours..
.....
_...... >0!':. n:,,;cinn
IIGII.:tl .. ..,awa~a...,..
For information call:

-

..
..
_,,_

---·

766·7830

SUB remodeling
begins this week
An ambitious renovation project for
the New Mex.ico Union, usually
known as 'the sub' begins this week
with the carpeting of the future site of
the Garden Court Restaurant.

The County Store is open from 9
a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday thwugh Thurs·
day: from 9 to 6 p.m. on Friday: from 8
10 4 p.m. Saturdays and is closed on
Sunday.

To be located on the second noor of
the Union facing Mesa Vista Hall, the
Garden Court will be a luncheon specialty restaurant. seating 150 inside
with additional room for 50 more on
the cast patio facing the mountains.

The Tio Vivo will continue to pro·
vide more elaborate food items
through a soup and salad sn<~ck bar, the
Omlctte Shop, The Wheel, The Deli
and the Pocket Corner.

The first step in a plan to utilize
more fully the potential of the union
building, the Garden Court has a pro·
jected completion time of early De·
cember, according to Lee Anne Smith,
who will promote activities at the new
facilities,
The'long·tenn plan for the renovation has been in the works for some
time. Since New Mexico Union Director Cliff Holt was hired, more emph·
asis has been placed on using all the
space available, both for businesses
and activities. Much empty space ren.mins in the union building, particularly on the upper floors, where only
ASUNM has office space in usc.
Another phase of the renovation in·
valves the cluster of now-empty shops
around the Tio Vivo and Sidewalk
Cafe. Previously occupied by a hum·
bcr of specialty shops, the renovation
now underway will include modifica·
tion of these spaces for the new 'Food
Bazaar.' envisioned as a convenient
stop for a quick lunch or just a snack.
A number of different foods will be
available from shops like The Cookie
Company and The Big Dipper.
Several modifications remain to be
completed to ready these spaces for
food vending, and work wlll likely not
be completed until the second semcs·
ter, Smith said.
Meanwhile, The Country Store,
which offers hot and cold drinks, fresh
fruit, candy, nuts, popcorn and more,
will operate as a snack stop until the
'Food Bazaar' debuts.

l
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The Omlette Shop is open Monday
through Friday from 6:30 a.m. to 3
p.m.; The Wheel turns from 6:30 to
I :30; the Pocket Corner operates Mon·
day through Friday I I a.m. to 1:30
p.m. and deli delights are available 10
to 2:30. Tio Vivo is closed on
weekends.
On the west side of the union facing
the Humanities Building is another
restaurant which will continue operating through the renovation. Casa del
Sol which specializes in foods cooked
in the New Mexican tradition, is open
Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to
2 p.rn,
The Mercado, on the north side of
the union, will likewise not be affected
by the construction. The Mercado fca·
tures books, magazines. cards, cundy
and more and is open 7 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Motlday through Thursday, from 7 to
6 p.m. on Friday:; and for an hour, I I
to 12 a.m., on Saturday.

NEW LOOK: Artist's conceptions of planned SUB remodeling.

Most ambitious of all arc the plans
for the west side of the second floor.
Following the completion of the Garden Court Rcslaurant, work will begin
on a 140-seat theater,
The Patio Dinner Theatre will be
built into the existing west patio, with
provisions for a removeable roof and
raised, auditorium-style seating, A
central stage will be the showpiece of
the theater, which is expected to draw
crowds for afternoon as well as evening programs, probably as a package
with the Garden Court for dinner and
entertainment.
Planning for the theater is ,progressing, but construction will probably
not begin until next year.

Genera·l College opens doors, opportunities
Anyone interested in furthering
their education and employment
opportunities without completing a
four-year degree program can now
enroll in a two-year associate degree
program offered through UNM's
new General College.
"The General College will offer
courses and programs that have nev•
cr been offered before at UNM or in
Albuquerque," said Cindy Stewart,
associate director of admissions at
UNM.
''With two components - the
college preparatory program and the

associate degree programs - the
General College will bridge the gap
between poor high school perform·
ance and achievement at the University level. as well as offering
two·year programs in areas with excellent employment potential."
The associate degree programs to
be offered this fall arc electronics
technology, commercial skills and
computer programming. The electronics technology associate degree
will prepare a student for work in the
rapidly growing local electronics in·
dustry: commercial skills will

emphasize marketing and retailing;
and the compUter programming
associate degree will open the door
for job opportunities in the computer
field, Stewart said.
A two-year degree in electronics
technology would prepare a person
to work as an electronics technician
trained to build equipment from specifications. Sandia Laboratory hires
about lOO people a year with an
associate's degree in electronics
technology and 90 percent of those
hired are now coming from out of
state.
If the General College is success·
ful, more associate degree programs
might be added. These may include
two•year programs in the areas of
human services, education, dental
programs and medical technology.
The new General College will be

located on the first floor of Onate
Hall on the corner of Campus and
Girard Boulevards. The only part of
the General College that won't be
located there is the basic skills program, which will stay at Zimmcm1an
Library.
Significant enrollment in the
General College is expected, because both the UNM Admissions
Office and the Office of School Relations have been receiving daily inquiries about the programs. This fall
each program has the capacity for 70
students. The only requirement for
entrance into the General College is
a high school diploma, but each
associate degree has its own cntr·
ancc requirements,
''By mid-July. 121 students had
enrolled in the General College,"
Stewart said, "but we expect a large
increase in enrollment by August

16, which is the deadline for ap·
plications.''
"We expect the largest number of
students in the General College to be
those enrolled in the basic skills
courses. This college preparatory
program will provide an avenue for
students to enter UNM while impro·
ving the skills necessary for collegelevel work. After successful com·
plction of the program, as well as
ex·it requirements, students can
transfer out of General College into
the college of their choice," ex·
plained Stewart.
.
•
Advisors at the Skills Center in
Zimmerman Library will indicate
what basic ~kills courses are needed
for each student. The Skills Center
will also offer study skills work·
shops and individual tutorial assistance to students enrolled .in the col·
lege preparatory program.

Acting Dean John Rinaldi predicts
community support of new college
"The General College is a means
of filling a void that has existed be·
tween traditional undergraduate degrees offered by UNM and the certificate-level programs offered by
tV-1," says John Rinaldi, acting
dean of the General College.
Even though some segments of
tbe community arc taking a wait·
and-sec attitude towards the General
MOVING IN: John Rinaldi, dean of the new General Co/lege, Coliege, he believes the larger part
moves into the permanent home of the College on the first of the community supports. the con·
floor of Onate Hall on the corner of Girard and Campus Boule- ccpt. ''The people involved with the
public schools, the legislature and
vards.

the Chamber of Commerce arc very
interested in the concept of the
General College. l think most peo·
pie arc willing to give it a chance.''
Rinaldi said altbough the tuition
rate for a student in the associate
degree program is equivalent to the
rate paid by students in traditional
undergraduate programs, the Uni·
versity might eventually have to
consider a differential tuition fonnu· ·
Ia. "The present tuition rate may
have some bearing on the success of
the General College. Across the
country. comllluility college tuition

rates are half or less than half of the
cost of regular four-year degree
programs,'' said Rinaldi.
Rinaldi has served as a high
school teacher and Bernalillo School
Board member. He has also worked
in the Career Guidance Institute for
the Greater Albuquerque Chamber
of Commerce and Private Industry
Council. For five years he was a
teacher and coach in the Bernalillo
Public School system. He has been
in the UNM College of Education
for seven yeats.
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New courses add variety to fall schedule

Welcome Back Daze activities scheduled

Some of the new fall course offering~

A lll'W ~chool yt'llT ~hould mca11
more than booh and kl'llltl'' and
"'kmn promi'>c'> to '>ludy cVL"ry
nl)'hl With tht'> in ITlind. t INM will
ktck niT the 19K2·H3 ww· wtth Welt'tl/111' /lack J)azr. AUJ! JlJ 2H.
hHld. thtnn'"· l_!amc'>. ll.nd
d~:mee\ to meet facully and :tdmi ·
tll'>trator~ in ca'>ual \Cittng'> :trc in·
dlllkd c•n the "Dare" agenda. So

atc•d tim wur l•v C'ltl! 1!11lt. dirc~,:
tor ol tht..' ·Ncw IVII:xtl'll I !nnlll. Stulknt J!t'OUfl'> ;JIHI admini'>tn1tivc
ofl1c·c, ure pro>idlllg nlca'>. rc'>llllrccs, lund> 1111d '>t:dl'>. with
mldHunwl futHh ,upplit:d hy the
llNM Alumni Aw>ciation and the
llNM f'oundation.
Aug. 19 · · UNM nig.ht at the
Dukes' stadium with rcgistr;ttion
me· more \crious cvcnh like c·am- confirmation cards ;tdmilting. stuJlll'> open hou'>cs. a '>ludent :tl'tivi- dents free:
lll''> mart and workshop'> on "copA "IJ· 2() -·The Greeks hamburtill! <~nd conquering."
ger cookout bc)!inning at I p.m. on
Welcome /lack JJaze i' coordin- the lawn north of Zimmerman Lib·

rurv:
Aug. 11 - The annultl street
dance. sponsored by the Rc'>idcncc
Hall\. in thc evening in front of
llokonu Hull:
A11g.11 - Oren House at rcli·
gious (tnd ethnic centers rn the
afternoon:
Aug. 13 - "Recreation Daze"
in the Union's gumcs area, theatre
and Suhwuy Station. all day:
Arlg. 24- "Chili Daze" be·
hind Zimmerman during the lunch
hour with demonstrations of Native
American dances, Wild West gun-

rights and medieval jousts. while
UNM staff members dish up free
f(>od:

Aug. 15- · Get-acquainted session with faculty rncmhcrs.
academic advisers from I 0:30a.m.
to I p.m. in the Union:
Aug,15 and 16- "Coping and
conquering" workshors on subjects like time management. from
noon to I p.m and 7 to 8 r.m. Aug.
25 and noon to I p.m., in the Union. Aug. 26:
Aug. 15 - The annual President's Icc Cream Social and Acti-

vities Mart, 2 to 3:30p.m. in the
Union Building;
Aug. 17 - "Fun in the Sun
Daze" from noon to 5 p.m. on
Johnson Field, with water and field
activitie~ including the dunking
tank, skydivers, balloon rides,
softball, belly-flop diving, a
fashion show, five music and free
food:
Aug. 28- "Western Daze" in
the Union Ballroom in the evening.
with a hoedown dance, hayrides, a
fast-draw contest and Old West
photos.

Classical Languages
Spanish wrd Portu~:uc.ll' .flw prof!•ssion!lfs - This b a serie' of

'courses in beginning Spanish and
Portuguese created to meet the
growing need for bilingual personnel. The program is designed to help
people currently involved in professional fields as well as those people
preparing for careers learn to cl'f'ectivcly communicate in Spanish and
Portuguese. More information on.
the course is available from program
coordinator Karen Ruffing. 2773725. or John Tolman. 277-6334.
Quechu<i31 I - (M-W-F [.J:50
p.m.) A beginning intensive course,
this emphasizes both the spoken language -and grammatical structure of
Quechua. This language is spoken
by about seven million people in the
Andean region from southern Colombia to northern Argentina. Dr.
Garland Bills and Maria Emilia
Chuguin will teach "Quichua" the variety ofQuechua spoken in the
lmbabura province of northern
Ecuador.

Housing director reports
some tripling of residents
llnrnulorv l'"IHlrtion' mav be
nm<d,•d ••!liun this year at l'NM

to fat'tors such as rising intcrc~t rule~
and energy cO'>b. Also. he said,
"we •vc made inroads to correct
things student; might not like Hbout
living in the residence halls."

,,nd Rnhcrt Schulte. llou\ing w1d
f·ood Services director. hut '>tllllcnt'
trylll)! to )let in should "h:llt!l 111
tJwr<'." ThL' '>itualion ~huuld be hL'I •
lc•r a kw weeks alkr school starts.
(\mccrn that the current trend
Approxim:ttL·Iy 70 nHllll.\ will may level off. or even reverse itself.
haw three occupants. instead ol' the lws ~topped certain action., to aid the
li'>tral two, Schulte smd. Aho. lw ovcr-.·rowding problem. These insaid. all hut f()() of thl' '>ingJC f<Hlll" dude a propm.cd progmmto change
h;m: hc•en dran)ll'd rntn dnublc'>.
Onate Hall. once· a dorm but current·
otThe: best \Vl• <.'af1 have jt., a live~ ly an office building., ba<:k into a
ahk 'llualion lor awhile." ltc '>aid
rc•idcm:c hall. "Thnt certainly is a
!.tV Ill)~ tlm~c· to a room is "im:onvc- possibility but there a1·c other con·
IIIL'llt hut doesn't grc(ttly hurt tlK· slu- .. idcrations." Schulte said.
d,•nt'> in the Inn)! run."
"There's 110 Sl'IIM: in having another
lhe dormrlory popuh1tio.n bot· building \'UClllll. ·'
torrll'd out in 1972. but b~gan !Win·
The residence housing <.itumion is
in)! arnund IIJ75. Schulte said. "For
worse
among women. becasuse
th~ l<t~l thrc~ vcars we've hc~n
more w()rnen thun men arc currently
lull."
•
Currcnlly. l.IJ06 people arc uttcnding UNM.
as~igncd lo the dorms. with about
The situation is slightly better for
I 00 people on the waiting lbt, he males, he ~aid. Last year there were
~at d.
dorm openings for males by the
Schulte siiid he attributes this rise second week of fall semester,

Chinese - (Sundays 2-.J p.m. 1
Chinese lang.uagc ci:Js'>cs for children and a Chinese conversation
clu" for adults will be offered h\ a
g.roup of instructors under the sul)crvbion of Mrs. Pearl Wu, a lecturer
in Chinese in the UNM nwdcrn :UJd
cla>skal l:u1guagcs department.
Registration is Aug. 29 1first day of
classes) and cost is $25 per adult am!
$25 for the first child with a reduced
fcc available for additional childrcr.

History
His wry 360 - ( M 6:30-9: 15
p.m.) A survey of New Mexico history will be taught hy New Mexico
Stille historian Dr. Stanley M.
Hordes. The course will focus on the
social. economic and politicai development of New Mexico from prehistory through the Spanish. Mexican, Tcrritoriul and Statehood
periods to the present. The course's
theme will be the conllicts among
various ethnic groups during the past
several hundred years, and how
those conllicts affected the historical

development of the ~tat.:. FiL"ld trips
to histnrk and mchacoln~kal sites
V>ill be lll'ld if d:ts; '>chc~lules and
the \leather pl'nnit'>,
!ii.I'IIWti<" Religion in New Mnico
·-· 1Th 6:30-<J: l.'l p.m. 1This scminur
will c·nn,idcr the bad.grmmd and
gmwth of Hispuni<: religious traditions in Ne11 M~xieo. Co ..sponsorc•J
hy the fall ;cmcstcr UNM Rcligiou;
Studies Prngmm. this .:nurse will
cover such traditions such as passiou
plays, the Penitcntco, witchcral't, the
early missions und contemporary religious dcvcloprnenls. The course
will be held .in UNM Humanitic'>
room 518 and will be taught by Thomas Steele, who is on leave from
Regis College. Denver. UNM professors will provide visiting Icc-

turcs. More infnnnation i' m·ailablc
from the llNM Division ol' Con·
tinuin!-! Edueation. H05 Yak• NE.
277-2lJJ I.
English

must nttt•nJ the 9 ;1.rn. meeting 1\ug.
21 in the Exp~rirncnr.al Thea ire at thl'
Fi1w Arts Ct•ntc•r.
At this time )J,• wants to talk to 1wr
SOil\ llitCI't'Stl'd in tiJcncotH'Sl'. Ci111
SOllll'Oill' tUKl' this OU[ of dt•(illt'

nmde'!
/:ng/i.1/r 424 rcro.l.lil.l/t'cl 11'illi

Thecrrre Art.\ 45(J) .. (Sat. 9-11.30
a.m.> Thi' workshnp in wript writ·
ing is designed to teadt student\ how
to mJapt materials to the stage, tclc ..
vision or film. Wolf Mankowitl.
screen and television writer. will
teach the course. The lllilin ohjcctive
of the course is to produce ah~1ut six
one-half hour scripts, whid1 will he
rroduccd on videotape in the spring.
Instructor approval is necessary for
this course. so interested slltdcnts

Wouum Sludirs
H'omrn Srudit•.• 232
tT Th
12:30-1:45 p.m.) This is tl1c first
p;u·t of a two-semester course• wholl'
purpose is to introduce and familia·
rize students with tl1c soc'inl and
pnli!ical e-volution of In Chic<lllu.
This course will hcgi11 with a historical review of the Prc-Columhiun eru
and with culminate with the Mexican Revolution of 1910.

Enrollment increases
by 2.4 percent
UNM officials arc expecting a
slight increase in student cnroJtmcnt for the 1982-83 school
year.

Joe Cavaretta

NATURE'S WELCOME: New Mexico's monsoon season greets returning students. The grea·
ter percentage of our State's annual rainfall occurs during the showers in late July and
August.

A Group About
Women And Change

Mercado
Quick and Easy
Cashing
for any student
with UNM 10

Office of International Programs
and Services

arc:

Pens, Pencils,
Tablets, more

Posters
10% off

A supportlcounseling(skill-leaming group for students experiencing change and wanting to deal with it more effectively.
Two sessions will be offered:
Monday mornings from 8:30-10:15
or Monday afternoons from 4:00-5:45
the six-week group will begin Monday, September 20 and run
through Monday, October 25, 1982.
Students wishing to participate in the Women and Change
Group should phone the UNM Student Mental Health Service
at 277-4537 to schedule a preliminary interview as soon as
possible.
The Women and Change Group is free to students enrolled for
6 or more hours.

I:

percent of the projected student
body had registered. reported the
Office of Admissions. Included
in this registration figure arc
approximately I 00 students who
School officials say they ex- will be placed in UNM's new
pect 23,440 students to enroll General College. The Gcooral
compared to 22.902 students in College will offer remedial
the fall of 1981. That is a 2.4 education for students who do not
percent increase.
otherwise qualify for admission
Through mid-July nearly 53 to the University proper.

Mlchaol A. GoUogos

SEND IN THE CLOWNS: Painted faces gathered for the Clown Parade at Old Town Plaza on
Saturday. A large group of clown-loving adults, along with youngsters anxious to have their
faces painted, turned out to watch the parade ancJ skits performed inside the plaza. The UNM
Volunteer Bureau co·sDonsored the event.

FREE COUPONS for SPECIAL VALDES
Check the••• cJut every Monday In the Dally Lobo

FREE French Fries
with this Coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.20 or more)

Welcome, Students!

With coupon thru 7·22-82

GOLDEN
FRIED
CHIC'KEN

Priced lower
than anyone.
Bulk candy by
the ounce.

Services
No lower prices
in town.

GOODI
New Mexico Union

Student Book Store
opposite

UNM

2122 Central Ave. SE
243-1777

UNM Bookstore
tor Lobo T·Shlrts, Mugs
and Pennants!

M-F 8:30-5:30

Sat 10·5

2 pieces Golden Fried Chicken
Roll, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, and Medium Beverage
S189 with coupon
0

~eg·?

21

.

•

•

.

.

lise ourconvement dnve up wmdows at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
5231 Central NW

Get Two Free
Buy one Mars .5mm Pencil
with extra leads and eraser for $5.99
and Get Two Mote Free.
Limit 24 per customer. Dealers welcom~.
Offer expires 12·31-82

t

1f:g3 gaily
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Search Committee cuts
presidential choices
Some 217 applications and
nominations for William "Bud"
Davi~' position as UNM president
were received by the Presidential
Search Committee, said committee
chairman and Provost Emeritus Dr.
Chester Travelstead.
The 14-mcmbcr committee had to
break into three sub-committees for
the preliminary reading of the more
than 200 applications, he said.

NOT INTERESTED: Acting President John Perovich withdrew his name from nomination to
UNM's top post saying, "/ think the University could be better served by a new president
from outside the Institute."

Community College offerings wide;
over 250 classes to be taught
Some 250 non-credit classes, plus
an assortment of workshops on
topics ranging from mierocmnputcrs to the Smnurai sword,
wi II be offered during the I 982 fall
semester by the Community College
.or the UNM Division of Continuing
Educ:1tion und Community Scr-

vaccs.
The non-credit classes cover a
wide range of subjects under 18 major listings including: arts and crafts,
bonne cuisine, business, management and finance, communication
skills, growing things, health education, home series, humanities, human rclations,~an~uagcs,music and

...

..

dance, parenting. personal growth,
physical fitness, recreation, science
and technology, and special interest.
The classes arc open to all persons
regardless of their educational backgmunds.
Some of the classes, however, arc
geared for specific age groups, such
as folkdancing for young people
(ages 7-t2) and fall color hikes for
seniors (ages 55 and up).
Other classes offered for the 1982
fall semester cover topics such as
extrasensory perception, aerobic
dancerizc, geology of New Mexico,
the Shroud of Turin, tracing your
.family tree, couple commun,ication,

F

~ -- - -

"The committee has identified
some very exciting prospects," he
said. "There arc fine qualified people interested in this presidency."
The future for UNM looks bright,
Travelstead said, explaining that
"the whole prospect of the Southwest in the next decade looks very
appealing to some prospects."

Navajo language, public speaking.
A final panel of cand idatcs wi II be
Chinese brush painting. ;.md many submitted to the Board of Regents
others.
no later than Oct. 15, he suid. "We
Registration for the classes will indeed have that to them by
opened August 9. Since all classes
then."
have maximum and minimum enrollment levels, immediate registraTravelstead emphasized that the
tion is advised. Persons with major list of the final eight to 10 candidates
credit cards may register by calling will not be ranked in any way. The
the division at 277-6542.
Board of Regents would then decide'
Specific information on starting which applicants on the panel to indates and costs for classes can be terview-- with the legal right not to
obtained by consulting the Com· hire any if they would so choose, he
munity College's "Explorations" said.
catalog or by calling or visiting the
UNM Division of Continuing · · T~avelstead also said that it would
Education,'805 Yale NE, 277-:3751 .. hnpossible to say when the commit-

tee wi II select the new president.
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Dll)g No

1
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7
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30.
Th'e president of UNM is directly
responsible to the Board of Regents
for the functioning of the Administration. Included in his duties is the
geneml supervision of all campus
facilities, the ailocation and utilization of resources within the campus,
and matters relating to the welfare of
the campus.
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16
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20
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24
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30
31
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He maintains general supervision

33

of all relationships between administration and students. The president directs financial management
of campus, personnel administration, operation and maintenance of
the physical plant and the management of investments.

3A
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39
<UJ
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o!2
43
_..
4!:1
,.6
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In addition, he supervises preparation and submission of reports for
the Board of Regents and oversees
fundraising. intercollegiate athletics, auxiliary enterprises and alumni activities .

49

W
51

52
~

~

!5
M

57

!a
69'
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The president is also the primary
representative and spokesman of the
university.
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FREE
phone-in
or walk-in
service
Ulll Cll!ll CEITER
day or night
2.71-3113
Mesa Vista ~all
We provide unbiased listening to people
with any life related problems
Para professional counseling
and referrals by trained volunteers

Godfather's Pizza Combo - it's been
imitated, counterfeited, forged and faked,
but's it's never been duplicated.
Pounds of gunk on a gorgeous crust,
guaranteed to devastate your appetite.
So what's holdin' ya'?

Goclfatha's PizzarM
106 Buena Vista, SE
Phone: 247-9591
Also: 5 AI/Jt,querque Locations

CATHOLIC STUDENT CENTER
1815 La~ Lomas N .E,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

Art ..... .

C11

STAFF:
Aaron Arce, O.P.
Dr. Don Bruckner, O.P.
Sr. Doris Faber, O.P.
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63
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La pq.sada jOining Hall)
Law,SchQotof
J.ectura Hall.

66
67
GS

Engioeerlng Annll:x •••• , • • • G-6
Mad leal Center l..tbr(l.ry • . . . • . . B-6

65
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.... g;

Medl~:me,.SchO?Iol
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90
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SaraRayngld1Hall ........ ,.,
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F·7
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72

SOMBidg, ~.5,6, •........••.. 8-6
SOM Bid~- 7 ................... 8·6

102
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Scholes Hall (AdmtntstratiDn),
School Relations..

F·6
E-5

8·9

73

Surg!I,SOMBidg.6 .. -..

Servlc~;~Bidg...

C.3

74

FamllyPr•c::llceCentar,
SOMBidg.a ....••..••...•..••. D-6
Me11la! Heallrl II'! ental
Retardation, TVS Team..
A·8
MeaaVJ!ItaHall
{0(1plr~monlll Olllcaa),.,.,., ..• 0.9
Mllehell Hall (Classrooms), ....• F·7
NatlveAmerlcnStudles ...••... E-6
Naval Science ......... , ..•... 0.8
Hew Me•lco laWCenler .•.•... ,. A·5
New M«r11lco Medical
fOIIr'ldallon , .•..••. , ••.• , . · • • · Ao.S
New Moll leo Union
(StudentUn1on) .............. E·9

104
:HI
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SpeechCommunlcailons
St~dttnl Heal.tj1Center·
Unlver&ll~ College.
Surgo

B·•
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SOMD1dg.3........

Flne.t.!t&C(Inter " " " ' " ..... f.to
Ford Utilltlea Center ....•••.•..• G-6
Geology (NarthrapHa11) .••.....• F-8
QoiiCouraeCiub House... , •.•.•
tfol;fgln Hall ... , .. .. .. ...... , H
H'okonal1111 ([A)rmltory) •... , ••• c-9
Horne Economics .............. 0.9
HumOIInltJeaBidg.. , , ........ , .. E-8
Industrial Arts ................. D-8
lnai!Me lot Applled
Rese&rch Slrvlcn .. , , .• , ••.•.. 0.6
tntarfllllonal Can tar •••••.•.• , , , E·S
lntarnatlon0111 Programs, •••••••• , F·S
JohnaonGym................. E·U
JonaonArtGalll!fY ............. D-B
Journaliam,.,. , ••••••. , , •. , ••• Q.IJ
K1va .......................... o.a
KNME·TV Studio ........... , • , .. 8·1
llguna Hall (Dormitory), •••.•••• C.9
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fTapyHa11) .................... H-6
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Continuing Education &
Communlly Servtc:es.• , . • . .. _.. 0.5
Coro11ada Creal! Union_ .. , , . • . . E-5
CoronadoHIIll (Dormitory!..... C-11
Dental PrOQrams . , ............. B-5
De~lgn &. Planning
A"l!llanceConter .. -·· ...•.. tHO
De Vargal Hal! (Dorrn!lory) , .... C9
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Bash: Medical Sciences,
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Daily Lobo staff extends their Welcome''
11

Lettering • Caps • Transfers
• Team discounts

2318 Central SE

266-4880

Welcome to Campus!

We're Here For You
and We Care!

BAR a PACKAGE
7605 Central NE
265-6701

Watch the Lobo and campus spots
for announcements of
our many programs.
Drop by
United Campus Ministry Center
to hear us out
and get more information.

United Campus Ministry

Rev. Tony Romero, O.P.

1\

0·8

Under New Management

Those interested in being 111 anicd at the Ne\VnHln Center must
be mcmlx'rs of the Center and complete a three month marriage
preparation process. Please check far in advance for setting' a
wedding date,

1,~

11

•\

Catholic Student Center at UNM

Sacrament of Marriage:

10

ff~('il

Welcome to Aquinas Newman Center

SACRAMENT OF RECONCILICATION
Saturday: 3:30
or by appointment
Monthly Penance Service : First Saturday of Month 3: 15 p.m.
Monthly Anointing Service : First Friday of Month at Mass
SNACK BARMon" Fri9:30-1:45p.m.
COUNSELLING: by appointment
\VEEKEND RETREATS
LIBRARY, STUDY ROOM
MEDITATION CHAPEL
CLASSES:
Scripture
Prayer
Inquiry class
Christian Communication
Social Justicc
Morality

9

,.,e·•

~':)
Lobo· Tee Shirt Shop
l-- d

MASSFS:
Daily: 4:30p.m.
Weekends:
Saturday: 4: 30 p.m.
Sunday: 8:00, 9:00, 10:30 and 12 noon

7

"You Are Here"

The committee has found many
qualified candidates - statewide,
rcgionwide and nationwide - to
can)' out such duties, Travelstead
said.

Staffed by members of the
Order of Preachers (Dominicans)
Area Code 505 Phone 247-1094

••

06

(Wagnedillll).. . .. . .. ..
CIVIl EnglneMing FIII'SQ.j!.ICh

U

The president discharges primary
responsibility for the factors contributing to the quality of academic and
support programs at the university.

SluOieil .
Afro-AmerJcanStodtes
Ah1mn1 M/JmOrli11 Ghap~l
A.lvaradoH~II {Dormuory)
Andersen Schools; ol
Management
_A,nlhtopology • .
'
Anthropology Annell:
Archllccture.

Z9

13

6

Nl""'
Aer~;~spaco

27
28

11
12'

4

UNM

\:·

ArtAnn~ll- .
, . , , . . .. H·B
Art Dept. Craft AMDl< .
Arl Educ~ulon .
0·9
AutamQjlve Bh;l)l
Bandelier Hall
{Oepartmenlal Otllce$)
8ande11erHaiiEasl
lflagtslral!on). , _. .
F-6
Behavioral Qltcrders . .
. _ . A·B
B1ll111g & lnsuranc;:e BCMHIMAC
A-8
Biology ICastettcr Hall)
(HI
Blol~y A,nneK.
G·B
Boo~start~ .. ,.
..
F·B
Brauan Hall {l.aw).
. A·S
cancer CQnlrQI . . . . . .
. . B·7
cancer Reso~trch & Trcatmen1
Cenler .. _...........
. ... B·7
C.rtlsle Gym ...• , • , • . .
. . F·B
Caetetter Hall {Biology)
G·B
cnemlca1 Englneertr~g....
H·B
Cheml,try (Clark HaUl , . .
f·7
Chicana Studies . . . • . • . .
. . E-6
C1vll Er.glntertng

10

II!!,.
"\_
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Central and North Campu$
Legend of Buildings

"The committee has been qu itc
encouraged," by the applicants, he
said. Most applicants arc in the early
40s to mid-50s he said. adding that a
number of women have also applied
for the post vacated by Davis on June

University of New Medco

.,,I' A''·•• ........ ,
-

As of' Aug. 5. the committee was
working with 140 active candidates,
Travelstead said, adding that more
definitive screening is now going to
take plac\!. Within about two weeks
the committee will convey to one
group of applicants that they will be
continued in the presidential search,
he said.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

at the University of New Mexico
Dis.ciples of Chris.t • United. C·h
. u. rch of Chris.t
United Methodist Church
United Presbyterian Church in the USA.
1801 Lilli Lomas, ,N.E, Albuquerque, NM 247·0497
Director: Dr. Mark Rutledge, M. Div., Ed. D.

with the dynamic sounds
of

Rob Mullins Band
Aug. 16-21 & 23-28

Happy Hour
4-8 with munchies
Monday is UNM
night. Bring in a
UNM ID for
All Night 2 for 1
Sunday Video Rock
in stereo
Shots of Gold $1.00
1..,..• ,. .............. .......................... "~ ... "' ._,. ".' •• - ~ - .~_, ·"' •.• J-," ".

l'u)!C B 6,

Nc'W Mexico J)uilr }.o/Jo, AU!!U~t 16, l9R2
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...;:;:::£. Putt·Putt Golf fl Games«> ..:::::...
f-----UNM Stude~tSpecial!
Purchase $5.00 worth of
1
Putt-Putt Golf & Games Tokens
I
1 and receive 20 tokens absolutely FREE!

I

l

1

lI

limit one coupon per person per day.
Expires 8-25-82

1

9801 Lomas NE 296·4242

Conventioneers call
meetings a success

ASUNM summer productive;
-----j semester outlook favorable
~-

Another Great Offer From

,

5100 San Mateo NE 881-9866

Student Volunteers
Needed By
Community Agencies
Albuquerque community and human service
agencies have openings for UNM student·
volunteers. If you are a student and want to
feel needed and valued while helping other
people, we encourage you to consider becoming a volunteer this semester.

Why volunteer?
• for a chance to gain skills and experience lor a future career;
• to take responsibility;
• to learn firsthand how community organizations
and human service agencies work;

Don L. Hat·t
Dan Serrano, ASUNM vice president. said he bel icves this past summer was "very producti vc" for the
student senate, and that he is optimistic about the coming year.
As for summer accomplishments,
Serrano said the senate passed 16
new appropriation bills and changed
the previous policy of appropriation
only after the fourth week of the fall
semester. The senate can now begin
appropriating money in July - the
start of the l"iscul year, he said ..
Among new projects for this
school year, Serrano said ASUNM
has implemented a tutorial pwject
called the ASUNM Tutorial service.
Through the Tutorial Service undergraduate students will be able toreceive. For free, help with their classes, he said.
The project, funded by student
activities fees, will pay tutors $8 an
hour and the project director $4 an
hour. Currently ASUNM is searching for a project director to head
the service, Serrano said.
Another project for the year, Serrano said, is the distribution of'
I 0,000 discount books to UNM stu.
dents. This project, Serrano said,

will "cost ASUNM about $40" hecause local stores arc backing the
coupons.
Scmmo said that he hopes to improve relations between students
and ASUNM this year by sponsoring an ASUNM Awareness Day,
tentatively scheduled for the latter
part of September. Awareness Day
will feature live entertainment and
tables set up by campus organizations.
Along the same line, Serrano
said. there will be homecoming activities, more on-campus dances,
concerts, picnics and noon-time
activitcs.
This summer about 14 ASUNM
senators and executive appointees
attended the American Student
Association convention held in
Washington D.C. There, they
attended workshops and various
other acties. Serrrano said the students who attended the workshop
arc planning to share their experiences with senators and officers
from organizations who did not
attend.
Michael Gallegos, ASUMN president, was elected to serve as direc-

tor of the western region of the
American Student Association,
ASUMN is also contributing ,to
some $2,000 to the Welcome Back
Daze activities, Aug. 16-23, Serrano said. About $5,000 more is being
funded by organizations such as
UNM's administration and Alumni
Association.
On more academic matters, Serrano said, the senate is trying to convince the faculty senate to adopt an
eight week drop period for classes
from the current six week drop
policy.
The senate is also trying to increase student membership pool on
the Students' Standards and Grievances committee. Currently about
18 administrators, graduate students
and undergraduates form the com"
mittee.
Serrano said he hopes for ''a
change in government ... more productive and more open.'' He said he
also hopes for a better relationship
between students and AS UMN.
"l hope we are overcoming the
bad feelings left over from the last
election," he said. "I hope people
won't keep bringing it up."

MARVIN D. JOHNSON
Administrative Vice President
of Student Affairs

MCALLISTER HULL

KAREN GLASER

Provost

Dean of Students

The 40 wurk;,hops indudcd di>cussionfi on student finaneinl aid,
teacher evaluation, student voter
rcgistrntion, ri);!hling tuition increases, black eo !leges :tnd universities, dis:tblcd students. stmh:nt lobbying and non-truditional students.
Gallegos said ASliNM ''ill publish
u rcpm1 on the convention whir.:h he
hopes can be made nvailubk to anv
•
student who w:mts n eory.

• to relieve the tensions of academic life
• to make new friends and meet new people.
Volunteer placements are handled through the UNM Student
Volunteer Bureau. The Bureau will give you information about
the various positions available in the agencies, and help you
make the appropriate contact. If you are interested call Connie
at 256-1663, or drop by the Bureau, 1801 Las Lomas.

,.,
~·

FRED CHREIST, JR.

LEONARD NAPOLITANO

ROBERT J. DESIDERIO

Director of Student
Financial Aid

Medical School Dean

Law School Dean
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We're across from Johnson Gym/UNM
Free parking behind store

New Mexico Art Supply

I •.

2510 Central Ave. S.E.

265-3733
Open Mon-Sat 9-5:30

AS~~= ~:·~=~dent
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1 y hours for fall
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With the beginning of school,
hours at the principal UNM libraries
change to accommodate student
schedules. Here arc the hours for the
fall semester.
Zimmerman Library- 8 a.m.
to 12 p.m. Monday through Thursday, Ra.m. to9p.m. Fridays. 9a.m.
to 9 p.m. Saturdays and 10 a.m. to
12 p.m. Sundays.
Parish Library- 8 a.m. to 12
p.m. Monday through Thursday. 8
a.m. to 9 p.m. Fridays, 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. Saturdays and .10 a.m. to 12
p.m. Sundays.
Fine Arts Library- 8 a.m. to

12 p.m. ·Monday through Thursday,
8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Fridays, 10 a.m. to
9 p.m. Saturdays and 10 a.m. to, 12
p.m. Sundays.
Medical Center Library -7:30
a.m. to II p.m. Monday through
Thursday, 7:30a.m. to 6 p.m. Fri"
days, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays and
I p.m. to II p.m. Sundays.
Tireman Learning Materials
Library - 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturdays and closed Sundays.
To take care of the rush for textbooks, the bookstores have
changed their hours also.

The Student Bookstore, 2212
Central Ave. S.E., will open on
Aug. 22, the Sunday before classes
begin, from noon to S p.m. Monday
through Thursday, SBS is open from
8:30a.m. to 7:30p.m., on Fridays
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. and
from 10 a.m. to 5 P·lll· on S:tturdays.
The UNM Bookstore will be
open on Saturday, Aug. 21 from 9
a.m. to l p.m. and from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. Monday through Friday. On
Monday, Aug. 23 and on Tuesday,
Aug. 24 the bookstore will remain
open until 7 p.m.

We Welconae You
To The Dog House Drive-In
Home of the Foot Long Chili Dog
Foot Long Chili Dog •••• , •••.•• , .• , ....... , , , , •• $1.25
112 Long Chili Dog .................................. 70
112 Long Hot Dog. , •.••••.•.••••••.••.••• , ••••.••••• 70
Hamburger ................................... , • , 1.25
Double, 1.65
Chiliburger ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. 1.40
Cheeseburger••••••••••• , ••.•••••••.•.••.••••• , • , 1.40
Double, 1.80
cheese 15¢ extra

1 Ned~ UNMpizzaparty!
Party and pizza Thursday
I gets
night, August 19th, at Ned's. 50¢
you a thick 'n' juicy slice
I of pizza
and afrosty draft
of brew.
I Meetyourfriends, make
new ones, and dance to the
I pizza
red-hot band Destineyat Ned's
I Beparty.
sure to clip this ad and bring
night for a
I itslicewithofyoupizzaThursday
and adraft beer for 50¢.
I
I
I

Grilled Cheese ••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••.•••••• 1.05
Ham Sandwich •••••••••••••••.•••••••• , ••••••••• 1.20
Steak Sandwich • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 1. 90
Egg Sandwich ••.•••••••••••••••.•••••••..•.••••• 1.20
B.L.T••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••••••• 1.20
Ham, Bacon, & egg Sandwich ••• , ................ 1.50
Frito Pie ••••••••••••••••.••.•••••.•••••••.•••••• 1.05

Shakes/Malts .••••••••••••• , •.•••••••.••••••••••.•. 75
Soft Drinks •• , ••••••••••••••••••••••.• , •• 45, .50 & .60
Coffee ••••••••••••••••••••• , .•••.••••.•.••.••••••• 35
Milk •••••••••••.•••••••••••• , •••••.••••.••••.••••• 50
Hot Chocolate •.••••••••••••••••••• , •• , • , •••••••••• 40
Floats ••••••• , ••••••••.••••••..••••••••••••••••.•• 70
Ice Cream ••••• , •••••••..•••••••••••••••.•.•• Cone .40

•

Open Mon.·Sat. 9:3o·6:oo

25S·8673

You must be 21 or older.

Dish .50
Sundae •75

DOG HOUSE DRIVE-IN
2138 Gold S.E.
242·6445
4821 Central N.E•
Albuquerque, N,M, 8;no3

1216 Central S.W.
243-1019

Buy one foot lf.)ng
get one half Free!!!
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1\Sl 1NM (klepat('; mduded <iaiIL•gm. 1 ll'L' prc•,idt•nt Dan Sl.'.rrano,
Spt•akt·r~ Comnutlec• ch;trrrn:m
!'rank Parks, l.obllV Comnuttet•
eh:urrnan Mark Duran, AttorneY
{Jenera! Kart:n Oalkgm. l'anhellcnic prt:sidcnt Rene l.a71cll and nine
ASLINM senators led by prc"-.idt•nt
prfl 1<'/1/fiOI"I' Kim Roger'-.
The 1>4.740 bill, 11hiclt will be
p;tid with ASliNM f"unds, inl'iu(b
$2,940 f"or· air lares nnd 'Iii ,720 lor
dues untl convention rcj!istnttuln~.
In other L'<>llVCntion action, <ialk·
gos said that ASllNM Sen. Eugt•nc•
Moffett spoke• with Lujnn on dhabled students' rights. Mollett i~
himself diMlbkd.
Jamie Wiucncr, AwH:intcd Students of New Mc~1co State l'nivcrsity attorney general. was chmen
ASA Region J a~sistant dii"CL"tor.
and Dc:m Reed Wc.~tern New Mt·xico University sllld.:nt body president WliS named to the Rej!lon l
board. The New Mcxi<:o dir.:ctor ol
ASA is University of A lbmrucrquc
student body prc~idcnt Neal Candelaria.
According to Gallegos, one rc\tllt
of the convention was to dmw the
Associated Students of New Mexico
member schoob closer together. He
added thai ASUNM. which is not
currently a member of ASNM. will
rejoin that group.

II Thuriday
Thee place to be this
night!

MENU

Sunday-Thursday 10-10
Friday-Saturday 10-11

He also said that Lujan agreed to
support these issues. but that Dorncnici had not yet replied.
The delegates were also scheduled to meet with Sen. Harrison
Schmitt, R-N. M,. but Gallegos said
Schmitt's office was unable to reschedule his meeting with the

flk\IL'll

1

I French Fries•••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• 55 & .70
Onion Rings •••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••. 80
Potato Chips .................................. , ..• 35

From lneir first cautious steps, to lfie most contplicated Pas de
deux, Happy Feel supplies all dmrcers wilft a complete sele£1ion of
footwear and apparel.
Names, /tame dancers (rave demanded for years. Capezio, DmtsRin,
Flex-a-tard cmd Carusft~a.
And always profeHiDital filling vy trained experts,
We've 6een filling New Mexico da1tcers for years.
Wftm you come in 6e mre to ask for your free Happy Clu6 card,
mtd receive valuable discowtls.

The ASUNM dclcj!ation met with
Sen. Pete Domcnici and Rep. Manuel Lujan. Jr., both R-N .M .. to dj.,.
cuss student financial aid :md other
concerns. Gallegos s:dd each was
asked to support three issue~: no
further reductions in federal firumcial aid to students, $5 million from
the State Legislature for the stute
work-fitudy program, and two student votes on the state Board of Educational Finance.

i\StTNI\"I!'rnup alkr it 11a' knrncd
tht•rc 11 a<, a ~nnfltt't 11 ilh an AS:\
board of dirt•ctot~ mt:<'trng
Oallc•gns -.ud th;tt hL' lws 1\Ttltc'll
Schmitt <tbnut tht• thrct: i"ut•s. and
ha~ nfkrcd In mc'c't 11 ith Sdllllltl tn
\Vaslun.~ton on or about Sq>t. 2.'i
(1\lll'n anotlwr AS:\ board ol dilc'<"tors tllc'c'lrng i~ ""hL•dull'dJ. nt
11 ht•nt'\·c•r Schmitt " 111 '-Je11

i

UNM Students

KIM ROGERS
President Pro Tern
of ASUNM Senate

l'hil D. Herrmnd<•7
'"I think it 11 <I\ the• lwst <;,4,740 11 ~
haw invc'i!ed 111 a lllll[! um~ ...
ASliNf\1 Prcsidc•nt M1L'had S. (iallcgos says_ or A~liNM', Jttl) tnp Ill
the Arncncan Student A"<lL'iaunn
convention in \\'a~hingtlln, [) C
Gallegos. who \Ia\ L'lec·ted directt>r of ASA 's Rcj!ion 3 (1\rituna.
Colorado. Nl)Yada, Nc11 1\kxi.:o,
Utah and \Vyomingl at the conH'Il·
tion. explained that the l :i-nwmbc•r
ASUNM dclc);!ation 11<1~ abk• to
attend mmt of the cunwntion 11orh
shops and trade information with
many of the other sdwob prc.'t'nt.
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I 1 ,iluaiJilll 'iv,tc•Jn"" to at lea\( J(J
'""'''nh 111 a ,·our"' du11ng !all IIJK I,
;uHf 11 flo al"' pave WJ'lli<'ll ll<'rllll'
'''"' lor u"· ol tlwir ratlllJ!'· wert•
';u1lhdatc·, for llidU\lnn.

II<• lndnl on tlu·. fl,l
\\t'!('IOih'd,h "•ttlht,llJdlll~' U/lh~•IIJ
•<I ihv·.c lfll<'•illlll' j{,JI,· till' llhilllL
lill illld f<~lll' !JlL.' VIIIJI..,l' Ill !'t'/JVI;tl
I hi\ 11">1 ~;a, rolllfHkd hy I lie'
OIIJcc of (Jhtltlltll>Ihtf Rc-'L'aldl '\

;•u;w'''
:'.! Barrett.21Jl:K hll't.
fll·l:
CioJu;rk,-lkrr>. 2 I L ~.
KPkhc'\\ka. fiJI. l. l.illlliidrid.
till: and S I 'l1harn. 11!7
!'. Ruedn.
f'ollil<'ilf Sc'll'JICC

,tlon~ 1\ Jth add1
ahontthc rcpnlt ''

Pln·'L·holm!l
J). 1-crraro. 451!:
and S. R11ll. '.i.1J.
Speech Communit'ation
J.
.Schuctr. 436: ;md B. SptJ...cr. 44'!.
Art Education - .I. Srubck. :mo.
l:ducational Foundation'
J.
Martine/, .103 and 31 D.
Elementary Educiition
B.
/\ltwcq.!er. 5.1 I.
Special Education- D. Smith.
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Jnlwma!IIIfl
;Jv;uliihk (111111 'I 11111 1-il'id at Sd](lle'
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ln,trll~lor' · nallll'' UIL' l"tc•d
ulphalwtlt·ally and are lolluwcd by
thc1r cour"' number
Ardntectun.~
R Walter\, 30 I.
Amcncan StudiC'
Byron A
.fohn\Dfl. J!10
Lingui't"'
1'. Wrhl'i. 2\!2.
Modern and t"ias,ic;il Ian·

r

1'i7.

542.

HPE and R -- H. At.tcrbom.493.

Civil f:nplnc'l'J'lll!l

R

Cl~>uph.

. J.72.
Art
t\. Abdalla . .IX'J: Ci.
,\ntJ\><J,ian. -174: and ll. fJ:!hn. S<JI
l\lU,IL"
R. Angel, I i'J. J
llatdwllcr. 2lJI und 293: J. Clark.
2.15: T. Dmhon. >-I!> I: E. Gottfried.
I0'!: M. Hay,, .lOlJ: J. Piper. II'!: G.
Robert. 119: rmd S. WilkiJNm. 205

and 207.
rJwatre Art' -- L. Cri''· 367: E .
L:nc1niu,. liiX. 210 and .l6X: R. Hartunc. >-155: and J. JcrcinovkSahtJar. 2>-IY.
Women Studic'- M. AdamsTrujillo. 33'!.
Management -- J. Champoux.
306.

South Brm1dway Youth Develop·
mcnt Inc .. 1500 Walter St. .SE. h
looking for volunteer families and
single persons to take in children for
periods of up to 10 days.
Cluu·lotte Sanchez. an employee
of the organization. said the children
include Or(lhan,, rUll[IWilYS and
abused children. '"We get '>ome kids
who arc in desrcrutc' situations ...
she added.

eludes counseling. rehabilitation
and pos;iblc placement in the Job
Corps, tries to keep children close to
their schools.
The children range in age from I0
to 17. Sponsors may select whom
they will shelter using criteria including age. ethnic group. sex and
whether the child is working or
uttcnds schooL
The directOr of the program is
Dominic Foster. former student
body president at the University of
Albuquerque. who rook over last
week. More information on the
program is available by calling 247·
9194.

UNM Hospital program
may save victim's thumb
Sarah Youngdahl. 19. severed her
thumb in a car accident Wcdnc~duy
afternoon when her car collided with
a trailer on University Blvd. Thanks
to a limb rcimplimentation program
at UNM Hosptiai/BCMC. she may
once again regain the lost digit.

Aug. 17 Aug. 18 Aug. 19
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Back To School
Special!

$1 1n FREE Tokens
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with the purchase of $1 in tokens .
One per customer per day.
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Special good at both locations:
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For certified Video Freaks!
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Also practice and game uniforms
must be washed and issued as well as
being fitted. Pads, helmets, masks
etc ... need constant adusting andrepairs. The biggest joh of the equipment personnel is making sure each
athlete has all of his equipment for
road trips. These people have a very
important assignment.

When the players and coaches hit
the field and rlay their games, fans
ray their hard earned bucks to sec
their favorite team in action. To help
them to enjoy the game to the hilt,
programs and food stuffs arc sold.
Vendors and snack bar people,
who arc mostly teenagers these
days, work hard to give fast service
and have the most popular items on
hand so that the fans don't miss very
much of the action.

Athletes must try to keep their
minds on the game at all times, but
sometimes problems with classes
and grades take away some of the
concentration. People like tutors,

People in sports information
offices work long and hard to make
the programs both colorful and informative. They also work hard to
keep the people in. the media happy
by having up to date st<ttistical and
player status material availible.

The sportswriter gives an extru to
sports, whether it be good or bad, so
that if you were in attendance or
somewhere else, you get 1m unalysis
of the game by the writer and by
quotes given by coaches and athletes
involved,
Believe it or not. the fans arc
probably the most important part of
the sports world. They dishout their
hard earned money to sec Hershel
Walker rush for 200 yards and 3
touchdowns and follow their local
teams to bowl games.
The monies paid arc the basis for
the athletic programs along with pri·
vatc contibutions and state help.
Ticket sales make for more money in
the athletic budget and that means
more money for new equipment,
unifonns, and stadiums.
All of the aforementioned things
go ;ight back to making things more

enjoyable to John Q. Public and his
family. With out thcfanslhcre really
couldn't be college sports as financinl woes make schools dmp programs and dropping progrdmS make
the school and commun.ity look bud.
There are also the people who sell
the tickets, booster club members
who raise money, field ntainlanencc
persons as well as parking altcndants
and policemen, who are very much
involved in fan welfare.
Last but not lc(lst is the dreaded
umpire or referee, who tries to keep
the games fair and on some kind nf
time schedule. They get yelled HI,
curSed at and thrown at, but they
continue to do the job. Maybe not to
your liking, but they do it.
So, as you attend the games this
year. be aware of and try und
appreciate the many people involved
in bringing sports enlertainmcnt into
your stadiums and living rooms.

ma)a
l31uaprint
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Send the Daily Lobo
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Equipment is almost as important
as the athlete, so keeping the latest
gadgets in good condition is imperative. In this category come the balls,
pucks, bats and the like, which must
be in useable fashion.

and advisors come to the aid of student-athletes and try and clear up the
difficulties before they ·cause real
damage.

lndion Jewelry

•

......

cia! diets to stay in top form. Having
good facilities for these things is also
important.

Mokenof Manti~

Phone Bernie 88Hi100
5109 Menaut Blvd .
(Next to Taco Bell)

)>
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In sports today, there are many
people involved in making the va·
rious teams successful.
When a team is winning, the
athletes get most of the credit, but
when losing rears its ugly face, the
coach and his staff take the blame.
But win or lose, there are people
who keep the players in. the games
and help them to do all of the things
possible to keep them involved both
mentally and physically.
In college sports, trainers, equip·
ment personnel, academic advisors,
sports information staff along with
the media. make things easier for the
athlete which gives the organization
a viable product for the fans.
Jocks ha~c to be physically fit to
be competitive on today's scene.
Trainers and doctors arc important
in seeing that' they stay healthy
enough to don the unifonn and play.
Athletes have learned to play with
pain throughout the years. so just
being tit is good enough in most
cases.
The smart athlete will go on
weight training programs and spe-

Top Cash Paid
Diamonds-Gold-Silver
Fine Jewelry

You Can't ·Get It
All In A Letter!
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ure not sure. at this time. iftlic rcim·
plimentation will be successful, She
has been in surgery three times thus
far. he said.
Started in 1976. the program is a
combination of surgery and
orthopedics that utilizes microsurgery techniques whereby needles
and sutures, too small to be seen bv
the naked eye. arc used to reattach
nerves and blood vessels as small as
one millimeter.
The program, Hlady said. is a part
of the Division of Hand Surgery and
is currently headed by Dr. Mohcb
Moncim.

1\)

c.
Q)

(/)

The prngmm. <tccording to Bob
Hladv of the hospital's public infornl;ltion office. has about a 75 percent success rate. Similar programs
across the country. he said. have a
similar success rate.
Youngdahl. Hlady said. is in
satisfactory condition but doctors

How many people does it take to make
college sports enjoyable and profitable?
Steve King

Homes Needed

Homes arc needed all over Albu·
qucrquc. she said. "If we get more
thun two refcrnils in •~ week. we
can't handle them ... She .also .said
that the program. which also in-

FATE WAS KIND: Sara Youngdahl, 19, of Albuquerque, suffered facial cuts and a severed
thumb after she slammed into the rear of a trailer. The accident occurred Wednesday
afternoon on University Blvd.

Daily Lobo, Augusl 16, 1982
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Outstanding faculty listed
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For only $1 O.OOpcrycaryou can send the Daily
Lobo to any address in the whole US of A. That
means all 75 papers published in semester I, all
73 papers published in semester II, and even all
nine papers published during the summer session will be mailed the day they arc published.
That's 157 newspapers delivered home for only
$10.00.
Bring your $10 to our office, Maron Hall
Room 131 (on Redondo Dr. between
the journalism and biology buildings) any
. time from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Friday or mail it to UNM
Bo¥ 20, Alb. N.M. 87131

TONY MAY

Blood donor run
entries are soon

Hewlett-Packard Calculators

HP-32E Scientific with Statistics- S65°0
HP-llC Advanced Programmable Scientific- sgooo
HP-12C Advanced Financial Programmable with Special Functions- $12750
HP-41C Handheld Computer-· $195°0
HP-41CV Handheld Computer with SX Memory ~f HP-41 C- $255 00
NEW. HP-15C Advanced Programmable Scientific with
Matrix Functions- S108°0
NEW. HP-16C Programmable Calculator for Digital Electronics and
Computer Science- $120°0

Runners have until the end of August to cater the Blood Donor 5Miler hosted by United Blood Services set for Sept. II and described
by 1981 participants as the "best
organized and most interesting
course of the year."
To enter runners must donate a
pint of blood and complete the entry
form at the time of donation. The
blood donations are accepted at
1515 University Blvd. N.E .. 7206
Menaul Blvd. N.E .. or any United
Blood Services blood mobile.
Top three finishers in each of the
five age categories will receive
awards, all finishers get a T-shirt
and refreshments.

DRAFTING SUPPLIES 20% OFF
Buy $5000 * Worth of Merchandise
and Receive a Technical4-Pen Set

FREE!!
The Daily Lobo
needs
Stringers for the
Sports Desk
apply at Marron 138

•Net price

MESA BLUEPRINT
QUALITY AND SERVICE
AT REASONABLE PRICES
WE KNOW YOUR BUSINESS

Wed. Aug. 18 or
Tlmrs. Aug. 19
9 to 12 a.m.

5901 Lomas NE · Albuquerque, NM 87110 · 505/262-2046
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The Best of Broadway
and
International Theater

THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE, UNM

POPEJOY HALL
39th SEASON
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The Really BIG One
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jOHN HOUSEMAN'S

The Acting Company

FOLKLORICO

PRESENTS
WILLIAM WYCHERLEY'S BAWDY COMEDY

de Mexico

The Country Wife

This three-time Tony Award winner sketches 45 years in the
life of the flamboyant 19th century American impressario,
P. T. Barnum, Simply bursting with melodies - ballads, marches,
ragtime, strut numbers and burlesque turns, it's likely to make
you run away from home and join the circus. We're not clown·
ing around when we say 'Barnum' is the greatest family entertainment in the world.

Amalia Hernandez - Director

!

<=

;!:.

The Life and Loves of the Greatest
Con-Man Ever- Phineas Taylor

BALLET

~

The world famous troupe brings through music, ~ong and
spectacular dance the cultures of almost vanished peoples
back to vibrant,. colorful life. Sponsored b~· the National
Institute of Fine Arts of Mexico, Ballet Folklorico is the
flower of Mexican Culture,

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 7

THURSDAY, APRIL 2818:15 PM

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 14 / 8:15 PM

I

8:15 PM

L_

r-- ~_'IW
;_::.>_L
_.··~ -..r_··___.._·,~t;
B~·~1WI

~,~lYP~J'

VINCENT PRICE
"'

~

All New, Spectacular- SWAN LAKE
Full length- Witb Orchestra

'"

Diversions & Delights

STARRING PATRICE MUNSEL
This gaudy mix of mime, singing and dance about life in New
York at the tum of the century is a Broadway musical charmer.
A delightful Valentine to the American past. "Tintypes swirls
and dances on a whirlwind tour of almost 50 songs. A time for
ragtime and sparklers. You'll stand up and chccr.... 'N!'w York
Times

Ballet West presents an all new, spectacular full-length production of Swan Lake. "One of America's largest dance companies
which knows how to take command of a stage." They're the
"zest of the west" in classical dance with talent, spirit and
discipline,

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY.26 /8:15PM

FRIDAY, MARCH 418:15 PM

-•

. ...__.!

Jo~~returns
::u:man's Acting ~o~pany
-lll~to present Moliere s
I

I • 0:

I

:1

Vincent Price as Oscar Wilde in Diversions and Delights .is a
true tour-de-force; "Vincent Price gives the best performance
in his long career. He is brilliant." It's an utter spellbinder!

I

17th century comedy.

;

Tartuffe

f>ilobolus Dance Company blends gymnastics, theatricality
and dance. Their appeal is in their ability to ta~e you far
beyond the usual ideas of what lfnked-up bodies can be to
each other, Tangling human bodies in new ways, Pilobolus
turns. humorous cartwheels with dance aesthetics.

I

--

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19 / 8:15 PM
Canadian Brass, with their brilliant virtuosity and first-rate
comedic talent, have been hailed as the Marx Brothers of
Brass. This brassy quintet exhibits -J musical range from Bach
to Jelly Roll Morton; a group that creates big sound with their
unrestrained enthusiasm. Ther are musicians anybody could
love who will treat you to a happy musical surprise.

Bit: BAND CAVAlCADE

MONDAY, OCTOBER 11 / 8:15 PM
~

I

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 3 / 8:15 PM

L

/h~J!{'urte'L

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 12

I'

8:15PM

The Chieftains capture that rare blend of lusty joy .and
mournful grace that is the essence of enduring folk music
everywhere. They are Sons of Eire but their acclaim . is
universal. Guest appearances include performances with James
Galway, for Pope john Paul II and Saturday Night Live.
Their enthusiasm is infectious, their dance tunes irresistible
and their humor earthy and unforced.

Straight from the heart and soul of a culture-loving people,
Pirin, the Bulgarian National Folk Ensemble is a lavish gift
offered the world. First time in America, and chosen by the
Bulgarian government as cultural .ambassadors, this fiery
group provides a spellbinding theatrical spectacle, an event to
anticipate and to cherish in memory. Company of 70 singers,
dancers ,and musicians.

8:15 PM

I

:?leC!~

IHbiOODI

Paul Winter has created some of the most entertaining and
enlivening music anywhere in the world. His music is as
extraordinary as it is unforgettable with a free spirited sound
whose definition goes beyond dassical, jazz, rock, folk or
blues. A celebration of music with nature that is refreshingly
unique.

I

8:15 PM

I

A trip down memory lane with Franl~ie Corle,
Roberta Sherwood in "!31G !3AND CAVALCADE"
with the De Castro Sisters and the Russ Morgan Orchestra.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21

I

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 9

. .J

•

~

Oscar \VI Ide

I

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20 18:15 PM

SUNDAY, JANUARY 30 j 8o 15 PM

I

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!· SAVE 2BX OR MORE ·13 GREAT PROGRAMS
:--------------------------------,

THE ADVANTAGES OF SUBSCRIPTION:
1. Big Discounts
2. Same Seats Each Performance
3. No Waiting in Line
4. Student Rates on Travel/Audubon Films {$9.00 each)
5. Future Priority
in Seat Locations
\

I

I
I
I

PLUS A BONUS PROGRAM
TO BE ANNOUNCED

SINGLE TICKET VALUE
PUBLIC PRICE
FAC./STAFF UNM
ASUNM{GSA STUDENTS

$208.00
$156..00
$104.00
$ 62.00

PRICE II

$182.00
$136.00
$ 91.00
$ 54.00

su b

Yes. I wish to ord, 'r

. -

Cui

IS .

@

Total $ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ su

@

Total $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

I

GSA

D

_ _ su

@

Total $ _____________

I
I

Fac/Staff

D

Alum.

D

Bl

Public

D

#

Renew

D

I

$140.00
X
$105.00 25%+
$ 70.00 50%+
$ 42.00 70%+

I

MAIL TO POPEJOY HALL, UNM, ALBUQ., NM 8713-1- TEL 277-3121

AddresS-----------------------------------------------------------

D

%DISC.

PRICE Ill

Telephone

First Name

ASUNM

I
I
I

SUBSCRIPTION RATES '82- '83 SEASON
PRICE I

Last Name

I

TOTAL $ _ _ _ _ _ __
Pmt $-----~-

Bal. Due

$-----------
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My seating. preference js:

'

I

SameD
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Improve to:
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I
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U.N.M. Faculty D
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Sports
1982 Lobo footballers moving up

!be ,Big
In loothall as Ill any other ,pol'l,
dclcu'c j, the key and if this yc;1r's
Lobo Jooth;~llcr.> ;~rc going to be cont\:ndtng lor the Wcstcm Athletic
Confcrefl(;c crown, they will need 10
be tou)!h on "[)".

Head Coach Joe Morri'>nn lm~n't
had to worry too much abDut his
defcn;ivL' unit. a; they play like
ua1ed vandulo,. They have h.cpt the
LobDs tn lllany p:nmc~ in the Ins(
rnuplc of years. The only thing that
one can lw .1urc almut with the defense 1~ thut they will be ;ucccssful,
The J.ohos have been o,nmllish de·
fl·n" vdy and and uhvc had to rely on
tlw ;peed and quicknes> of his unit to
I'''' h~ A""· they play with .;uch
tc·c~k·;., abundon
:~nd 'lllnl. ruusin)Z

while they hlitt
L'onlmion forth<!

oppmillon.
( ioM i<> nose tucklc Grcp. Atar,

D' is strong in Loboland

who typified the .'>izc litctor by pluy- with Carter last year w:1s lost to gra- inexpicrienccd people vying for that
ingat arather!ight ISH pound~. But. duution. There arc some good, but spot.
.
.
Morrison returns many delcmJcrs
Jackson ca~Je 111 last year and did
who reigned supreme over the
a tremendous JOb as he Jed the team
league's other dcf<.mscs.
in tackles and headed the Lobos
The Pnck ha~ led the conference
tough blitz assault from his inside
in total defense t<wconsccutivc senlinebacker spot. He stands 5-10 and
sons and ~hould be mnong the lcac.l·weighs 205 pounds, is from Covina.
California, is very mean on the field
crs again this time uround. AllWAC pcrlilrmcrs Jimmie Carter,
and is looking foward to the upcomJohnny Jnckson and Ray Hornfcck
ing season.
will be the mtmc!i heard over and
"I'm more comfortable this
over auain.
and it's no suprise.
· sop hmore. "I
"
year, " says the quJCt
Carter has been around for two
worked rca 1 ha rd 1ast year to earn a
starting spot and I knew that if I got a
~casons nnd has bolstered the end
chance, I could contribute."
position. The 6-foot-2. 203 pounder
"I'm ml~ntally and physically rcfrom Rcap.an (prunounccd Rccgan)
!axed," .Jackson continues. "We're
High in Austin. Tcxns. hus made life
, all in better shape and should be betmisl!rablc for running backs and
ter since we have more experience.''
quarterbm:b alike with hh quickHornfcek is from Tucson and was
ness.
a pleasant surprise in the defensive
The Lobos mav be weak a the
JOHNNY JACKSON
backfield fm the Lobos. The 5-10,
other end as Jim ('tmk. who teamed

Student Book Store

.

Opposite UNM
2122 Central Ave. SE
243-1777

170 pounder was all over ~he f1cl.d
la~t yca.r and should contmuc Ius
re1gn ~h1s year.
.
Semors Kelly W1lson and Alfon50 Greenwood along with juniors
David Branch and Chuck Best will
be in the trenches for UNM. The
Lobos lost both of last year's starting
cornerbacks in the Albuquerque
high connection of Frank Sedillo
and James Bell.
But, returning defensive bacfS
Jul 1'usJohnson, Nt'ckJohllSOn, Huey
·cJ1~oncellor and Horn'cck
w•'ll be de1'
fending the airways.Johnson dou·
blcs as a fine punt returner.
Defensive coordinator Joe Lee
Dunn is one of the best around and
with the unit he has returning. look
for mo~tly single digit scoring by the
opposing team unless the Lobo
offense has many turnovers. Speaking of offense ....

00

Osborn and Sadler to improve offense
I'm the lans. fonthull is t·ontrollcd
hy the nffcn;c. 'J'I1cy like to sec a lot
;corin~·· and big plays.
Coach Jol' Morrison·, tl·:um have
hccn ~xciting on dcl'cnsc but have
kit littk to be desired on the offen,jw .side. When thcv ha\c hct•n
health\. the I .obos hu~,. been livelv
nt tnm< hut uft~:r tlw injury but! lm~s
takt•n 1t; toll, th,•y'r<' lil-.e watching
Mr RO)ZL'r' Neighb<ll'hond.

ol

L1st spring. Mornson received
ncwb~his former offcn" vc coo I'll in :tto r from UTChnttanoo&a decided to join ht~ cxbtJSS after:• two-vc:trabscncc. Fmnk
Sadler is his twine nnd innovativeness i' his game.

some good

Sudler has all of the tools within
himself to make the Lobo offense
click and i r he gets some help from
his players. there's no telling how
far they can go.
The LohllS will be running a new
offense called the veer. It is very
successful at schools like Houston
and Texas. The key man in the veer

4M

is the quartcrbm:k und the Lohtl\
have a man nmncd Davic.l Osborn
who can run the complex offense.
(hborn. who is a senior from
Hur't, Texas. m1u is an :tvid Dallas
('ow hoy Inn (I don't know why!. has
alway> been noted for hi' running
ability. but hi;, passing status has
been questioned. "I have a strong
arm." answer'> (hhorn. "I have
been used in situatiom th:tt have calJcc.l for running plays in the past."

C<trler who hils been a major disapointmcnt and Johnson who is coming off a promising spring will pfilb·
ably be seeing the most action of the
group, but the others, plus a couple
of good looking freshmen, will sec
plenty of action during the season.

Just Shake lt....
it falls in Place
for Men and Women

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIALS

Perm, Cut & Style· $JO. 00
Shampoo, Cut & Style-$10.00

PH 256-0377 268-3035
1431 San Mateo Blvd. N. E.
hours 9·5:JO
Woll~-ins Welcome

VIS..

r---------------,

The people Osborn will be handing otT to this year include oenior
Mike Carter. juniors Miclwel John·
~on. Ronnie Hunt, Denny Allen,
and Cary Clark along with soph·
mores Carl Raven. Mark Mathiasmeier, Harold Howell and Montez
Love,

"The Precision Hair Cut''

hair
eo.

"We could have the best receivers in the country." <1dds Osborn.
who shared duties with Robin Gabriel last season. The people he is

DAVID OSBORNE

rcfering to arc Keith MaGee, Derwin Williams. Robert Mitchell and
tight end John Lane.
MaGee was the team's lcadingreceivcr last year. while Williams
comes back after a year's absence.
Mitchell is noted for his speed and
will back up both MaGee ami Williams. Lane was a plca~nnt surprise
Ins! year as he made many key catches. He also is an excellent blocker.
The offensive line has been one of
the eyesores tor the Lohos in the
past, but this year some udded depth
and experience might give them
some hope.
At center, junior Paul Zamprclli
returns after a good season last year.
He will be backed up by senior
Kevin Ates. The rest of the line is
deep also and many will battle for
starting nods.
Lettermen Jim Cechin, Tim
Lopez, Don Elliot, David Uranich
and Myron Driscoll along with
freshmen Scott Skene and 300
pound Gaylord Christofferson will

man the guard and tackle spots.
Kicker Pete P:trks and punter
Bobby Ferguson return for their
finales and both hope to improve on
last years efforts Parks. who hails
from El Dorado, Ark., had an off
year as far as numbers go: he was
kicking from mostly outside of the
40 yard line.
He also had a bad foot and had
problems tinding a good shoe. Parks
bought a new shoe and has kicked
with it all summer, so he predicts a
good year for himscl f and the team.
Ferguson had a semi-productive
year, but he too had problems. He
expected to be among the leaders in
the nation in the punting category,
but the barefooter from Coldwater,
Miss., was repeatedly rushed hard
which forced some bad punts.
-An 8-3 or 7-4 mark this season is
possible and the key game will be the
first as the Lobos travel to Wyom·
ing. lfthc Lobos can win that game,
it may be good season for Coach J oc
Morrison and crew.

Consider Russian Studies
for Falll982
Till' Collt•gc uf Atts and Sciences oilers a major and minor in Hussian Studies, dt•sigJ!l'd to pro,·idt• tlw studl•nt
with a broad knnwlt•dge of modt•rn Hnssia through study of scJdal sdt•nces, humnnitil•s, and ],tnguage. Tlw
major consists uftwcnt}' hours oflanguag<•, u core pmgram int•c:onomics, gt'<lgraphy, history, <lild political
sciences and a llt•ld sprl:iali1Attion. Tht· minor offct•s studl'lliS tht• opportunity l1> apply th<·ir itJ!l·rdisciplinat')'
skilis to a spccille )!;<:agraphic area and consists of fiJurtl·<·n hours of' language with nint• mlditinnul hours in
selected eourscs. The pwgram is designed to pl't•pare gl'mluat<·-' fin· eart•t•t- pnssihilities in gn,·t•rnnlt'nt and
husim•ss ontdvaneed training h1 graduate and proft•ssional sdmols, iududing law. Fm· furtht•t· inli)J'IIlation on
tlw Hussiml Studit•s l'mgram, t•ontact Jlll'mlll'rS of thl' faeultr Gommittl't'.
Nnt;tsha Koleh;•vska, Chair
t:\lodt>rn & CJ,Jssit·al Languages)
Hichard :\lurphy tGt•ographyl
Paul Jonas (Economics)
Hiclmrd Hohhins (flistot'\')
Brmn Lindst•y
Philip .Hol•dt·t· (l'olitieal Scit•nt•t•l
(!\loderJJ & Classkal Lnngtm!(l'S)
Diane Stim• (Sl'rials, Gcnl Lihraryl

Fall Courses:

Cel's. Pizza_
Pizzo by th• Pan
Pepperoni (Chees•) Pizzo by the slice
Fresh Salads

Celrs Special
slice of Pepperoni Pizza and o medium
sodo for only 96C

No.1

One slice of Pepperoni Pizzo,
a salad and a small soda for $t .55

NO. 2.

Two slices of Pepperoni Pizza,
a salad and a medium soda for 52.25

Russian :34.5 Russian Civilization
"IT 12:30·1:45
In English, !Hl prNt'<tUisitc•s, tl!JJHIH\jors wdtollJl'.
1'ht• Hussians·-tlll' Folk and thl' Statt•, an intmdut•tion hl tlw rieh nut! littlt•-known c·ulhu·t·. Tl'all!
tnught hr Kolclll'vska !l!Hl Lindsey.
Russian 101 EIIJmentary Russian
001 .MWF 9:(1()·9:.50
T 9:30-10:20 Kolchevska
()()2 :\ciTWF 11 :00·11:5() Lindscv
Russian 201 Intermediate Russ'ian
MWf 11:00-11:.50 KoldH.'Vska
Russian 203 Hussinn Conversation
'tf 9:30-10:·15 Lintlse\'
Russian :Jill Advance<r'nussian
!\l\VF >J:00-0:50 Liud~t'\'
1\ussiun 303 Advnnccd n'ussian Com·crsation
ARH Koldwvskn

Rt1ssiau 307 Introtluction'• to Russian Literature
(colHhidt'd in Hussian)
~IWF 1:00-1:.50 •Kolcht'vska and Lindscv
History 347 Old Russia 9th-17th Centul'i~s
MWF 11:00-11:50 Robbins
History 349 Russian in the .Eta of Reform
and Revolution: 1855·Present
MWF 9:00-9:50 Hobbins
Political Science 240 International Politics
MWF 10:00·10:50 Rnl·dc.r
Political Science :J40.002 National Security Policy
W .'Hl0·5:45 Fuge/Rocdt'r
Politicl Science 357 Government and Politics
of the Soviet tJnion
:\1\VF 12:00-12:50 Hbt'der
Political Science :JOO Topics/
l!Oth Century Marxism
11'h ll:OO·lil:1.5 Fr,tliti
Economics 455 The Soviet Economic Svstem
1Th 2:00-3:45 Junas
·

(5¢ less for each cheese only slice)
2004 C•ntral SE • 843-9750
~~~~~~~~~~~-~--~·-~·.~
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Free Package of
1 Get an Eastpak Child's Pack I
1 50 sheet looseleaf filler paper 1 at Half Price (value $3.00)

1
I

with the purchase of any 1%'' or
larger vinyl or caseboard binder.
Limit: one coupon per customer.

I
1

I

with the purchase of any Backpack
at regular price.
Limit: one coupon per customer.

I1
I

I

~-----------------~-----------------J
I
I

I

I1

Free Drawing Pencil

1
I

with the purchase of any
Reform Technical Pen or Pen Set
Limit: one coupon per customer.

1

($2.49 value)

I
1
1

II
I

Save $1.00
Milk Crates for storage
or as shelving.
Were $8.99 - Now only $7.95
limit: one per coupon,
one coupon per customer.

1

I1
·I

~

~-----------------~-----------------~
I
I

I
I

11 Reform
Technical Pen Set
4
$39·90
pens, regularly

1
~

Now Only $19.95

Limit: one coupon per customer

I
1

1

1
I1

Watch For Our
Free Calculator
Drawing

I
I

I1
I

~-----------------L-----------------J
Clip and Save

Sale Prices/Specials Good August 16-28, 1982
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Cougars in rebuilding?
Only the coach knows
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PROVO, Utah r liP I J ··· Brigham
Young coach La Vel! Edwards h
happy with plans to move his
Cougar'· football season opener itt
Nevada-Las Vegas up by two day,,

~~~E~~~

RICHIE I
COLE
ALTO MADNESS

to
Thursday
on Sept.
2. for a
national
cablenight
television
spot.

That decision to swit.;:h the UNLV
game from its original Sept. 4 scheduled slot gives B YU two extra days
to prepare for Gcorgin and AllAmerica running back Herschel
Walker on Sept. II -the Cougars'
second game of the season.
And. Edwards was happier still to
IN ALBUQUERQUE
learn the Georgia-Clemson game
& 21 AUGUST 1982
had been rescheduled - from Sept.
at the Tamarind, Jst Plaza Gale ria
~~~ij~~
!H up to Sept. 6, a Monday nightBroadway Jazz Club
..II
nlso for national TV people. Thnt
members $6.00 public $8.00
gives thc Bulldogs only five days to
at the door $9.50
be ready for BYU's passing attack.

;w

Edwards says Georgia and Clemson ''don't like each other very
~~~ much." Clemson was I he only team
to beat Georgia during the regular
season last year, "so the Georgia·
Clemson game should ben real bat' tic. Now they (Georgia) won't be
·..,_ 411 coming into the game against us
fresh from fall practice."
"I think this gives us a better
chance to win down there," Edwards added. "We'd like to win it.
But, more than that, we'd like to
survive it."

STUDENT HEALTH
CENTER
Anyone carrying 6 or more
hours is eligible to use the
Student Health Center.
Student Health Insurance is
not necessary to be seen at
the Student Health Center.
All visits are Free.
There is a minimal charge for
lab tests & x·rays.
Appointments available
during the day.
Walk-in Clinic open 24 hours/
7 days a week.
All general medical problems
are handled.
Specialty clinics- allergy,
dermatology, gynecology,
internal medicine, neurology
orthopedics, surgery,
'
urology, nutrition, podiatry,
dentistry.
Mental health serviceindividual, couple, family,
group, vocational
counseling.
Pharmacy & a nine-bed
infirmary.

"We 'II do everything we can to
win at Georgia. But it's still just a
non-conference game for us. We'd
rather have everyone healthy for
Western Athletic Conference play."
BYU has been trying to upgrade
its weak. non-conference schedule
since Edwards was named head

coach a decade ago and rebuilt the
Cougars into the nation's top passing team.
Adding Georgia to the schedule is
a step in that upgrading mow. And.
in the next five seasons. the Cougars
have added H:1ylor. Kentucky, Minnesota. Texas A&M and UCLA to
their schedules. During the past five
years the Cougars have ulso played
the likes of Arizona. Arizona State,
lndiann. Oregon, Oregon State.
SMU, Texas A&M, Washington
State and Wisconsin to gain more
national recognition. In those games
against major non-WAC teams.
BYU is 8-5 since 1977. Edwards
returns the bulk of his 11-2 team
from last year- a squad that won
the WAC crown again. beat
Washington State 38-36 in the Holiday Bowl. and led the NCAA again
in passing offense and scoring.
But, gone is A!!-Amcrica quarterback Jim McMahon who set nearly
60 NCAA records in passing and
total offense during his career at
BYU.
"Last year we had a great quarterback who had to carry a young team
until it developed." Edwards said.
·'This year, we have an experienced
team returning with a new quarterback.,.
But. the new BYU signal callerjunior Steve Young- isn't all that
inexperienced. He was the backup in
I 98 I and started two games when
McMahon was injured, completing
56 passes for 731 yards and five
touchdowns. Young also rushed for
233 yards, giving BYU new mobility at quarterback.
"Steve's a great athlete and he's

exceptionally fast," Edwards says.
"IJ he wasn't such a solid quarterback. he'd be a solid back. wide
receiver or defensive back on our
team. He'; so talented, he has to
play ;omewhcrc. But, I think he'll
be a great quarterback."
Young will have BYU's top receiver from last year coming buck in
tight end Don Hudson, a man Edwards calls ''the best. collegiate tight
end in the country."
Last fall Hudson caught 67 passes
for 960 yards and I 0 touchdowns.
Also returning arc running backs
Scott Pettis and Waymon Hamilton
- BYU's 1-2 rushers last fall and
the team's 3-4 rcceicrs. Plus. veterun flankers Neil Balholm and Scott
Collie also arc back.
Edwards says he ''may be hurting
a little" in the defensive line if
second team All-WAC tackle Mike
Morgan can't recover fully from
shoulder and head injuries he sui~
fcred last June in a fall at a construction job.
But he says "our linebackers arc
good," that cornerback Tom Hoimoe "is one of the best defensive
backs around the WAC." and that
BYU's kicking game "is intact."
"We feel pretty good about the
upcoming season, if we can keep our
people healthy and develop our new
talent." Edwards added,
Among the 16 incoming freshmen, Edwards thinks at least three
have a chance "to make a contribution this year." They arc: Doug
Rawlinson (6-5, 275) ofTulsa, Okla.: Knight (6-6, 240) of Sparks,
Nev.; and Tim Clark of Salt Lake
City- all linemen.

Sanchez killed in car accident
QUERET ARC, Mexico (UP[)World Boxing Council featherweight champion Salvador Sanchez died Thursday morning when
his sports car plowed into two trucks
on a dark highway north of Mexico
City, police said. He was 23.

highway and two people aboard the
cargo truck were slightly injured,
the spokesman said.
Sanchez was driving to the northem town of San Jose Iturbidc, where
he trained for all of his fights.

A federal highway police spokesman said Sanchez was killed when
his Porsche sports car crashed into a
cargo truck and a pickup 145 miles
~ort~ of Mexico City on the highway
hnkmg Queretaro and San Luis
Potosi.

Sanchez, who held the championshipsinceFeb. 2. l980when he
defeated the legendary Danny "Little Red" Lopez, last fought on July
21 at New York's Madison Square
Garden. In that bout, he scored a
I 5th-round TKO of Azumah Nelson
of Ghana.

A police spokesman said the 3:30
a.m. crash apparently was caused
When Sanchez tried to negotiate a
high-speed pass of the cargo truck
on the dark road, driving his car
underneath the truck and crashing
into the pickup.
All three vehicles flipped off the

The curly-haired, handsome
fighter was born in Santiago Tiangiustenco, Mexico, on Jan. 26.
1959. He was one of II children and
fought 45 times, winning 43 bouts,
losing one and drawing one, while
scoring 31 knockouts.
His best days as a fighter and

money maker were clearly ahead of
him as he was on his way to becoming one of boxing's top champions
and was already a national hero in
Mexico. After defeating Nelson,
there was talk of a multimillion dollar showdown with WBC lightweight champion Alexis Arguello
and the ring possibilities in the future for him were endless:
His greatest ring triumphs were
his two victories over Lopez and his
eighth-round TKO over WBC super
bantamweight champion Wilfredo
Gomez last August.
In successfully defending his title
I0 times, Sanchez" beat Ruben Castillo, Lopez, Patrick Ford. Juan
LaPorte, Roberto Castcnon, Nico
Perez, Gomez, Pat Cowdell, Jorge
Garcia and Nelson.

Philadelphia Eagles preseason training rough
United Press International
Camp Vermeil is not the type of
summer camp to which you'd want
to send your children.

SMALL
ads
are
seen

Noon Back Exercise Class
run by Ann Partridge, R.P.T.
Tuesdays & Thursdays 12-1
Starts September 7, 1982
2nd Floor Conference Room 235
277-3136

Sports

After two weeks of grunting and
sweating their way through the
seventh annual summer ritual
known as Camp Vermeil, the Philadelphia Eagles finally will get a
chance to pick on other folks.
The Eagles open their exhibition
schedule Saturday night on the road.
Their opposition is the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers, but it could be just about any team and Coach Dick Vermeil and his players would be
happy.

Covered
and find out about
being seen In the
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Although West Chester State College is picturesque territory, the
Eagles need to get away from their
training camp for a weekend.
''This will be a good test for us
because the veterans haven't scrimmaged yet," linebacker Frank
LeMaster said. "I'll be glad to be
hitting someone in orange instead of
green.~·

"We've got to do something
different." Vermeil said after
Thursday morning's workout. "The
trip to Florida, the game . . . will
help us break all the monotony."
In other training camp news
Thursday: - NFL players would
eagerly accept "the first legitimate
offer'' from league managcn1cnt,
even if it didn't include a percentage
of the gross concept, New York
Giants' player representative Beasley Reece said Thursday.

The University
Area's Full Service
Guitar Center

MacEachen and Abram
new women's coaches
Michael MacEachen has been
named as the new head womens
track and field coach at UNM. The
name should sound familiar as Mike
was an outstanding athlete in track
during the late 1960s at Highland
High School, where he went on to be
named to the Athlete Hall of Fame.
While at Highlands, he set school
records in the indoor 440 yd. dash,
440, 880, and mile relays. He
helped Highland to bcc01n State
Champ in 1968 by taking I st places
in the 440, 880, and mile relays.
Mike then competed intercollegiately for Eastern New Mexico
University where he also set school
records in the 440, 880, and mile
relay events. Upon graduation in
1973, with a bachelor's degree in
psychology, MacEachen returned to
Highlands High School to be the
head cross country coach and assistant to the boys track and field program. At this same time he was heavily involved with the Supremes Track
Club and the Sunland Track Club.

From 1978-80 MacEachcn was an
assistant men's track and field coach
at UNM, specializing in sprints.
hurdles and jumps. He received a
master's in physical education in
1980 from UNM.
He then moved on to serve as the
assistant women's track and field
coach at the University of California, Berkley where he has been for
the past two years. While at UC
Berkley the women's track and field
team was two time AlA W Champions, with the latest title being
I 982. The team was also the 198182 champs of the prestigious CaiN ike Invitational. Under
MncEachen's direction many
women athletes have advanced to
national prominence.
Athletic Director Linda Estes said
that "I'm delighted that we could
hire a New Mexican for the
women's track and field position.
Mike has an outstanding background in track. His contacts in the
Albuquerque community will also

assist greatly in fund raising efforts
for the track and field progr:tm."
The Lobo Women's Volleyball
Team opens the season with new
assistant coach. Gwen Abram who
brings a distinguished playing career
to UNM.
Abram's played at the University
of Arizona under Coach Rosie Wegrich. She was twice named to the
All-Conference Team and was voted
the USVBA Regional's most valu:ible player, Abram was also invited
to the USA WorldUnivcrsityGames
Tcmn and led the Arizona team to a
Conference Championship in 1979.
Abram was an assistant coach at
Arizona in 1980. Since then she has
served as an assistant coach with
Pima Community College in
Tucson.
Abram originates from Colorado
Springs, Co. where she was an AllState athlete in volleyball and basketball. She has a bachelor's in
physical education ,from the University of Arizona.

Virdon is fired, Lillis is hired
HOUSTON (UPil - Manager
Bill Virdon. who transformed the
Houston Astros from doormat io division champion in 1980, was fired
Tuesday by owner John McMullen
with the injury-wracked team mired
in fifth place.
McMullen said he wanted to hire
a rep! acement before the end of the
season and before other managers
had new contracts for 1983.
First-b:1se coach Bob Lillis was
named interim manager, and a team
spokesman said "that will in aU
probability go through the end of the
season."
Virdon was in San Diego with the
club and not immediately available
for comment.
McMullen said his decision was
in the best interest of the team.
"We made the decision that the
Houston Astros were going to need a
new manager next year and in the
interest of both the ballclub and Bill
Virdon, this seemed to be the
appropriate time to make the
change," he said.
"This will now give us the next

six weeks to go through a list of
possible cnndidatcs and begin making our plans for next season," he
added.
Virdon. 51, of Springfield, Mo.,
was a former A:li-Star with the Pittsburgh Pirates and former Pitrsburgh
manager and the New York Yankees. He has been the Astros manager
since late in the 1975 season- one
in which the team finished 42 v~
games out of first place.
Under his guidance. the Astros
improved every year. challenging
for the West Division title in 1979,
winning it in a one-game playoff
with the Los Angeles Dodgers in
1980 and losing it in a five-game
playoff to the Dodgers last season.
Despite a 49-62 record this season. Virdon is the most successful
Astros manager. His record is 544522.
McMullen, with the firing, completed his ho~se cleaning in the
team's managment since he bought
the franchise during the I 979
season.
This spring, McMullen predicted
- "~unant fortheAstros. But injuries

in April to key relief pitchers Joe
Sambito and Dave Smith, and the
ineffectiveness of starting pitchers
Bob Knepper and Nolan Ryan
undercut the Astros ability.
The team's downturn generated
some antagonism from fans, but
generally Virdon was not blamed for
the turn of events by Houston sports
reporters and those fans who wrote
sports page editorials.
"We certainly wish Bill well,"
McMullen snid. "He is a fine gent•
Ieman and we arc sure he will be in
another managerial position in a
short time."
Of a successor. McMullen said,
"we have a wide variety of possible
choices to make."
He said waiting until the end of
the season to fire Virdon might have
cost the club a chance of "people.
being locked up with new contracts."
Lillis has been with the Houston
team since its inception in 1962. He
played as one of the Colt .45s and
has coached, scouted or been a special instructor in the system ever
since.

• Instruction • Sales
• Rentals • Repairs
Watch for our beginning semester sales!
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"THE BEST GANGSTER
MOVIE IDCOMEAWNG
SINCE ~THE GODFATHER'."
C
Jud11l)

nst

')\SPLENDIDLY ONEMATIC
THUNDERBOLT!" Guy Flati<:JV.
COSMOPOLITAN MAGAZINE

"****·NOTHING SHORT

OF A MASTERPIECE."
Richard Freedman.
NEWHOUSE NEWSPAPERS
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Who will claim top honors for PGA golfers?
TULSA, Okla. (UPIJ- Now
that the last of the four major golf
championships has been unreeled, a
select few can begin thinking about
end-of-the-year· honors. A few
others have regrouping on their
mind.
From the opening morning of the
64th PGA Championship. the goal
among the contenders was to catch
Ray Floyd. Nobody could, and
Floyd eventually claimed the crown
by three shots over Lanny Wadkins
and four over Fred Couples and Calvin Peete.
Floyd's opening round 63 was
one of the great exhibitions in the
history of golf and touched off an
assault on par that was totally unexpected at Southern Hills. As'a result,
eight players broke par over the 72hole route while just three had been
able to do so in the three previous
major tournaments played on the
course.
And after Floyd's victory with an
8-under 272. golf's top post-season
prizes were still in doubt.
Floyd's victory in the PGA
moved him into second place behind
Masters champ Craig Stadler in
money winnings. Stadler. who was
tied for t 6th in the PGA. has won
$324,60 I. to Floyd's $305.409.

Tom Watson ($296,715) and
Tom Kite ($270.376) arc not all that
far behind on the money list and 10
players already have won more than
$200.000. That means the money
title will be wide open later this
month going into the World Series
of Golf. which carries with it a
$100,000 first prize.
Even though Watson has won two
majors this year, Player of the Y car
honors could go to Stadler or
Floyd - or 111aybc even somebody
else- should they put on a late
rush that included a win in the World
Series,
Bill Rogers was Player of the
Year last year, capturing the award
after winning the World Series.
And there is also the Vardon 'rrophy at stake, with Watson and Kite
almost dead even in stroke average
after the PGA. Watson went into the
tournament with an average of70.27
shots per round and Kite, last year's
winner, was at 70.29. Both shot
even par for four rounds at Southern
Hills.
But Watson is not all that happy
with his putting right now and after
the PGA he said he would not play
again until the World Series.
"l played pretty wcllfrorn tee to
green." Watson llaid. "Bull wnstcd

at least 10 shots on the greens. It's
not the putter. It's the guy standing
over the putter who made a fool out
of himself this week."
Jack Nicklaus, who finished the
first round of the PGA II shots behind Floyd and was ncyer a factor in
the tournament, also said he was
going to disappear for a while.
''I've got no definite plans to play
any more on the tour this year," he
said. ''I'm sure not going to play any
more until I get to striking the ball
better.
"I've played more this year than I
usually do. I'm tired. I'm going
home to rest."
But the most disgni11tlcd player
leaving Southern Hills seemed to be
Ben Crenshaw, who has been threatening all summer to take some
time away from golf.
Crenshaw, mired in a two year
slump, sUinds only 63rd on the
money list and missed the cut at the

PGA.
"I haven't had more than two
wccksawayfromgolfin IS years,''
said Crenshaw. who won his first
professional start ever at the Texas
Open in 1973. "I feel I've earned a
good rest."
Those who arc not resting head
for Hartford, Conn., this week for
the Greater Hartford Open.

Hational Radio Theltre
on I<UHH 90.1fm
Monday, August 16th, at 10 p.m.
KUNM presents
'~TALE OF TWO CITIES"-Part I
. Brian Murray plays both Sydney Carton and
Charles Darnay in this two-part adaptation of the
Charles Dickens favorite. The two dties are
London and Paris at the time ofthe
French Revolution, and the characters
some of Dickens' most memorable.
Original music is provided by Hans Wurman.
Brought to you by

~

Public Service Company of New Mexico
Prfn.CJP.a./.sp~le~ lu_n,c!Jnq J?fOV!c!,ed ~y A COMPANY CALLE_D Tf'rW,

Pa~c B ·16. New Mt'Hl'O fJniil
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Sports
J.R. Richard is almost
ready to be an Astro
Steve King
In watching a grown man chase
another one around a clubhouse in
the raw. full of happy minor league
baseball players, one might wonder
ahout !hut nutty character.
That nut was none other than
James Rodney Richard. who is supposed to be "getting his stuff
together." J. R. is making his wuy
up through the minors <~gain to get
back to the p~trent Houston Astros.
Richard. as you might remember
had a stroke in the middl•! of the
pennunt race, during July 19XO.
Richard was the starting pitcher in
the all-star game not four weeks cur. licr and was throwing wmc of the
best baseball of his career.
Now he is playing for the Tucson
Toros, the triple A farm club of the
Astros. He looked impressive in
spring training and during his stint at
Daytona Beach in single A earlier
this summer,
"I'm just trying to get right
again." says the 6-6 Richard. after
his team's 12-2 drubbing. of the fluctuating Albuquerque Dukes.
''I've been pleased with my progress so far. but I still have a ways to
go yet. My season has been up and
down. but I hope and pray that I' II be
back in the majors again and throwing effectively."
Richard was only in the minors a
year and a hulf from 1973 to the
middle of the 1974 season before he
Joe Cavaretta
was called up by the Astros. You
EL SID: Sid Fernandez, the Dukes' hottest property, has found could tell then that he didn't belong
troubled times lately, but he will probably make the move up in the minors.
to the big leagues in short order.

"There nrc better faci litics now
compared to back then," states
Richard from the visiting clubhouse
at the Albuqucrt1ue Sports Stadium.

happened if l had stayed healthy last
year. There arc many things which
could have transpired. All that I can
sec is what really happened.
He continues, "I need 1\l work on
my endurance and stamina and u few
other things. The management and I
are compromising for the most part
so I don't huvc to rush myself. I
really don't think that I will go up
this year, but one can't tell."
Richard is 0-1 with the Toros,
who arc in fourth place in the PCL
south. He has been in two games.
one in relief and one starting.

J.R, RICHARD
"If we had air conditioning in our
lockcrroom in Tucson it would be

nice. u.
The Astros were well on there
way to being world champions with
a healthy Richard plus a pitching
staff. which led the majors in eurned
nm average. But with out Richard
they lost the second half and the divisional series with the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
"I can't say what would have

I had my first bad game last night
(Thursday)." Richard said. "My
control was off and I was kind of
sluggish. Everyone has a bad game
once in a while. It'll gel better."
J.R. also offered an opinion on
Duke phenom Sid Fernandez- "He
docsn 't throw as hard as I thought.
He looks pretty good, but l sec some
problems with his delivery that
could give him shoulder problems in
a few years."
He also had some views on the
recent firing of Astro manager Bill
Virdon. ''The players play the game
not the coach. There has been a
problem with injuries and such,
which made it worse," The Astros
were expected to contend for the
N.L. west crown instead of being in
fifth place right now.
Richard seems to be on his way
back to being the same hard throwing player he was and when he is
"it'll be goose egg time again ... "
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Great School
Looks!
Entire Line of

Men's Levi's- s1599
Shrink-to-Fit, Boot Cut & Bells
Sizes 28.. 40 waist, 30·38 length

Men's Short-Sleeved

Sport Shirts - sg99
Values to '1800

Lee and Dee Cee

Overalls~

s11"

Yalues:to '19"
'.

Ladles'
GREEK & MIDDLE EASTERN SPECIALTIES

BOOK
STOP
I

GYROS- Served on a pita bread
with Grecian dip
SOUVLAKI- Shishkabob
GREEK SALAD- with pita bread
BAKLAVA- for dessert ...
We now have Beer and Wine!!
Open MON·FRI11·8 SAT 12-5
106-A Cornell Dr. SE

Registered tradem1rk ol
'>'reel on Dollghi/Gyros,lnc., Skokie, Illinois~

Quality Used Books

i

Thousands of
Used Books
1I 2 original

I

•
price

I OLD
I USED
. !I RARE

!

I tiL

Nob Hill Center
3500 Central S.E.

I

Hours: 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Daily • Noon- 9 p.m. Sundays
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Fashion .Jeans
vatues to '3~

-

Levi, Wrangler & Landlubber

Ladies'

Fashion Pants
Values to '24•

-

A Good Assortment of Colors
Sale Prices effective through August 28, 1

Recharter
on time
so Your oraanization
can aPPear in the 1982·83
··camPus Guide to
Chartered Student
Or!!anizations··
· Rechartering deadline is Friday, Sept. 1Oth
THIS YEAR STUDENT ACTIVITIES WILL AGAIN BE LISTING
CHARTERED AND RECHARTERED STUDm ORGANIZAT!ONS IN
A SPECIAL SUPPLE~EST OF THE UAILY LOqo BUT. TO BE
lliCLIJDED 1~1 THIS P~nLitATION YOU IIUST RECHARTER YOUR
iROUP ON TPIL THE I~FORfiATIO~ !4E GET FHOM YOUR
AECHARTER!Nr, FOR" WILl BE USED TO DESCRIBE YOUR
ORfiANI1ATIO~ AIIO LIST ITS 0FFICERS. IF YOU HAVE
ANY QUESTIONS OR P"OBLE~~. ONTACT STUDENt ActrV!f!ES'
AT 277-o706 DR COME CY ROOM 106, STOO£'/T U~HO~ BUILDING

l'apt· B !H. N1•w M~·~tw Oai/1 !.oho, Augu~t 16, 19K2
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Sports Briefs
Highly ranked Lobo skiers
to have important meeting

•
I

'

'

The exciting Lobo Ski Team. who
finished 9th in the 1982 NCAA
Championship at Lake Placid, is
already preparing for the coming
winter. The colorful squad, under
the direction of Head Coach George
Brooks and Cross Country Coach
Klaus Webr:r, will hold an organizational meeting Monday, Sept. 1st in

Carlisle Gym (Rm. 10 I) beginning
at 4 p.m. The coaches will greet all
returning lettcrn1en and women, the
new field of freshmen. who will be
trying to advance to varsity status, as
well as talented UNM students who
would like to try out for the team.
The varsity squad is limited to
very experienced and talented

Women's golf tryouts set
Head golf coach Barbara Berry
anno~nced that a qualifying
round will be held for the one remaining position on the Lndy Lobo
Golf Team. The qualifying round
will be played Aug. 7.5-26-27 at the
South University Golf Course.
The women's team has I0 returnin!! members, which includes the
five golfers that represented UNM at
the NCAA Championships last

has

May. The newest recruit joining the
team is Kim Johnson from Evanston. Ill.. "She brings an outstanding golf record with her. and has the
reputation of being a very long hitter," says BetTy.
The first team meeting will be
held Friday, Aug. 27 after the completion of the gualifying round. For
further mfornmtion call277-4146 or
277-4546.

Lobo basketball ranked fourth
in national attendance figures
ALBUQUERQUE. N.M.According to the recently released
ligures by the f-!CA;\ .statis~ics Sc;vicc, New Mexrco fmrshcd fourth m
the nation in basketball attendance
for the 1981-82 season.
Coach Gary Colson's Lobos averaged 16,547 for 16 home games,
down from the 16.972 figure during
the 1980-81 season. but still pretty
strong. Ahead of UNM stood Ken-

Photos by Joe Cavaretta

Catch all the University sports action through the
year in the pages of the Daily Lobo.

Wi IIi ams, who owns many
rushing records at UNM was released by the Kansas City Chcifs.

Williams had been used sparingly in
his three seasons at KC and sat out
most of the 198 I season.
Combs shared playing time at
UNM with LA Ram tight end Wt~lt
Arnold and was Jet go by the St
Louis Cardinals. Combs also saw
limited action in his two seasons as a
Cardinal.

Save""way Liquor Stores
Save money, carry-out service, plenty of free parking

5704 LOMAS BLVD. N.E.
5516 MENAUL BLVD. N.E.
Prc~iucnt Davi~

Your favorite brands cost Jess at Save-way
and you'll always get what you ask for.

helped develop the "academic link" that tics the program to to other aspccis of university life.

Faculty interested in using the Center for teaching, re~carch or independent 'tudy should coiHact George o· Ncillnt .

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS, FACULTY
AND STAFF

277-3365.

Our Pledge to Children
"I am here- right in this situation and not paying attention to somebody else. or talking without listening. I'm for
you, I'm with you. I'm on the ~ide of your growth- permanentlY'. 'J't1 me you ate rlot a problem or a discipline case,
nor clay to he shaped by me. but a momentum to exist. You arc a power and have a right to be, I feel in you the pulse
of life. I accept you ns a felhnv human being whom l believe in. No matter how we may disagree, we believe in
something together. No matter how hurd we disagree, I will not reject you. We will get back together. For I too am
something you musttakc account of. Every so often I am lost in wonder. amazement and delight when I meet you."

TUTIONS AND FEES
Registration Fee (per semester/per child) $5,00
Full Time 2 years • 6 years:

$30.00/wcck • first child
$25.00/wcck • second child
Time Sfutring 2 .. 6 years:
MWJo" • $18.00/week TTH • $12.00/week
AM • $15.00fweek PM • $15.00fwcck
Full Time l'ndcr 2 years:
$40.00week*
'rime Shar.ing llndcr 2 years:
MWF • $27.00/wcck TTH- $18.00/wcck
AM • $22.501wcck PM • $22.511!weck
*'l'his rate is due to the low adult/child ratioll of l/3.
After School Children:
M·F. $15.00fweck
Nou co·op parents pny :m IUiilitionul $14.00 per Week

Title XX
The Child Cnrc Co·Op Center i~ a Title XX provider. Thi~ mean~ that if you quulify filrTitlc XX benefits !income
quulificd free day care!, you may u'c the ('(Hlp. If you wi~h further inlimmlti()fl ab<1ut thb, type llf'a,si,t;mcc in
payin)! your tutio11. plca~c contact .Social .Service' at HH4· Ll511, nr the IJnokkccping Department at the Co-np.
llu\ rr··~r.llll Jlh!,f~ ltu\.. ,lhk h~- lh~· )!o:lkm\L{~ ,,1 Al.il

\i\1. (;:,..\

.tlld lht,• t ·nnl·r•qt\ ,!JI:II111biT.L!Itlll

SUMMER
CLEARANCE
All summer clothing
reduced 30-50%

skiers. however, Brooks welcomes
walk-on athletes for the "B" and
"C" programs. "Both programs
have added new dimensions to our
ski team," says Brooks. "The B
team member will travel and compete in USSA sanctioned races to
improve his/her classification and to
become a competent racer. The C
team member is in it for enjoyment,
the recreational values of skiing and
to participate in the NASTAR events
and other low key races." Both of
these programs require a fcc.
The team will start out the season
with dry land training, which begins
the First week of September. This
program is demanding. yet very exciting and culminates with the first
on-snow session the first wccekend
of November (think and pray for
snow).

Four in-staters signed
by Lobo Coach Dotson
Four wrestlers with tics in the
state of New Mexico have signed to
compete for UNM in the fall, Coach
Bill Dotson announced last week .
Chris Luttrell. from Manzano
High School in Albuquerque. was a
three time state champion t~nd competed at 126 pounds last year, Luttrell was selected a high school All
America for his efforts and also was
a United States Wrestling Federation Champion last year.
Mark Tracey. who graduated
from Sundin High School. went to
Arizona Western Junior College and
will join his brother Tony on the
squad. Trnccy compiled an impressive 24-3 record last yl!aJ' and was a
New Mc.dco state chafnpion in
ICJRI

Jill Wahlqvist will .lead the returning skiers down the mountain.
Ready for her senior year. Wahlqvist will try to top her AllAmerican performance of the 198 I82 season. She finished 2nd in the
slalom and 7th overall in the Alpine
events during the AlA W N11tional
Championship at Stowe, Vermont.

SAVE-WAY LIQUORS
FEATURES:
•The largest selection of California
and imported wines in the state of
New Mexico.
•Wide assortment of cordials,
cognacs and brandies.
•Large selection of American
nnd imported beers.
•The best brands in whiskies,
rum, vodka, and gin.
•All of the above at low.
low, discount prices.

plus ... convenient drive-up windows

Phillip Anayn, who was also a
state champion in '81' for San•;t Fe
High, will be wearing the cherTy and
silver this fall. Preshman Stan
Marinda, who second w Luttrell at
126, will battle his old rival for a
starling bef!h for the Lobos.
"l'm really happy to get such
qunl.ity athletes from with in the
state," Dotson Said. "These guys
have shown their ability for the past·
few years. They will definite!)
strcnghten our program."
These four signces will join St<:V<!
Renault. Bruce Gamer, Mike RniJ"
ings and Bruce Hubcy who signed a
couple of weeks ago. Dotson hoJx's
to announce some nddlt.ional ;ign··
ings i11 the ncar future.

THE LITERATURE
OF WAR
Fall 1982 T•Th 2:00-3:15
English 206-002

"We arc very proud of our ski
tuckey (23, 193). Brigham Young team here at UNM" prides Brooks,
(21 ,224) and Syracuse Cl8.851).
"No other team has had the national
New Mexico lured a total of rankings and individual honors that
264,748 fans last year. making the our skiers have accomplished, We
lOth straight yeat, the Lobos have arc a tradition, "
drawn 200.000 or more.
The UNM Ski Team is off and
UNM brought 3 I 0,371 fans to the running long before the snow flakes
University Arena in 1977-78. the crystallize on the slopes of New
highest total in the school's history, Mexico. Don't be left.behind .... atand 288,531 in 1980-81, the second tend the Sept. I st. 4 p.m., Carlisle
highest.
Gym (101) meeting.

Two ex-Lobos cut by NFL teams
Former University of New Mexico football standouts Mike Williams and Chris Combs were cut by
their National Football league teams
last week.

Growing wrestler numbers

TOM MAYER & FRED WARNER
A survey of war literature
from 1914 to 1954.
Novels, poetry, drama and autobiography.
Guest lecturers include: Bill Mauldin,
Walter Kerr and John Erllchmann. Films.
***Juniors and seniors who wish to take this course for upper
division credit should call Mrs. Katy Martin at 277-6347 or contact Fred Warner or Tom Mayer before September 3rd.
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WHEN QUALITY COUNTS . . •

SAME DAY SERVICE

•Color

In by 10, Out by 4

• Black/White

• Highest Quality
Printed by hand, one at a time
• Drive Up Windows
a~sc Film Processing
Expert Camera Repair

• Ektachrome
• We Specialize in 35mm
• Nite Drop in Front Door
• We Buy and Sell (New &
Used) Cameras
• Low Prices

II .•
I
$200 OFFFILM
I
DEVE·LOPING
Color or Black and White • Develop ond ·Print
II
orders, with this
I
UPTOWN
MIDTOWN
I 8529 Indian
School N.E. j?] 4207 Lomas N.E.
I
I 298·5577
:~
265·9535
(East of Wyoming,
next to Baldridge)

I

'· "· ·
E~-:J

(West of Washington
next to Big·O)

M·F 8 AM·& PM Sat. 9 AM·1 PM

I
1
I
II

I
I
I
I
II.
I
1
1·

··-·-------------·

Pa).'.C B 20. Nt•w Mt'\IC'o !Jaifv /,oho. Augu~t 16, I 982
WP TYPING, EDITING, and Word processing gets
high nuuks for accuracy. 266-1118.
· 8124
MOD~:RN SCRIBt; TYPING and ~itlng services.
Professional results on technical, aca!lemlc, and
business text. Near UNM. Call242·960'.1 after 6:00.
8/23
PRIVATE TUTORNG, Rt:TIRED Linguist. Arable,
German, ESL, Latin. 292-3431.
8/31
1'VPIST-n:RM PAPt:RS 7.5 cents. Resumes, 299;
8970.
8/31
PROn:'iSIONAL TYPING BY English MA/edltor.
Vast experience with dissertations, papers. Editing
9/17
available. Near Campus. 2.56·0916.
TilE OTHER OF'f'JCE: accurate professional typing
8/16
and other secretarial services. Call884-6S64.
STUDENT DIRECTORY DELETION of names and
addresses. Deadline to have your name deietecl Is
September 3, 1982. Stop by Student Activities Cen!er,
Main Floor, SUD.
913
STUJ>~;NT ORGANIZATIONS RECHARTER so
your organiwtion can appear in 1982·83 "Campus
Guide .to Chartered Student Organizations."
Rechartering deadline Is Friday, September 10. Call
277-4706 or come by Student Activities Center Room
106 SUD.
9110
GUITAR INSTRUCTION, CLASSICAL, other
9/16
styles. Call Rob, 867·31.58.
INI>IVIJ)UALLY RESERVEJ) PARKING space 4
minutes walk to Scholes Hall, 3 to Bandelier, $12.00
per month, $120.00 per year. 842·1063 after 5:00p.m.
8116

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
17¢ per word per day or
12¢ per word per day if run
five or more consecutive days.
Deadline in I :00 p.m. of the day
prior to the date of insertion.

4. Housing

Coli II' to ow· ofllce, Maron !Ia!/ Room 131 (on RNiondo Dr. hetween the
joumali.ml and hiologv buildin!{.\') any time.from 8:00a.m. to 5:00p.m. Monday
thrmt!{lt f'ridav or mail it 10 UNM Box 20, Alb. N.M. 87131

t"OR Rt:NT: PARKING space,

1. Personals

V.block from
8/16
API'J.ICA'rJONS t'OR NEW M~xlco Union Board.
Help direct I he programs of the New Mexico Union
by servillg on the policy mnking board. Four student
positions open, (three undergraduate, one graduate)
for one year and two year terms. Must curry a
mimrnum of six credit hours and maintain a 2.2S
grnde average. Applications available at ASUNM,
OSA offkes until Augmt 27th.
8/16

~umpus. 89R·092!.

WOMI•;N VWEO ARrJST needed to contribute
rxperttsc fur project on bttttorrd women. ('nil
Jmunti,2ft(,.JlJ~. cvcnH~~·
8/20
('ONTACfS·POUSIIING, SOI.UTIONS Casey
1lpticnl <·urnpuny on I omn~ just wr~t of Washington.

tfn
\~t·:·ll(>r"i)is·i~iunuTORS. Pmcription eyeglass
lrnmr<. <ircrnwtdt Villnge (l.ennott Styles), gold
runl~;s, $~4 ~U (regular Sft~.OCl). Puy les.1 Opticians,
ltX17 Mrnnul N.l'., nmm frvm lnllellcs.
tfn
<-cilf:'ljf:';f.. llliHET. cm:AI'l All you cun eat.
Iundt SJA~. Supprr $4.50, Sunday Brunch $3.4~.
J,,., .Jm>'s Piner, ~000 <·cntrul Ave. Sl'.
tfn
I•Ai;sl•(iitl 1'110 lOS. 1.0\Vt~'iT prices! Pleasant
JltdUm! Ill Wcllc.Iry Sf' ~urtler r;Jiver. l'kase call
fi"t 2~1 JJ23.
tfn
A(;('IIRAH: INFORMATION ADOliT con·
trlt<rption, sterilitntion, abortion. Right To Choose,
294.0171.
tfn
TRANSt'ER WOMt:NI SORORITY women at UNM
are looking for other sorority women whose af·
filiations arc not established on this campus. Sorority
women here would !Ike to Include you In UNM's
Greek system. Call the Student Activities Center at
277·4076 or come by the center, room 100, New
Me~co llnivn Dullding,
9/3
RAINBOW PLACE, YOUR northeast heights oasis,
Music, gifts, cards, books, people . .55S Wyoming NE,
2SS·5222. seven days.
8/16

--

!'REGNANCY TESTING & COUNSt:LING. Phone
247·9819.
tfn

2. Lost & Found
R~:WARD

f'OR Rt:TURN of stolen watch, wallet,
keys, rings (wedding university), taken from Johnson
Gym, 21 July 82. Call 822·1102 or 277-4710. R.A.
Aikman.
8/16
Cl,AIM YOUR LOST possessions nt Campus Pollee
8:00 u.m. to 4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

3. Services
GUITAR LESSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Ouitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·3315,
tfn
TYPING-PROFESSIONAL QUALITY pronto at
Kinko/Pronto; TLC at no extra charge. We will edit.
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
Hall.
tfn
TYPING, TERM PAPERS, 299-1240.
8/16

-
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Advertising
Sales

}
.)

The New Mexico Daily Lobo is presently seeking Account
Representatives for its Display Advertising department.

TfJE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
dowmown. Bus service every 30 minutes, I bedroom
or efficiency, from $230 up. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
FOR RENT; Ef'F'ICIENCY apartment, 1410 Oirard
N.E., $190/mo., nil utilities paid, $125 securlt)'
deposit. Fully furnished-security locks and laundry
facilities. No children or pets. Please call before 6:00
in the evening, 2M-8392.
tfn
t'OR !.EASE 675 sq. ft. ofnce space across from
UNM call Larry or Dorothy 265-9.542 or evenings
881·3974.
tfn
ONLY A BLOCK from UNM, furnished studio, Ideal
for student living, quiet NE neighborhood. $220/mo.
Utilities paid, $12~. Deposit. 26~·3.l97.
8/23
ROOMMATE t'INDERS liAS some wonderful
homes for sharing, all prices, all locations. Call usl
296-0503,
8/16
ROOMISJI LUXURY NEIGIIBORHOOD. Private
entrance, kitchen, bath, den. Microwave, washer,
dryer. S145·S17S. Academic Scholarships Available.
Female non-smoker preferred. 1429 Columbia NE,
255·2221.
8126
EXf:CUTIVE EFFICIENCY CONOO. Carlisle and
Montgomery, 31,900, 4,900 down, Assume 9'1.1
percent loan no qualifying. $294 month will consider
REI. lease option, renting. Refrigerator, bed,
clubhouse. Call Preferred Properties. 292·30.50.
Owner/Agent 298·5116.
8126
AVAIL,\BLE NOW: MODERN 2bedroom
townhouse apt; all electric kitchen; 3911 Silver SE.
'$250 plus utlities. SIOOD.D. 293-5602.
8/27
SHARE ROOMY VALLEY home with
schoolteacher. $150, no Utilities available, End
August, Mike, 877·5939.
8/16
VARSITY HOUSE, 141 Columbia SE, deluxe I
Bedroom $240, 2 bedroom $300, Includes utilities.
268-0.525.
8/31
ROOM FOR RENT: private bath, $140, utilities and
phone Included. Call before 9:00AM. After 7:00A.M.
883-1848.
8/16
CQNSIDERA TE GUY TO share nearby furnished
house with other serious students. l'fo drugs or
smoking, Utll. furnished. W/0, 268-6617. 223 Rich·
mend SE. 5175 plus D.O.
9/3
STUDIO APT WITH view, safe environment near
UNM, all Utilities, pool, available Sept. 1. Cal1281·
2169 after 7:00p.m,
8/16
MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Furnished NE
Heights House. 294-0111.
8116
I'M WILLING TO share my two bedroom furnished
apartment with a female roommate. 5120 a month.
Call Marchello, 268·6132.
8/16
ROOMMATE WANTED, SUS plus Ill. utilities. 2962424, Pam.
8/16
ROOMMATE WANTED, NON·SMOkER. Share
large beauti(ul two bedroom, two bath apartment at
Lake and Racquet. Tennis 1 sauna, jacuui, pool, etc,
$175/mo. Prefer graduate student. Caii2S5-4481.
8/16
SHARE 1WO BEDROOM apt. NE of UNM.
Walking distance, pool, dishwasher. Non·Smoker
preferred, Call Steve, 243-6471.
8/26
EFFICIENCY ROOM, STOVE, refrigerator, furnished, near UNM. $13.5 includes Utilities, 843·7091.
Pets allowed.
8/16

I

We offer an outstanding opportunity to supplement your
academic education with practical experience in the
Albuquerque job market.
You must have:
• student status
• a strong desrre to succeed
• a car
• pnor sales expenence (not essenhal but it helps)
• a professional attttude
• of least 20 hours per week

I
I

If you fit these requirements, then come by and apply for a sales
position with one of the nation's leading independent student
newspapers.
New Mexico Daily Lobo
BUsiness Office
Box 20
Alb. N.M. 87131
(505) 217·5656

Contact:
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ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE

265-7777

1 ANO 2 BEOROOM Apts. $14.5/21.5. Small SE
complex. 298-8010.
8/26

5. ForSale
SEARS n;LESCOPE, MANY felltUres, une>~pected
x·mas gift. Like new. $100. O.N.O. RIP. 266-6834.
8/28
INCENSE INCENSE INCENSE, for parties, get·
togethers or intimate evenings. Premlun qualitY
guaranteed! Many brands available. For your sample
supply and catolog rush $1.00 to the Oasis Incense
Company. Dox430SB Kansas City, Kansas66!04.
8/26
1971 FORD PINTO as Is. New tires and many new
parts •.$.5~0 or best offer. Call Carol at 299-1072.
8/16
SAVE $20 TO SSO on 1981 Centurion 10 and 12
speeds at th~ Harvard Bike Hou~e. 137 Harvard SE,
2~.5-8808. Specialized stump jumpers to arrive soon.
8/16
QUEEN SIZE WATER bed with frame, linens,
almo5t new. $200 or best offer.242-6SS3.
8/16
DINING ROOM SET table six chairs, china closet,
See toappreciat~. Sacrifice at $475.842-1063. 8/16

6. Employment
PART-TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Apply in person, no phone calls please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, .5516
Menaul NE.
9/24
WORK IN f'RANCE, Japan, China! Send long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for details, ESL26A, P,O Box336, Centralia, WA98531.
8/24
CRUISE SIIIP JOBS! All occupations, Oreat income
potential. For information, call 602-998·0426 Dept
0924. Phone call refundable,
8/23
DESIGN/GRAPHIC ARTIST wanted for Lobo
contract work. Newspaper experience preferred.
UNM student preferred. Apply Room 131 Marron
Hall.
8/23
PACKJI'IG, SIIIPPING, CLERICAL person. Oood
handwriting essential. S min from UNM. 3()..40hrs...
week, M·F1 2.56-1121.
8/23

DIVISION OF' GOVF:~MENT Research needs
ano~))er work•study qual!Oed transcriber. Must be
able to work fall/spring semesters. Pick up an applicalion atl920 Lomas.
8/16
DA \'TIME APPROX. 20-25 hours per week and
nights approx. 3·4 nights per week (4-.5 hours per
night). Cel's Plua. 843·97SO. 2004 Central SE. 8/16
UNM WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL team .needs a
8/26
manager. For information call277·2603.

7. Travel
ADVERTISE YOUR RIDE in the Daily Lobo,

8. MbceUaneous
DARKROOM RENTALS: LARGE', fully equipped
darkroom, hourly and yearly rates, band w or color.
Photogenisb Workshop, 242-3142.
8116
lS PERCENT OF'F'Swlss Army knlves-Kaufman's·a real army-navy store. 504 Yale SE, 256-0000. 8/25
RAY·BANS SUNGLASSES 25 percent off··
8/25
Kaufman's-·a real army-navy sto~.
MILITARY SHORTS, MASH t·shirts-·Kaufman'sa real army· navy store. 504 Yale SE, 2.56-0000. 8125
TAROT AND ASTROLOGY readings help answer
questions, Spiritual, psychological and practical
guidance. Tarot meditation group and Astrology
classes starting September. Claire LeNormand. 983·
2372.
8116

9. Las N otic las
MEETING? CLUB? ORGANIZATION? Advertise
in Las Noticlas,
tfn
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Buy
2 slices of
Cheese Pizza
Get a Large Soft

Drink FREE
7116. 7122

1Mill\'''-•
~1~ ~\11WF$1'
'~

Beer & Wine Available
on Sunday
Neopoiltan, Sicrhan & Whole Wheat Ptua

a.!~.lf.!~C!!'L¥................ --.J

265-7777

ARMniAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

city
3 One who
shows
1 Algonquian
promise
4 Head of
4 Refrain (from)
monastery
5 Exist
9 Slender
finial
6Small
12 Bother
amount
13 Light brown
7 Monster
14 Deface
8 Rips
9 Large bird
15 Lanterns
17 Vilify
10 Moccasin
11 Anger
19 Consumes
16 Actor's goal
21 Transgress
18 Attract
22 Tell
25 More secure 20 Sharpen
22 Brazilian port
29 One of the
23 By oneself
Smiths
24 Weird
30 Radials
26 Tip of yore
32 Existed
33 Bushy clump 27 Mistake
28 Musical
35 Bridge
instruments
position
31 Rock
37 Before
34 Excavate
38 Dye plant
36 Football
40 Devout
groupings
42 Gl green
43 Lawful
45 Makes
beloved
47 Golf mound
49 Colorful
cheese
50 Callings
54 Andean
animal
57 Time gone by
58 Wash lightly
60 Electrified
particle
61 Morning
moisture
62 Junctures
63 Negative

tfn

Answer to Monday's Puzzle

39 Tardy
41 Arctic
swimmer
44 Condescending looks
46 With force
48 Pennsylvania
port
50 Ungentle-

manly one
51 Mature
52 Quarrel
53 Nahoor
sheep
55 Farmyard cry
56 Social insect
59 Samarium
symbol

DOWN
1 Maglie of
baseball
2 Oklahoma

Photo/Cine welcomes back
it's old friends and
new friends to be

·

ON CAMPUS

Photo Suppllee
Photo Flnlahlng
Dlacount Prlc••

UNM Photo
, Cine Service

9-4:30 •1820 l.ae Lom•• NE • 277·5743

